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Derandomizing Space-Bounded Computation via
Pseudorandom Generators and their Generalizations
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Supervisor: David Zuckerman
To what extent is randomness necessary for efficient computation? We study the problem
of deterministically simulating randomized algorithms with low space overhead. The tra-
ditional approach to this problem is to try to design sufficiently powerful pseudorandom
generators (PRGs). PRG constructions often provide deep insights into models of computa-
tion and have applications beyond derandomization. There are other approaches based on
generalizations of the PRG concept that are potentially easier to construct yet still valuable
for derandomization. One such generalization is a hitting set generator (HSG), a standard
“one-sided” version of a PRG. Another such generalization, introduced recently by Braver-
man, Cohen, and Garg [BCG20], is a weighted pseudorandom generator (WPRG), which is
similar to a PRG except probability distributions are replaced by “pseudodistributions.” In
this dissertation, we present new results (obtained jointly with collaborators) regarding all
vi
three of these approaches to derandomizing space-bounded algorithms.
Regarding the PRG approach, we present improved PRGs for interesting models of
computation including unbounded-width permutation branching programs, read-once AC0
formulas, and superlinear-size constant-depth threshold circuits. The first two PRGs are un-
conditionally near-optimal; substantially improving the third would require a breakthrough
in circuit lower bounds. Each PRG is in some way connected to derandomizing space-
bounded algorithms.
Regarding generalizations of PRGs, we present new constructions and applications of
HSGs and WPRGs for read-once branching programs (ROBPs), the nonuniform model that
directly corresponds to randomized space-bounded algorithms. In particular, we construct
explicit HSGs and WPRGs with an optimal dependence on the error parameter ε. In terms
of applications, we show that optimal HSGs for polynomial-width ROBPs could be used to
derandomize decision algorithms with two-sided error (BPL, not just RL). Unconditionally,
we explain how to use recent WPRG constructions to deterministically simulate randomized






, a slight improvement over Saks and
Zhou’s celebrated O(S3/2) bound [SZ99]. Finally, using the techniques underlying our HSG
construction, we give an improved unconditional derandomization of log-space algorithms
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Randomization is a hugely successful technique in algorithm design. In practice, randomized
algorithms are often faster or more space-efficient than their deterministic counterparts.
However, randomness can itself be considered a computational resource in limited supply,
just like time and space. We want to use as few random bits as possible, just like we
want to conserve other types of algorithmic “fuel.” We should therefore ask, have we had
more success with randomized algorithms because of inherent limitations of deterministic
computation? Or are we merely experiencing the limitations of human algorithm designers?
In some settings, such as communication complexity, randomized algorithms provably
have an advantage. In the setting of conventional decision algorithms, however, the popular
conjecture is that randomness is not necessary for efficient computation (assuming somewhat
coarse standards of efficiency). Concretely, if a decision problem can be solved in time T ≥ N
on inputs of lengthN1 using randomness, then conjecturally it can be solved deterministically
1Throughout this dissertation, we denote a uniform algorithm’s input length by uppercase N rather than
the traditional lowercase n. That way, n is available for denoting the number of random bits used by the
1
in time poly(T ). If it can be solved in space S ≥ logN using randomness, then conjecturally
it can be solved deterministically in space O(S).
Recall that P and L are the classes of languages that can be decided by deterministic
algorithms running in polynomial time and logarithmic space respectively. BPP and BPL
are defined analogously, but we allow bounded-error randomized algorithms.2 By elementary
arguments,
L ⊆ BPL ⊆ P ⊆ BPP.
The conjectures in the previous paragraph are essentially equivalent to the conjectures P =
BPP and L = BPL.
The most basic reason to believe P = BPP and L = BPL is simply that it seems
counterintuitive for randomness to be useful for computation. The fact that randomization
is genuinely helpful for solving communication problems (for example) can be considered
paradoxical, and we should not let it mislead us regarding BPP and BPL. To make a
common analogy, solving a problem in NP or NL is like finding a needle in a haystack,
whereas solving a problem in BPP or BPL is almost like finding hay in a haystack! It is
strange to think that it might be intrinsically hard.
However, after decades of research, nobody has managed to actually prove P = BPP
or L = BPL. There is widespread pessimism regarding the goal of unconditionally deran-
domizing BPP. Proving P = BPP would require proving serious new circuit lower bounds
[KI04; AM11; JS12; CIKK15], which realistically will not happen anytime soon. The good
news is that there is much more hope regarding L vs. BPL (the main topic of this disser-
tation). To prove L = BPL, it does not seem to be necessary to prove new lower bounds.
The human species has no real excuse for having not already proven L = BPL, and if we
are lucky we will prove L = BPL in the near future.
algorithm (or the number of pseudorandom bits we are trying to generate, etc.)
2There are some subtleties in the definition of BPL; see Section 2.2.
2
Derandomizing BPL could conceivably have a direct practical impact. Modern com-
puting often requires processing datasets that are so enormous that they cannot feasibly
be stored in working memory, and hardware random number generators can only output
so much entropy per second. One can imagine efficient, general derandomization methods,
with rigorous mathematical proofs of correctness, being implemented on actual computers.
More importantly (and more realistically), L vs. BPL is a fundamental scientific
question. By studying the algorithmic power of randomness, we can elucidate the true nature
of computation. From the beginning, one of the central goals of computational complexity
theory has been to clarify the relationships between different computational resources, and
that includes space and randomness.
1.2 Pseudorandom Generators (PRGs)
A powerful approach for proving L = BPL (or P = BPP) is to design pseudorandom
generators (PRGs). Let Un denote the uniform distribution over {0, 1}n.
Definition 1.2.1. Let n ∈ N, let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → R, let X be a
distribution over {0, 1}n, and let ε > 0. We say that X fools F with error ε, or ε-fools F ,
if for every f ∈ F ,
|E[f(X)]− E[f(Un)]| ≤ ε.
An ε-PRG for F is a function G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n such that G(Us) fools F with error ε.
We also speak of G itself fooling F .
Intuitively, a PRG stretches a short truly random “seed” y ∈ {0, 1}s out to a long
pseudorandom string G(y) ∈ {0, 1}n. It is desirable to have a short seed length and a
small error. To see the connection to derandomization, let A(x, z) be a randomized decision
algorithm, where x is the input and z is the random bits. Define Ax(z) = A(x, z). Suppose
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that for each input x, the function Ax is in the class F fooled by G. Then we can define a
new randomized algorithm A′(x, y) = A(x,G(y)). For each input x, we have
Pr[A′(x) = 1] ≈ Pr[A(x) = 1],
but A′ uses fewer random bits than A (assuming G has a nontrivial seed length).
If A is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm (corresponding to BPP), then Ax
can be computed by a polynomial-size circuit, so it would be great to have PRGs for circuits.
Meanwhile, if A is a randomized log-space algorithm (corresponding to BPL), then Ax
can be computed by a polynomial-width read-once branching program3 (ROBP), as we will
explain in Section 2.4. An ROBP is a generalization of a finite automaton where we allow a
different transition function in each step.
Definition 1.2.2. Let w, n ∈ N. A width-w length-n ROBP is a directed graph. The vertices
are arranged in n + 1 layers with w vertices per layer. Each vertex has two outgoing edges
labeled 0 and 1 leading to the next layer, except the vertices in the last layer which have no
outgoing edges. The program processes an input x ∈ {0, 1}n by starting at a designated start
vertex vstart in the first layer, reading the bits of x from left to right to decide which edges to
traverse, and accepting or rejecting depending on whether it arrives at a designated accept
vertex vacc in the final layer. Thus, the program computes a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}.
We often identify the program with the function it computes.
PRGs for width-n length-n ROBPs can be used to decrease the randomness used by
log-space decision algorithms. In either the polynomial-time or the log-space setting, to
3Note that Definition 1.2.2 requires the program to read the input bits in order, from left to right.
By using the phrase “read-once branching program” to refer to this model, we are following the standard
conventions of the pseudorandomness literature, despite the fact that the phrase does not clearly express
the ordering assumption. Indeed, outside the context of pseudorandomness, the term “read-once branching
program” typically refers to a more general model of computation that does not require ordering or even
obliviousness.
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eliminate randomness altogether, we can try all seeds exhaustively and take a majority vote,
i.e., define a deterministic algorithm A′′ by
A′′(x) = MAJ(A(x,G(0s)), A(x,G(0s−11)), . . . , A(x,G(1s))).
Clearly, if A has low failure probability, A′′ is correct. The efficiency of this derandomization
depends on the seed length of the PRG and the efficiency of the PRG. To derandomize
BPP or BPL, we would like a PRG with seed length O(log n) that can be computed in
poly(n) time or O(log n) space, respectively. Next, we discuss reasons to believe that such
PRGs exist. In turn, the likely existence of such PRGs is arguably the best reason to believe
P = BPP and L = BPL.
1.2.1 Reasons to Believe That Good PRGs Exist
Nonexplicit PRGs via the probabilistic method
If we set aside the issue of efficiently computing the PRG, then there is a well-known, generic,
probabilistic argument that shows that PRGs exist with a good seed length.
Proposition 1.2.3. Let n ∈ N, and let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} with
|F| ≥ 2. For every ε > 0, there exists a PRG for F with seed length log log |F|+2 log(1/ε)+
O(1).
Proof. Sample a generator G uniformly at random from the set of all functions G : {0, 1}s →
{0, 1}n. Then for each f ∈ F , the value 2−s ·
∑
x f(G(x)) is an average of 2
s Bernoulli random
variables, each with expectation E[f(Un)]. By Hoeffding’s inequality, it is in the interval
E[f(Un)] ± ε except with failure probability 2e−2ε
2·2s . Therefore, by the union bound, G is
an ε-PRG for F , except with failure probability 2|F|e−2ε2·2s . For s = log log |F|+2 log(1/ε)+
O(1), this failure probability is less than 1, so a suitable G exists.
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Corollary 1.2.4. There exist PRGs for size-s circuits on n input bits and width-w length-n
ROBPs with seed lengths O(log(s/ε) + log log n) and O(log(wn/ε)) respectively.
Corollary 1.2.4 shows that good PRGs exist as functions; the challenge is to come up
with a genuine algorithm that efficiently computes such a PRG. The proof of Proposition 1.2.3
can be considered “evidence” (albeit weak evidence) that such algorithms exist. After all,
by default, we expect that probabilistic arguments can be matched by explicit constructions.
Relatedly, one can readily devise plausible candidate PRG constructions [LV17]. The hardest
part is proving that the constructions work.
Hardness and conditional PRGs
Another source of evidence for the existence of good PRGs is a long line of work obtaining
conditional constructions of PRGs under unproven complexity-theoretic or cryptographic
assumptions [Yao82; BM84; NW94; IW97; HILL99; KM02; Uma03; DMOZ20; CT20]. For
derandomizing BPP, Impagliazzo and Wigderson were the first to prove the following strik-
ing and celebrated theorem [IW97].
Theorem 1.2.5 ([IW97]). Assume there is a language that can be decided deterministically
in time 2O(N) and that has circuit complexity 2Ω(N), where N is the input length. Then there
is a 0.1-PRG for size-n circuits on n input bits with seed length O(log n) that is computable
in time poly(n), and consequently P = BPP.
Klivans and van Melkebeek showed a similar conditional derandomization of BPL
[KM02].
Theorem 1.2.6 ([KM02]). Assume there is a language that can be decided deterministically
in space O(N) and that has branching program complexity 2Ω(N), where N is the input length.
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Then there is a 0.1-PRG for width-n length-n ROBPs4 with seed length O(log n) that is
computable in space O(log n), and consequently L = BPL.
The “hardness” assumptions in Theorems 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 seem likely to be true, so
these theorems give us fairly compelling reasons to believe that good explicit PRGs exist.
The connection between PRGs and hardness also goes “the other way.” Intuitively, a PRG
construction is a strong kind of impossibility result for whatever model of computation the
PRG fools, because the PRG gives an example of a task that cannot be solved by the model,
namely distinguishing the output of the PRG from the uniform distribution. More concretely,
a PRG also implies a hard decision problem. Starting from a PRG G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n, we
can define fG : {0, 1}s+1 → {0, 1} by
fG(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃y, G(y)1...s+1 = x.
Clearly, E[fG(Us+1)] ≤ 1/2, but E[fG(G(Us)1...s+1)] = 1, so the truncation of G to the first
s+ 1 bits does not fool fG. This means that fG is hard relative to the class of functions that
G is guaranteed to fool.
The upshot is that PRGs can give deep insights regarding the abilities and limitations
of the model. Unfortunately, understanding some models of computation seems to be far
beyond us, so this perspective on PRGs can be interpreted as a barrier to actually construct-
ing good PRGs (even if they exist). For example, if we could construct a PRG G for size-n
circuits with seed length O(log n) that could be computed in poly(n) time, we would get a
function fG : {0, 1}` → {0, 1} that could be computed in 2O(`) time with circuit complexity
2Ω(`). This exactly matches the assumption of Theorem 1.2.5, and proving the existence of
such an fG would be a huge breakthrough. Realistically, the takeaway is that there is little
4In fact, this conditional PRG fools all polynomial-size branching programs, including read-many pro-
grams. Such a PRG implies the stronger derandomization result L = BP∗L (see Section 2.2.1).
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hope of constructing such a PRG G unconditionally in the foreseeable future. This is bad
news for the project of derandomizing BPP.
What about L vs. BPL? Is there a similar barrier? If we could construct an explicit
PRG G for width-n length-n ROBPs with seed length O(log n), we would get a function
fG : {0, 1}` → {0, 1} such that any ROBP computing fG has width 2Ω(`). But that is not
any barrier at all, because it is actually easy to unconditionally construct hard functions for
ROBPs. For example, consider the “inner product mod 2” function IP : {0, 1}`/2×{0, 1}`/2 →
{0, 1} defined by IP(x, y) =
⊕`/2
i=1(xi · yi). If a width-w ROBP can compute IP, then we get
a two-party communication protocol for IP: Alice simulates the first half of the ROBP’s
computation and sends Bob dlogwe bits specifying the state reached in the middle layer,
then Bob simulates the second half of the ROBP’s computation. By standard communication
complexity lower bounds, it follows that w ≥ 2Ω(`), i.e., IP is hard for ROBPs.
This is good news for derandomizing BPL. To construct PRGs for ROBPs, the
challenge is “merely” to bridge the gap between hardness and pseudorandomness. For this
reason, it makes sense to be much more optimistic about proving L = BPL than about
proving P = BPP.
PRGs for weak models and/or with weak parameters
The next reason to believe that there exist PRGs powerful enough to prove L = BPL is
that we already have explicit PRGs, unconditionally, that are quite interesting and powerful,
though they fall short of fully derandomizing BPL. For width-n length-n ROBPs, Babai,
Nisan, and Szegedy constructed the first explicit PRG, with seed length 2O(
√
logn) · log(1/ε)
[BNS92]. Nisan gave a significant improvement in a subsequent game-changing paper [Nis92]:
Theorem 1.2.7 ([Nis92]). For every w, n ∈ N and every ε > 0, there exists an explicit5
5We will say a generator G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n is explicit if it runs in space O(s). Of course, this only
really makes sense if there is an infinite family of generators, indexed by one or more parameters (in this
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ε-PRG for width-w length-n ROBPs with seed length O(log(wn/ε) · log n).
The seed length of Nisan’s PRG is only a log n factor away from optimal. Nisan’s PRG
is a crucial ingredient in Nisan’s later proof that BPL is contained in SC [Nis94] and Saks
and Zhou’s later proof that BPL is contained in DSPACE(log3/2 n) [SZ99]. Furthermore,
Nisan’s PRG and other PRGs for ROBPs [INW94; NZ96] have found applications beyond
the derandomization of space-bounded decision algorithms [Siv02; Ind06; HVV06; HHR11;
CL21].
Nisan’s PRG remains the best explicit PRG known for width-n length-n ROBPs to this
day. However, explicit optimal PRGs are known for more restricted models of computation,
such as parity functions. A distribution over {0, 1}n is called ε-biased if it ε-fools all functions
of the form
⊕
i∈I xi where I ⊆ [n]. An ε-biased generator is a PRG whose output is ε-biased.
Theorem 1.2.8 ([NN93; Per90; AGHP92]). For every n ∈ N and every ε > 0, there exists
an explicit ε-biased generator with seed length O(log(n/ε)).
Parity functions are a weak class on their own, but optimal or near-optimal PRG
constructions are known for more interesting models of computation, many of which use
Theorem 1.2.8 as a building block. We will see an example in Section 5.2.
Nisan’s PRG (Theorem 1.2.7) demonstrates that it is possible to design explicit PRGs
for ROBPs with a highly nontrivial seed length. Meanwhile, theorems such as Theorem 1.2.8
show that it is possible to design explicit PRGs for some models with optimal seed length.
Taken together, these results suggest that we should expect to be able to remove the extra
log n factor from the seed length of Nisan’s generator (at least in the absence of any real
argument for why the extra log n factor would be necessary). This gives even more evidence
that L = BPL.
case, w, n, and ε). The algorithm for computing G(x) is given the parameters and the seed x.
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1.2.2 Our PRG Contributions
As mentioned, Nisan’s generator [Nis92] is still the best explicit PRG known for width-n
length-n ROBPs, three decades later. However, there has been a great deal of success de-
signing improved PRGs for related models of computation. Some highlights include PRGs
for “regular” and “permutation” ROBPs [BV10; De11; KNP11; Ste12; RSV13; BRRY14;
CHHL19; HPV21], PRGs for “arbitrary-order” ROBPs [BPW11; SVW17; CHRT18; FK18],
PRGs for combinatorial rectangles and their variants [ASWZ96; EGLNV98; Lu02; GM-
RTV12; Wat13; GMRZ13; Vio14; De15; GKM18; HLV18; Lee19; GY20], PRGs for width-3
ROBPs [SVW17; MRT19], and PRGs for multiple-read branching programs [INW94; DPS11;
IMZ19; GV20; HHTT21]. The hope is that eventually, we will develop enough PRG-related
skills and knowledge that we can design a better PRG for width-n length-n ROBPs.
In Chapter 5, we continue in this tradition by presenting new unconditional PRGs for
several interesting models of computation. Each PRG is connected in some way to space-
bounded derandomization. We briefly list the PRGs here, deferring to Chapter 5 for more
detailed discussion of context, prior work, and techniques.
PRGs for unbounded-width permutation ROBPs A permutation ROBP is an ROBP
such that no two edges with the same label point to the same vertex. In Section 5.1, we
prove that an explicit PRG (the INW generator [INW94]) fools unbounded-width permutation
ROBPs (with a single accept vertex) with seed length Õ(log n · log(1/ε)).6 Conversely, we
prove that any ε-PRG for these programs must have seed length at least Ω̃(log n · log(1/ε)).
These results are joint work with Ted Pyne and Salil Vadhan [HPV21].
PRGs for read-once AC0 In Section 5.2, we present an explicit PRG for read-once AC0
formulas with near-optimal seed length Õ(log(n/ε)). This generator is joint work with Dean
6Throughout this dissertation, we use the notation Õ(s) = s · polylog s and Ω̃(s) = s/polylog s.
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Doron and Pooya Hatami [DHH19].
PRGs for slightly-superlinear-size TC0 In Section 5.3, we present an explicit PRG
for depth-d threshold circuits with n1+δ wires with seed length O(n1−δ) for some δ = 2−O(d).
The PRG is joint work with Pooya Hatami, Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell [HHTT21]. Our
seed length is only slightly nontrivial, but significant improvements would require new lower
bounds for TC0.
1.3 Generalizations of the PRG Concept
Since designing PRGs has turned out to be very challenging, researchers have considered
relaxations of the PRG concept. The idea is that these generalized PRGs are potentially
easier to construct, but they still have value for derandomization.
1.3.1 Hitting Set Generators (HSGs)
The first “generalized PRG” we will consider is a hitting set generator (HSG).
Definition 1.3.1. Let n ∈ N, let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, let H ⊆
{0, 1}n, and let ε > 0. We say that H is an ε-hitting set for F if for every f ∈ F ,
E[f(Un)] ≥ ε =⇒ ∃x ∈ H, f(x) = 1.
An ε-HSG for F is a function G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n such that the image G({0, 1}s) is an
ε-hitting set for F .
Clearly, if G is an ε-PRG for F , then it is also an ε′-HSG for F for any ε′ > ε. Now,
suppose we wish to derandomize an algorithm A that decides a language L. Using an HSG
11






= A(x, z). The derandomization is correct as long as G is an ε-HSG for
the Ax functions, A succeeds with probability at least ε, and A has one-sided error, i.e.,
x ∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] ≥ ε
x 6∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] = 0.
This condition corresponds to complexity classes such as RL and RP, which are contained
in BPL and BPP respectively. It is quite common for randomized algorithms to have one-
sided error, so it is immediately clear that HSGs have value for derandomization. HSGs have
been studied since the 80s [AKS87]7 and are considered standard today.
1.3.2 Weighted Pseudorandom Generators (WPRGs)
The other relaxation of PRGs we study is a weighted pseudorandom generator (WPRG),
also known as a pseudorandom pseudodistribution generator.
Definition 1.3.2. Let n ∈ N, let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → R, and let ε > 0.
An ε-WPRG for F is a pair (G, ρ), where G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n and ρ : {0, 1}s → R, such
that for every f ∈ F , ∣∣∣∣ Ex∼Us[ρ(x) · f(G(x))]− E[f(Un)]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
7In the same paper [AKS87], Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi conjectured that (in today’s terminology)
L = RL. They were perhaps the first to do so. Another historical note: Aleliunas, Karp, Lipton, Lovasz,
and Rackoff seem to have been the first to raise the question of whether L = RL [AKLLR79].
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We also say that (G, ρ) fools F with error ε. If ρ maps {0, 1}s → [−K,K], we say that
(G, ρ) is K-bounded.
WPRGs were introduced relatively recently by Braverman, Cohen, and Garg [BCG20].
WPRGs can be viewed as a generalization of PRGs, because if G is an ε-PRG for F , then
(G, 1) is an ε-WPRG for F . Meanwhile, a WPRG can be viewed as an HSG with extra
structure, because if (G, ρ) is an ε-WPRG for F , then G is an ε′-HSG for F for every ε′ > ε.
(After all, if E[f(Un)] > ε, then Ex∼Us [ρ(x) · f(G(x))] > 0, so there must be some seed x
such that f(G(x)) 6= 0.) Thus, we have a hierarchy,
PRG =⇒ WPRG =⇒ HSG.
If A is a randomized decision algorithm, we can try to derandomize it using a WPRG by
computing the weighted sum
∑
y∈{0,1}s 2
−s · ρ(y) · A(x,G(y)) and comparing to 1/2. This
derandomization will work as long as (G, ρ) fools the Ax functions with sufficiently low error,
even if A has two-sided error. For example, optimal WPRGs for ROBPs would immediately
imply L = BPL.
Recall that Nisan’s PRG ε-fools width-n length-n ROBPs with seed length
O(log2 n+ log n · log(1/ε)).
In the paper introducing the WPRG concept [BCG20], Braverman, Cohen, and Garg pre-
sented an explicit WPRG that ε-fools width-n length-n ROBPs with seed length
Õ(log2 n+ log(1/ε)),
which is better than Nisan’s PRG when ε 1/ poly(n). This was especially exciting because
prior to Braverman, Cohen, and Garg’s work, it was not even known how to construct an
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HSG for width-n length-n ROBPs with a better seed length than Nisan’s generator (except
when ε is exponentially small; see Table 1.1). Their work prompted a flurry of activity
investigating WPRGs and the small-ε regime [HZ20; CL20; CDRSTS21; PV21; Hoz21b],
some of which we will discuss in this dissertation.
1.3.3 Our Contributions Regarding HSGs and WPRGs
In Chapters 3 and 4, we present new constructions and applications of HSGs and WPRGs
for ROBPs. Once again, we briefly describe the results here but defer to Chapters 3 and 4
for more detailed discussion.
Generators for the small-ε regime In Sections 3.1 and 4.1 respectively, we present an
ε-HSG and an ε-WPRG for width-n length-n ROBPs with seed length
O(log2 n+ log(1/ε)).
The HSG is joint work with David Zuckerman [HZ20]. These constructions remove log log
factors from Braverman, Cohen, and Garg’s result [BCG20] and subsequent improvements by
Chattopadhyay and Liao [CL20], Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo, and Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21],
and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] (see Table 1.1). The WPRG is more general, but we include
the HSG construction as well, because it is especially simple and because it gives a better
seed length for short, wide ROBPs. Both constructions work via modular reductions that
can convert any moderate-error PRG for ROBPs into a low-threshold HSG or a low-error
WPRG.
A conditional application of HSGs In Section 3.3, we prove that optimal HSGs for
width-n length-n ROBPs would imply L = BPL, not just L = RL. The analogous theorem
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Seed length Type of generator Reference
Õ (
√
n) +O(log(1/ε)) HSG [AKS87]
2O(
√
logn) · log(1/ε) PRG [BNS92]
O(log2 n+ log(1/ε) · log n) PRG [Nis92]
Õ(log2 n+ log(1/ε)) WPRG [BCG20]
O(log2 n+ log(1/ε)) HSG [HZ20] (Section 3.1)
Õ(log2 n) +O(log(1/ε)) WPRG [CL20]
O(log2 n) + Õ(log(1/ε)) WPRG [CDRSTS21; PV21]
O(log2 n+ log(1/ε)) WPRG [Hoz21b] (Section 4.1)
Table 1.1: Known explicit constructions of PRGs, WPRGs, and HSGs for width-n length-n
ROBPs, in chronological order. Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi were focused on ROBPs with
length much smaller than their width [AKS87], but their work also immediately implies a
nontrivial HSG for the width-n length-n case as listed here. The papers of Cohen, Doron,
Renard, Sberlo, and Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] are independent
of each other and simultaneous with each other.
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for BPP was already known; the BPL case requires different techniques (see Section 3.3.1).
This result is joint work with Kuan Cheng [CH20].
Improved unconditional derandomization In Section 4.2, we point out that using
the recent work on WPRGs, it is possible to unconditionally improve the state-of-the-art
derandomization of space-bounded computation. As mentioned previously, Saks and Zhou
showed how to deterministically simulate a randomized space-S decision algorithm in space






. (This result does
not require our improved WPRG construction.) Furthermore, in Section 3.2, we present an
improved unconditional derandomization of RL in the small-success regime, i.e., algorithms
with one-sided error that accept positive instances with some small probability ε > 0. The
latter result is joint work with David Zuckerman [HZ20] and uses the same techniques as
our HSG construction.
1.4 Discussion: PRGs vs. WPRGs vs. HSGs
One of the goals of this dissertation is to clarify the relative virtues of PRGs, WPRGs, and
HSGs. The basic tradeoff is of course that HSGs are easier to construct whereas PRGs are
more useful; WPRGs are intermediate in both respects. We now elaborate.
Difficulty of constructing unweighted PRGs
As discussed, we now have WPRGs and HSGs for width-n length-n ROBPs that are better
than the best known unweighted PRGs (see Table 1.1). There are many other cases where
good HSGs have been constructed for some model of computation and no matching PRG
construction is known [AKS87; LLSZ97; RS10; BDS13; GMRTV12; ŠŽ11; Lu12; BRRY14;
DTST20; CHMY21] or at least none was known at the time [ACR99; ISW99; MV05; SU05].
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These facts already demonstrate that on some level, it is easier to construct WPRGs and
HSGs than it is to construct unweighted PRGs.
In the setting of unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with a single accept vertex
(see Section 5.1), unweighted PRGs are actually provably harder to construct, in the following
sense. We will prove that any (1/n)-PRG for this model must have seed length Ω(log2 n)
(Theorem 5.1.19). In contrast, in joint work with Pyne and Vadhan, the author showed by a
probabilistic argument that there exists a (1/n)-HSG for this model with seed length O(log n)
[HPV21]. Furthermore, Pyne and Vadhan subsequently gave an explicit construction of a
(1/n)-WPRG for this model with seed length Õ(log3/2 n) [PV21]. Thus, in at least one case,
there is an inherent gap between PRGs on the one hand and HSGs and WPRGs on the
other.
Relative usefulness
As mentioned previously, we will show that explicit optimal HSGs for ROBPs would imply
L = BPL, so they would be essentially just as useful as explicit optimal WPRGs. However,
when it comes to non-optimal generators (what we have in real life), WPRGs are more
useful, because they can be plugged into the Saks-Zhou framework [SZ99], provided they are
K-bounded for a sufficiently small K. This fact was first demonstrated by Chattopadhyay
and Liao [CL20], who argued that WPRGs with certain parameters could hypothetically be
used to deterministically simulate randomized space-S decision algorithms in space O(S4/3)
(developing an earlier suggestion by Braverman, Cohen, and Garg [BCG20]). We will see in
Section 4.2 that WPRGs can be used today to achieve the weaker bound O(S3/2/
√
logS). It
remains an open problem to devise a way to combine HSGs with the Saks-Zhou methodology.
Meanwhile, unweighted PRGs for ROBPs are more useful than WPRGs or HSGs
because unweighted PRGs can more easily be used as building blocks in randomized algo-
rithms. For example, PRGs for ROBPs are commonly used in the design of randomized
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streaming algorithms (a technique introduced by Indyk [Ind06]), and it is not clear how
HSGs or WPRGs could play the same role. For another example, PRGs are often key build-
ing blocks for constructing more PRGs. If we could construct an explicit unweighted PRG
for ROBPs matching the current WPRG constructions, we could use it to build an explicit
PRG for constant-width ROBPs with seed length O(log3/2 n) [CH20, Lemma 4.9], which
would be a huge breakthrough.
HSGs and simplicity
Work on HSGs is often simpler and easier to understand than work on PRGs. Constructions
and analyses of PRGs typically involve analytical insights that could be described as “deep,”
whereas constructions and analyses of HSGs sometimes only use combinatorial tricks that are
better described as “clever.” One striking example is the work of Braverman, Rao, Raz, and
Yehudayoff on regular ROBPs [BRRY14]. Braverman et al. use randomness extractors and
information-theoretic arguments to construct a PRG with seed length Õ(log n) for constant-
width regular ROBPs. Then, by a short combinatorial proof, they show that simply taking
all low-Hamming-weight strings gives an optimal hitting set for the same model.
Our results on HSGs fit this pattern as well. Our construction of HSGs for ROBPs
(Section 3.1) and our proof that optimal HSGs derandomize BPL (Section 3.3) are both
fairly elementary, making them approachable for those with relatively little background in
the area. Indeed, our work on HSGs has been included in at least two courses so far, one
taught by Amnon Ta-Shma [TS18] and another taught by Chris Umans [Uma20]. For this
reason, we present our work on HSGs first (in Chapter 3) before moving on to WPRGs
(Chapter 4) and unweighted PRGs (Chapter 5).
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1.5 Omitted Work
Some of the author’s work is omitted from this dissertation, because it is not sufficiently
relevant, because the research was done prior to the author starting graduate school, or
because we deem it to be of lesser importance. We briefly mention a few results that almost
made the cut; the curious reader is invited to read the relevant papers for details.
In addition to the PRGs that we will discuss in this dissertation, the author has
constructed improved PRGs for certain classes of read-once AC0[⊕] formulas (joint with
Dean Doron and Pooya Hatami [DHH19; DHH20]), as well as for De Morgan formulas and
unrestricted branching programs (joint with Pooya Hatami, Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell
[HHTT21]). Meanwhile, using classic PRGs for space-bounded computation [Nis92; NZ96],
the author has proven a typically-correct log-space derandomization of quasilinear-time log-
space decision algorithms [Hoz19b]. Finally, in joint work with Kuan Cheng, the author has
shown that if there are explicit optimal HSGs for constant-width ROBPs, then it is possible





2.1 Deterministic Space-Bounded Computation
As usual, our model of deterministic space-bounded computation is a Turing machine with a
read-only input tape, a read-write work tape, and a write-only output tape. We say that the
machine runs in space S = S(N) if it touches at most S cells of the work tape on inputs of
length N , which is a perfectly natural definition provided S(N) ≥ logN so the algorithm has
enough space to store a pointer into the input. (There are some interesting results regarding
the derandomization of sublogarithmic-space Turing machines [Fre81; MS82; Tom81; Jun84;
KV87; Mac98], but sublogarithmic space complexity is sensitive to the specific model of
computation, so we will not study such algorithms.) We let DSPACE(S) denote the class
of languages that can be decided by a deterministic algorithm that runs in space O(S), and
L = DSPACE(log n).
It is well-known that space-bounded algorithms compose nicely. For example, if
F : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ is length-preserving and can be computed in space S, then the i-
fold composition of F with itself can be computed in space O(i · S). The following lemma
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is a generalization that will be useful for deterministically simulating randomized space-S
decision algorithms in space o(S3/2) (Section 4.2). The idea is that we consider a function
with two inputs, F (x, y). The first input x comes from a recursive computation, so reading x
is “expensive,” whereas the second input y does not participate in the recursion, so reading
y is “cheap.”
Lemma 2.1.1. Let F : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗. Suppose that for all y ∈ {0, 1}∗, the
function F (·, y) is length-preserving. Suppose also that there is a deterministic algorithm
that computes F (x, y) given x ∈ {0, 1}N1 and y ∈ {0, 1}N2 in space S = S(N1, N2), and each
time it reads a bit from x, it first clears all but T = T (N1, N2) bits from its work space.
Define
F (0)(x) = x
F (i+1)(x, y1, . . . , yi+1) = F (F
(i)(x, y1, . . . , yi), yi+1).
Then given i ≥ 1, x ∈ {0, 1}N1, and y1, . . . , yi ∈ {0, 1}N2, the value F (i)(x, y1, . . . , yi) can be
computed deterministically in space O(S + i · (T + log(N1N2))).
Proof sketch. To compute F (i)(x, y1, . . . , yi), we run the algorithm for F (·, yi). Each time it
tries to read a bit from its first input, we pause its computation and recursively (re)compute
F (i−1)(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) to obtain that bit. While the outer computation is paused, the only
data regarding that outer computation that we need to store is the T bits on its work space,
plus log(N1N2) bits indicating the positions of its read heads. At any given time, at most one
of the recursive simulations will be “active” and using up to S bits of processing space.
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2.2 Randomized Space-Bounded Computation
Intuitively, BPL is the randomized counterpart to L, just like BPP is the randomized
counterpart to P. However, there are some subtleties in modeling randomized space-bounded
computation. We give a more precise definition below.
Definition 2.2.1. Let S = S(N) be a function. We define BPSPACE(S) to be the class
of languages that admit a Turing machine A with the following properties.
1. There is a read-only input tape, a read-write work tape, and a read-only “random tape”
filled with uniform random bits.
2. For every N ∈ N, on every input x ∈ {0, 1}N , the machine touches at most O(S(N))
cells of the work tape, and
x ∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] ≥ 2/3 (2.1)
x 6∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] ≤ 1/3. (2.2)
3. The machine only has one-way access to the random tape, i.e., the read head for the
random tape can move right but not left.
4. The machine always halts, i.e., it halts for every input and every setting of the random
tape.
We define BPL = BPSPACE(log n). We define RSPACE(S) and RL similarly, except
that Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are replaced by
x ∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] ≥ 1/2
x 6∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] = 0.
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The last two conditions in the definition of BPSPACE are the less obvious ones,
especially for those who are more familiar with BPTIME. We discuss them in turn.
2.2.1 The One-Way Random Tape Condition
We only allow one-way access to the random tape, because we are trying to model computing
with access to a fair coin rather than computing with access to a database of random bits.
If an algorithm is wondering about the outcome of a coin flip that happened earlier in the
computation, the algorithm should have written it down at the time and paid for it in terms
of space complexity.
Still, it is natural to be curious about BP∗L, the variant of BPL where we allow ran-
dom access to the random bits. Klivans and van Melkebeek’s conditional proof of L = BPL
(Theorem 1.2.6) actually establishes L = BP∗L under the same assumption. Therefore, it
seems likely that L = BPL = BP∗L and there is no inherent gap between BPL and BP∗L.
In terms of what we can actually prove, however, there is a huge gap. We are not even
able to prove BP∗L 6= PSPACE. We could derandomize BP∗L given an explicit PRG for
unrestricted (read-many) branching programs, but designing such a PRG with a short seed
would require a breakthrough in lower bounds. For this reason, intuitively, the L vs. BP∗L
problem feels more similar to P vs. BPP than it does to L vs. BPL. In fact, there is a
formal connection: L = BP∗L implies a nontrivial derandomization of BPTIME [MPV15].
Note also that BPL is contained in ZP∗L (the zero-error version of BP∗L) [Nis93a], which
is another reason to think that derandomizing BPL is easier than derandomizing BP∗L.
2.2.2 The Requirement of Always Halting
In our definition of BPSPACE(S), we require that the algorithm always halts. Without
this requirement, randomized space-bounded algorithms are surprisingly powerful. For ex-
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ample, consider the following log-space algorithm [Gil77] for the NL-complete problem of
s-t connectivity in an n-vertex 2-outregular directed graph.
1. Take a random walk of length n from s. If vertex t is reached, halt and accept.
2. Make 100n coin tosses. If all of them come up “heads,” halt and reject.
3. Go back to step 1.
If there is a path from s to t, then a random walk from s of length n will visit t with
probability at least 2−n, so the algorithm will accept with high probability. Conversely, if
the algorithm accepts, then obviously there is a path from s to t. The algorithm does not
necessarily ever halt – but it does halt with probability 1!
Non-halting algorithms like the one above are quite interesting, but we do not allow
them in our definition of BPL. One reason for this decision is that we are trying to model
efficient randomized computation, and non-halting algorithms such as the one above might
have exponential expected running time. In contrast, if a randomized log-space algorithm
always halts, then it necessarily does so in polynomial time:
Proposition 2.2.2. Let A be a randomized log-space algorithm that always halts, like in
Definition 2.2.1. Then for every N ∈ N, on every input of length N and every setting of the
random tape, A halts within poly(N) steps.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that A reads a random bit in every step. Fix some
N -bit input x. We can specify the contents of the work tape, the location of the read head,
and the internal state of the machine using c logN bits for some constant c. Let w = N c, and
define a w-vertex directed graph G, where each non-halting configuration u has two outgoing
edges indicating which configuration the machine will enter next depending on the random
bit it reads in that step. Let s be the vertex corresponding to the initial configuration of A,
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and assume for a contradiction that there is some vertex u that is reachable from s that is
part of a cycle. Let y be the sequence of edge labels on the path from s to u, and let z be
the sequence of edge labels on the cycle from u back to u. Then A(x, yzzz · · · ) never halts,
a contradiction. Therefore, G has no cycles reachable from s, and therefore A always halts
within w steps.
(Conversely, if a language can be decided by a bounded-error randomized log-space
algorithm that runs in expected polynomial time but does not always halt, then the language
is in BPL, i.e., it can also be decided by a bounded-error randomized log-space algorithm
that always halts in polynomial time.)
Confusingly, in the older literature, terms like “BPSPACE,” “BPL,” etc. refer to
the non-halting versions of these classes, and a different term such as “BPHL” or “BPLP”
is used to refer to the class that we denote “BPL” today. Due to diminishing interest in the
non-halting classes, no replacement name for them has become standard. This is unfortunate,
especially because it seems fairly likely that the halting and non-halting versions of BPL do
not coincide (recall that we argued that the non-halting version contains NL). In terms of
upper bounds, the non-halting version of BPL is contained in uniform NC2 [BCP83], hence
it is also contained in DSPACE(log2 n) and P.
For more about non-halting randomized space-bounded algorithms, we direct the
reader to the surveys of Michel [Mic92] and Saks [Sak96]. As a final note, what if we give
our randomized log-space machine both of the superpowers we have discussed – two-way
access to the random tape and permission to sometimes run forever? It turns out that
such machines can compute every language in PSPACE [KV85]! By the space hierarchy
theorem [SHL65], it follows that they, at least, cannot be derandomized in small space.
For the remainder of this dissertation, we return to the standard setting of algorithms with
one-way access to their random tape that always halt, as stipulated in Definition 2.2.1.
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2.3 Strings and Boolean Functions
We use x+ y to denote the concatenation of the bitstrings x and y. For a string x ∈ {0, 1}n,
let xi...j denote the substring starting at position i and ending at position j. For a set I ⊆ [n],
let xI ∈ {0, 1}I be the string obtained by looking only at coordinates in I.
For any Boolean predicate φ, we let 1[φ] be 1 if φ is true and 0 if φ is false. If f
is a function on {0, 1}n, we identify f with the random variable f(Un), so for example we
write E[f ] as a shorthand for E[f(Un)]. If y ∈ {0, 1}n, we define f+y(x) = f(x + y), where
+ denotes bitwise XOR. We say that f is ε-close to a constant if there is some b such that
Pr[f(Un) = b] ≥ 1− ε.
Let n ∈ N and let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. We say that F is
closed under shifts if for every f ∈ F and every y ∈ {0, 1}n, we have f+y ∈ F . We say that
F is closed under complementation if for every f ∈ F , the function 1− f is also in F .
2.4 ROBPs and their Connection to BPL
The connection between ROBPs (see Definition 1.2.2) and BPL is spelled out in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.4.1. Let A be a randomized log-space decision algorithm, like in Defini-
tion 2.2.1. Suppose that on inputs of length N , A uses at most n = n(N) random bits,
where n ≤ poly(N). Then for every N ∈ N and every x ∈ {0, 1}N , there is a width-poly(N)
length-n ROBP fx such that for every y ∈ {0, 1}n, A(x, y) = fx(y). Furthermore, the ROBP
fx can be constructed in O(logN) space given x, assuming n can be computed in O(logN)
space.
Proof. The construction is similar to the graph in the proof of Proposition 2.2.2. We can
specify the contents of the work tape, the location of the read head, and the internal state
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of the algorithm using c logN bits for some constant c. Set w = N c, and identify a number
i ∈ [w] with a configuration of the algorithm. To compute a transition of the ROBP from
state i ∈ [w] upon reading bit b ∈ {0, 1}, we simulate the algorithm from state i until it reads
another random bit, at which time we feed it the random bit b and observe the configuration
j ∈ [w] that it moves to. We put an edge in the ROBP from state i in each layer to state
j in the next layer, labeled b. (If the simulation halts before ever reading another random
bit, then we put an edge from state i in each layer to state i in the next layer.) In the final
layer, we merge all the accepting configurations into a single accept vertex.
Since the algorithms defining BPL run in poly(N) time (Proposition 2.2.2), they
use at most poly(N) random bits, hence they correspond to ROBPs of width poly(N) and
length poly(N). That is why we are especially interested in ROBPs where the width and
length are equal. Note that the one-way random tape condition in the definition of BPL
(see Section 2.2.1) is the reason we get read-once branching programs.
In the proof of Proposition 2.4.1, the ROBP has the same transition function at every
layer – it might as well have been a finite automaton. However, we would not gain anything
significant by studying finite automata instead of general ROBPs, because a randomized
log-space algorithm can easily estimate the acceptance probability of any given ROBP. To
put it another way, define prBPL to be the “promise” version of BPL, i.e., the class of
promise problems that admit randomized log-space algorithms as in Definition 2.2.1. Then
the problem of determining whether a given ROBP f satisfies E[f ] ≤ 1/3 or E[f ] ≥ 2/3,
promised that one of the two holds, is complete for prBPL under deterministic log-space
reductions.
One benefit of looking at ROBPs is that the problem of fooling constant-width ROBPs
is more interesting than the problem of fooling constant-size finite automata. For example,
constant-width ROBPs can simulate various types of read-once formulas after possibly per-
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muting the variables (see Section 5.2). For another example, one can show1 that PRGs
for constant-width ROBPs allow one to sample points in [0, 1]D that fool D-dimensional
geometric rectangles with respect to the uniform distribution on [0, 1]D.
Notation for ROBPs
We now fix some notation for ROBPs that we will use throughout the dissertation. Let f
be a width-w length-n ROBP, as defined in Definition 1.2.2. We will use V to denote the
vertex set of f , and we will use V0, . . . , Vn to denote the layers of f , so V = V0∪ · · ·∪Vn. We
define Wrapf to be the 2-outregular directed graph on nw vertices obtained by identifying
the i-th vertex in Vn with the i-th vertex in V0.
If u ∈ Vi and T ⊆ Vi+m with m ≥ 0, we define fu→T to be a width-w length-m ROBP
obtained from f by making u the start vertex and merging all vertices in T into a single
accept vertex. This program computes a function fu→T : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}. For convenience,
we extend fu→T to a function {0, 1}≥m → {0, 1}, where fu→T (x) ignores all but the first m
bits of x. Furthermore, if m < 0, we define fu→T : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} to be the constant zero
function.
If v ∈ Vi+m, we write fu→v as a shorthand for fu→{v}. When the ROBP f is clear
from context, we define pu→T = E[fu→T ]. We write f→T and p→T as a shorthand for the case
u = vstart, and we write fu→ and pu→ as a shorthand for the case T = {vacc}.
Thinking of each layer Vi as an ordered set of w vertices, we let nexti : [w]×{0, 1} → [w]
be the transition function describing the edges between Vi−1 and Vi. That is, if the u-th vertex
in Vi−1 has an outgoing edge labeled b that leads to the v-th vertex in Vi, then nexti(u, b) = v.
1David Zuckerman, personal communication.
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2.5 State-of-the-Art PRGs for ROBPs
We briefly summarize the current state of the art regarding PRGs for width-w length-n
ROBPs. When w = n, as mentioned previously, the best PRG is still Nisan’s PRG (The-
orem 1.2.7), with seed length O(log(wn/ε) log n). However, better PRGs are known both
when w  n and when n w.
For width-2 ROBPs, explicit PRGs are known with optimal seed length O(log(n/ε))
[SZ95; BDVY13]. For width-3 ROBPs, the best seed length is Õ(log n · log(1/ε)) [MRT19].
For width 4, Nisan’s PRG is still the best PRG.
On the other end of the spectrum, for the case n = polylogw, Nisan and Zuckerman
gave an explicit PRG with optimal seed length O(logw) and (non-optimal) error 2− log
1−α w,
where α > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant [NZ96]. Later, Armoni [Arm98] gave a PRG
construction that interpolates between the Nisan-Zuckerman PRG [NZ96] and Nisan’s PRG
[Nis92]. Kane, Nelson, and Woodruff subsequently optimized Armoni’s construction by
plugging in a randomness extractor that was not available to him at the time [KNW08,
Theorem A.16], giving the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5.1 ([Arm98; KNW08]). Let w, n ∈ N and let ε > 0. There is an explicit




max{1, log logw − log log(n/ε)}
)
.
When n w and ε = 1/ poly(n), Armoni’s generator is better than Nisan’s generator
by a factor of Θ(log logw). We will use this result for our HSG construction (Section 3.1)
and for our deterministic simulation of randomized space-S algorithms in space o(S3/2)
(Section 4.2). However, note that when ε = 1/ poly(w), the savings are completely wiped
out: Armoni’s generator is no better than Nisan’s.
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Chapter 3
HSG Constructions and Applications
In this chapter,1 we discuss the HSG approach to derandomizing space-bounded algorithms.
In Section 3.1, we give a construction of an HSG for ROBPs with an optimal dependence
on the threshold parameter ε. In Section 3.2, we give an unconditional derandomization
of ε-success RL with an improved dependence on ε. Finally, in Section 3.3, we prove that
optimal HSGs for ROBPs would imply L = BPL.
The first two results are joint work with David Zuckerman [HZ20], and a video of
David presenting those results is available online [Zuc18]. The last result is joint work with
Kuan Cheng [CH20], and there is a video presentation of it by the author available online
[Hoz20].
1For clarity, we provide here the full citations for the papers that this chapter is based on.
• [HZ20] William M. Hoza and David Zuckerman. “Simple Optimal Hitting Sets for Small-Success RL”.
in: SIAM Journal on Computing 49.4 (2020), pp. 811–820. doi: 10.1137/19M1268707
• [CH20] Kuan Cheng and William M. Hoza. “Hitting Sets Give Two-Sided Derandomization of Small
Space”. In: Proceedings of the 35th Computational Complexity Conference (CCC). 2020, 10:1–10:25.
isbn: 978-3-95977-156-6. doi: 10.4230/LIPIcs.CCC.2020.10
Each paper is a collaborative effort; in each case, each author contributed both to the intellectual development
of the ideas in the paper and to the writing process.
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3.1 Hitting Sets for Small-Success RL
In this section, we present a relatively simple construction of an HSG for width-w length-n
ROBPs with an optimal dependence on the threshold parameter ε. This HSG is joint work
with David Zuckerman [HZ20].
Theorem 3.1.1 (Joint with David Zuckerman [HZ20]). For every w, n ∈ N, for every ε > 0,








Historically, our HSG construction came shortly after Braverman, Cohen, and Garg’s
WPRG for width-w length-n ROBPs [BCG20]. As a reminder, they achieved seed length
Õ(log(wn) log n+ log(1/ε)),
compared to Nisan’s PRG’s seed length of O(log(wn/ε) log n) (see Table 1.1). Braverman,
Cohen, and Garg introduced many innovative new concepts in their intricate work. The
unfortunate side effect, as they put it, is that “our construction is fairly involved and the
analysis requires a significant amount of work” [BCG20].
Our seed length eliminates log log factors from Braverman, Cohen, and Garg’s seed
length [BCG20]. More importantly, our construction is much simpler. We lose some of the
power of their approach – this is reflected by the fact that we merely get an HSG instead
of a WPRG – but we gain a significant amount of clarity. Subsequent to our work, simpler
WPRG constructions have been discovered [CL20; CDRSTS21; PV21; Hoz21b], including
the one that we will present in Section 4.1, but in our opinion, these WPRG constructions
are still not as simple as our HSG.
When n ≥ w, our HSG’s seed length is O(log(wn) log n + log(1/ε)). When n  w,
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our seed length is slightly better. For example, consider the case n = polylogw. Long
before our work, Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi gave a (1/w)-HSG with optimal seed length
O(logw) for the case n = O(log2w/ log logw) [AKS87]. In an incomparable result, Nisan
and Zuckerman gave a PRG for any n = polylogw with optimal seed length O(logw) and
non-optimal error 2− log
1−Ω(1) w. Reingold posed the problem of constructing a generator with
seed length O(logw) for the case n = polylogw and ε = 1/w [Rei10, Slide 10]. Our HSG
solves this problem: when n = polylogw, our HSG has optimal seed length O(log(w/ε)). It
remains an open problem to design a PRG or even a WPRG with these parameters.
Theorem 3.1.1 is proven by a generic reduction that converts a (1/ poly(n))-PRG
for width-w length-n ROBPs with seed length s into an ε-HSG with seed length O(s +
log(wn/ε)), for any ε > 0. We achieve the claimed seed length by plugging in Armoni’s
PRG [Arm98; KNW08].
3.1.1 Structural Lemma: Amplifying the Expectation of an ROBP
The reduction proving Theorem 3.1.1 is based on a key structural lemma regarding ROBPs.
Intuitively, the lemma identifies a way to amplify the acceptance probability of the ROBP
by a factor of λ > 1.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let λ > 1, and let f be a width-w length-n ROBP with E[f ] = ε ≤ 1/λ.
There is some vertex v such that pv→ ≥ λε and p→v ≥ 12wnλ .
Proof. Let V be the set of vertices of f , and let S = {v ∈ V : pv→ ∈ [λε, 2λε]}. Every
accepting path must pass through S, because for any edge (u, v) in the path, u has outdegree



















≤ 2λε · |S| ·max
v∈S
p→v.




Roughly speaking, for our HSG, we wish to find a path from vstart to vacc. We will
apply Lemma 3.1.2 several times to decompose this difficult task into many easier tasks. First
we find a path from vstart to a vertex v given by the lemma, then we find a path from v to
another vertex v′ given by applying the lemma again, etc. Each of these “hops” is relatively
easy to perform, because the lemma guarantees that a random walk has a noticeable chance
of reaching the vertex v. With each hop, we make significant progress toward reaching vacc,
because the acceptance probability goes up by a factor of λ.
To get the best parameters, we would like to eliminate the lemma’s dependence on the
width w of the branching program. To obtain this improvement, we generalize by allowing
a whole set of target vertices v.
Lemma 3.1.3. Let λ > 1, and let f be a length-n ROBP with E[f ] = ε < 1/λ with layers
V0, V1, . . . , Vn. There is some i ∈ [n] and some T ⊆ Vi such that p→T ≥ 12nλ and for every
v ∈ T , pv→ ≥ λε.
Proof. Let Si = {v ∈ Vi : pv→ ∈ [λε, 2λε]} and S = ∪iSi. As explained in the proof of
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Therefore, there is some i ∈ [n] such that p→Si ≥ ε2λεn =
1
2nλ
. Let T = Si.
Both Lemma 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.3 rely on the fact that each vertex has outdegree 2.
For a lemma in a similar spirit regarding ROBPs over a large alphabet, see work by Cheng
and the author [CH20, Lemma 4.5].
3.1.2 The Reduction: Converting ( 1poly(n))-PRGs into ε-HSGs
Our reduction relies on a hitter (equivalent to the concept of a disperser). See Goldreich’s
work [Gol11, Appendix C] for a discussion of hitters.
Definition 3.1.4. A (β, γ)-hitter is a function Hit : {0, 1}`×{0, 1}q → {0, 1}s such that for
any set E ⊆ {0, 1}s with |E| ≥ β · 2s,
Pr
x∈{0,1}`
[∃y,Hit(x, y) ∈ E] ≥ 1− γ.
Let G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n be a given ( 1
4n2
)-PRG for width-w length-n ROBPs, and let
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)-hitter. For positive integers t ≤ log(1/ε)
logn
+ 1
and n1, . . . , nt with n1 + · · ·+ nt = n, our HSG G′ is given by
G′(x, t, y1, . . . , yt, n1, . . . , nt) = G(Hit(x, y1))1...n1 + · · ·+ G(Hit(x, yt))1...nt ∈ {0, 1}n,
where + denotes string concatenation.
Correctness
Claim 3.1.5. Let f be a width-w length-n ROBP with E[f ] ≥ ε. There exist x, t, y1, . . . , yt,
and n1, . . . , nt such that f(G
′(x, t, y1, . . . , yt, n1, . . . , nt)) = 1.
Proof. For each vertex v, we define a “target” set T (v) of vertices as follows. If pv→ ≥ 12n2 ,
then we let T (v) = {vacc}. Otherwise, we get T (v) by applying Lemma 3.1.3 to the ROBP









∃y, fv→T (v)(G(Hit(x, y))) = 1. (3.1)
By the union bound, there is some x such that Eq. (3.1) holds for all v simultaneously.
Now, we will inductively identify the values y1, . . . and n1, . . . , along with vertices
vstart = v0, v1, . . . , vt = vacc. Let i ≥ 1, and assume we have already defined y1, . . . , yi−1,
n1, . . . , ni−1, and v0, . . . , vi−1. Let ni be the distance from vi−1 to T (vi−1), let yi be the value
y of Eq. (3.1) for v = vi−1, and let vi be the vertex in T (vi−1) reached by starting at vi−1
and reading the first ni bits of G(Hit(x, yi)). When vi = vacc, we terminate the process and
set t = i.
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By construction, f acceptsG(Hit(x, y1))1...n1+ · · ·+G(Hit(x, yt))1...nt , because it passes
through each vi in sequence, eventually reaching vt = vacc. Now let us bound t. Whenever
vi 6= vacc, by Lemma 3.1.3, we have pvi→ ≥ n ·pvi−1→. Therefore, pvt−1→ ≥ nt−1ε, so nt−1ε ≤ 1




For G, we plug in Armoni’s generator (Theorem 2.5.1). For error 1
4n2




max{1, log logw − log log n}
)
.
For Hit, we plug in the sampling algorithm by Bellare, Goldreich, and Goldwasser [BGG93].
For threshold 1
4n2
and failure probability 1
2wn
, its input lengths are ` = O(s + log(wn)) and
q = O(log n). Therefore, the overall seed length of G′ is bounded by
`︸︷︷︸
for x


















This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
3.2 Derandomization of Small-Success RL
In the last section, we presented an HSG for small-success RL. Any explicit HSG for ROBPs
immediately implies a “black-box” derandomization of log-space algorithms with one-sided
error, i.e., a derandomization that works by simply plugging strings into the relevant ROBP
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and observing the outcomes, without taking into account the internal workings of the ROBP.
In this section, as another application of our structural lemma (Lemma 3.1.2), we present an
improved non-black-box derandomization of RL in the small-success regime. (Indeed, the
parameters we will achieve are provably impossible for black-box algorithms.) We begin by
more clearly defining the class we seek to derandomize.
Definition 3.2.1. Let ε = ε(N) be a function. We define ε-success RL to be the class of
languages L such that there exists a randomized log-space algorithm A that always halts such
that for every N , for every x ∈ {0, 1}N ,
x ∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] ≥ ε(N)
x 6∈ L =⇒ Pr[A(x) = 1] = 0.
Note that RL = (1/2)-success RL = (1/ poly(N))-success RL, and at the extreme
limit we reach NL = (2− poly(N))-success RL. We are most interested in the intermediate
regime, 2− poly(N)  ε 1/ poly(N). Prior to our work, the state-of-the-art derandomization
was due to Saks and Zhou. Recall that Saks and Zhou proved that BPSPACE(S) is
contained in DSPACE(S3/2) [SZ99]. More generally, given a width-n length-n ROBP f





log n · log(1/ε)
)
.
An immediate consequence of their work is therefore







We now present a better bound:
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let ε = ε(N) be a function, and suppose dlog(1/ε)e is constructible in
space O(log3/2N/
√
log logN + logN · log log(1/ε)). Then




+ logN · log log(1/ε)
)
,
where N denotes the input length.
Our bound is better in two respects: the constant-success term (we shave off a factor of
√
log logN from Saks and Zhou’s log3/2N term) and the small-success term (
√
logN ·log(1/ε)
is replaced by logN · log log(1/ε)). Regarding the constant-success term, for now, let us take
for granted the following result, which we will prove in Section 4.2 using WPRGs.
Theorem 3.2.3 (see Theorem 4.2.11). Given a width-n length-n ROBP f , it is possible to







Our focus in this section is the small-success term. Our improved derandomization
(Theorem 3.2.2) has a doubly logarithmic dependence on ε. Whereas the Saks-Zhou algorithm
requires ε ≥ 1/ poly(N) to run in space O(log3/2N), our algorithm runs in space O(log3/2N)




. As ε gets smaller still, our algorithm smoothly
interpolates between the O(log3/2N/
√
log logN) space bound and Savitch’s classic theorem
NL ⊆ DSPACE(log2N) [Sav70]. The improved ε-dependence is joint work with David
Zuckerman [HZ20]2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Given a width-n length-n ROBP and ε > 0, we will show how to
distinguish E[f ] ≥ ε vs. E[f ] = 0, which will suffice by Proposition 2.4.1. Let V = V0∪· · ·∪Vn
be the vertices of f , and define a “shortcut graph” G = (V,E) as follows. For every i < j
and every u ∈ Vi, v ∈ Vj, we include an edge (u, v) in G if the algorithm of Theorem 3.2.3
2In our paper [HZ20], we only achieved space complexity O(log3/2N + logN · log log(1/ε)), because the
simulation of BPL in space o(log3/2N) came later [CDRSTS21; PV21; Hoz21b].
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returns a value that is greater than 1/n4 when we ask it to estimate pu→v. We use Savitch’s
algorithm [Sav70] to check if there is a path in G from vstart to vacc of length at most
dlog(1/ε)e+ 1. If so, we accept, otherwise we reject.
Clearly, if there is an edge (u, v) in G, then v is reachable from u in f . Therefore, if
E[f ] = 0, we will reject. Now suppose E[f ] ≥ ε. Define vstart = v0, v1, . . . , vt = vacc, where
vi+1 is obtained from applying Lemma 3.1.2 to fvi→ with λ = n until we reach a vertex vt−1
with pvt−1→ > 1/n (and then we just set vt = vacc). By Lemma 3.1.2, pvi−1→vi ≥ 0.5/n3, so
the estimate for pvi−1→vi that we get from Theorem 3.2.3 will be at least 0.5/n
3−1/n4 > 1/n4
and the edge (vi−1, vi) will be included in G. Furthermore, Lemma 3.1.2 guarantees that
pvt−1 ≥ nt−1 · ε, so nt−1 · ε ≤ 1 and hence t ≤
log(1/ε)
logn
+ 1 < dlog(1/ε)e + 1.3 Thus, our
algorithm will accept.
Our algorithm uses O(log n · log log(1/ε)) bits of space for Savitch’s algorithm, plus
O(log3/2 n/
√
log log n) bits of space to run the algorithm of Theorem 3.2.3 each time we need
to check whether an edge is present in G.
Subsequent to our work [HZ20], Theorem 3.2.2 was generalized by Ahmadinejad,
Kelner, Murtagh, Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKMPSV20] to the two-sided case. That
is, they designed an algorithm for computing the expectation of a width-n length-n ROBP
to with ±ε (just like Theorem 3.2.3). Combining their methods with Theorem 3.2.3, their
algorithm can be made to run in the same space bound we achieve for small-success RL,
i.e., O(log3/2 n/
√
log log n+ log n · log log(1/ε)).
3The distinction log(1/ε) vs. log(1/ε)logn makes no difference in our final space bound because it is drowned
out by the log3/2 n/
√
log log n term.
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3.3 Optimal HSGs Would Derandomize BPL
In Section 3.1, we saw an HSG construction that beats the best known PRGs for ROBPs in
some cases, confirming that HSGs can be easier to construct than PRGs. On the flip side,
HSGs are considered less valuable than PRGs. The most basic reason for this judgment is
that näıvely, HSGs only imply derandomization of algorithms with one-sided error, whereas
PRGs can be used to derandomize algorithms with two-sided error. In the context of space-
bounded computation, optimal HSGs for ROBPs would näıvely merely imply L = RL,
whereas optimal PRGs for ROBPs would imply L = BPL.
In this section, by doing something less näıve than trying all seeds, we will prove that
optimal HSGs for ROBPs actually can be used to derandomize algorithms with two-sided
error. This is joint work with Kuan Cheng [CH20].
Theorem 3.3.1 (Joint with Kuan Cheng [CH20]). Assume that for every n ∈ N, there is
an explicit 1
2
-HSG for width-n length-n ROBPs with seed length O(log n). Then L = BPL.
Theorem 3.3.1 shows that HSGs are more valuable than they appear. Paired with
our HSG construction in Section 3.1, this makes the HSG approach to derandomization look
quite promising.
3.3.1 Context: Using HSGs to Derandomize BPP
Before proving Theorem 3.3.1 (regarding the derandomization of BPL using an HSG), let
us discuss the well-studied analogue for time complexity. HSGs for circuits would trivially
derandomize RP. In the 90s, it was discovered that they could also be used to derandomize
BPP.
Theorem 3.3.2 ([ACR98]). Assume that for every n ∈ N, there is a 1
2
-HSG for size-n
circuits on n input bits with seed length O(log n) that can be computed in poly(n) time.
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Then P = BPP.
Theorem 3.3.2 was first proven by Andreev, Clementi, and Rolim [ACR98] using a
tricky iterative compression strategy. Alternative proofs were discovered later, and at this
point, no fewer than five distinct proofs have been published [ACR98; ACRT99; BF99;
GVW11; CH20]. We will present a proof due to Kuan Cheng and the author [CH20], the
main virtue of which is its relative simplicity. We start with a generic lemma showing how
to use hitting sets to distinguish E[f ] ≈ 0 vs. E[f ] ≈ 1.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let n ∈ N, let F be a class of functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} that is closed
under complementation and shifts, let H ⊆ {0, 1}n be a 1
2
-hitting set for F , and let H ′ ⊆
{0, 1}n be a 1
2










⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ H ′,∀y ∈ H, f(x⊕ y) = 1.
Proof. First, suppose E[f ] ≤ 1/2. Fix x ∈ H ′ and define g(y) = ¬f(x⊕ y). Then g ∈ F and
E[g] ≥ 1/2, so H hits g, i.e., there is some y ∈ H such that f(x⊕ y) = 0.





-close to a constant, we must have
E[f ] ≥ 1 − 1
2|H| . Let h(x) =
∧
y∈H f(x ⊕ y) ∈ AND|H| ◦ F . For each y ∈ H, if we pick
x ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random, Prx[f(x⊕ y) = 0] ≤ 12|H| . Therefore, by the union bound,
E[h] ≥ 1/2, hence there is some x ∈ H ′ such that h(x) = 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. By straightforward amplification, it suffices to consider a random-
ized poly(N)-time decision algorithm A with failure probability 2−N , where N is the input
length. For each input z ∈ {0, 1}N , the function Az(x)
def
= A(z, x) can be computed by a
circuit of size n = poly(N). Let H ⊆ {0, 1}n be a 1
2
-hitting set for circuits of size4 n, and let
4We are considering the “size” of a circuit to be the number of AND and OR gates.
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H ′ ⊆ {0, 1}n be a 1
2
-hitting set for circuits of size n · |H|. We accept z if and only if there is
some x ∈ H ′ such that for all y ∈ H, A(z, x⊕ y) = 1.
The algorithm runs in time poly(n, |H|, |H ′|) = poly(N). Each function Az is (2−N)-
close to a constant, and since |H| = poly(N), we have 2−N < 1
2|H| for all sufficiently large
N . Therefore, the algorithm is correct by Lemma 3.3.3.
Unfortunately, Lemma 3.3.3 is not sufficient for derandomizing BPL using an HSG
for ROBPs. The difficulty is the function h(x) = ∧y∈Hf(x ⊕ y) that appears in the proof
of Lemma 3.3.3. Even if f can be computed by a bounded-width ROBP, it seems that h
cannot, because computing h(x) in small space seems to require reading x many times (once
for each element of H.) The upshot is that we could use Lemma 3.3.3 to derandomize BPL
assuming an optimal log-space HSG for polynomial-size read-many branching programs, but
that is a very strong assumption. More or less the same issue comes up in each of the other
known proofs that hitting sets derandomize BPP [ACR98; ACRT99; BF99; GVW11].
We will therefore need a new approach to prove Theorem 3.3.1. Unlike the deran-
domizations of BPP using a hitting set, we will take a non-black-box approach, i.e., our
algorithm will inspect the transitions of a given ROBP f to compute its expectation rather
than merely plugging in strings.
3.3.2 Local Consistency
Recall that for an ROBP f , we let pu→v denote the probability of reaching v when starting
at u and reading random bits. To estimate E[f ], it obviously suffices to compute estimates
p̂u→v for the values pu→v that are accurate as defined below.
Definition 3.3.4. Let f be an ROBP with layers V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn. Let u ∈ Vi, and let
p̂u→v ∈ R for all v ∈ V . We think of p̂u→v as an estimate for pu→v. We define the error
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Erru→v by
Erru→v = pu→v − p̂u→v.
We say that these estimates are α-accurate if for every v ∈ V , we have |Erru→v | ≤ α. We
say the estimates are α-accurate in `1 norm if for every j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, we have
∑
v∈Vj
|Erru→v | ≤ α.
Our algorithm for estimating E[f ] using an HSG is based on a notion of local consis-
tency, which is an alternative way of measuring the quality of estimates p̂u→v. The definition





Definition 3.3.5. Let f be an ROBP with layers V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn. Let u ∈ Vi, and let
p̂u→v ∈ R for all v ∈ V . We think of p̂u→v as an estimate for pu→v. For v ∈ Vj with j > i,






We extend the definition by setting LCErru→v = 0 when j ≤ i. We say that the estimates
are locally δ-consistent if for every v ∈ V , we have |LCErru→v | ≤ δ. We say that estimates
are locally δ-consistent in `1 norm if for every j ∈ {0, . . . , n},
∑
v∈Vj
|LCErru→v | ≤ δ.
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Local consistency is related to approximately inverting random-walk Laplacian matri-
ces [Hoz21b, Appendix A]. It is easier to verify local consistency than it is to verify accuracy,
yet the two quality measures are actually equivalent (up to some loss in the error parameter):
Lemma 3.3.6. Let f be a length-n ROBP with layers V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn. Let u ∈ Vi, and
let p̂u→v ∈ R be an estimated value for pu→v for all v ∈ V . Assume that in each degenerate
case v ∈ Vj with j ≤ i, we have p̂u→v = pu→v.





Moreover, if the estimates are α-accurate in `1 norm, then they are locally (2α)-
consistent in `1 norm.





Moreover, if the estimates are locally δ-consistent in `1 norm, then they are (nδ)-
accurate in `1 norm.
Proof. Let j ∈ [n] and v ∈ Vj. If j ≤ i, then Eq. (3.2) holds because both sides are 0. If
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(pu→t − Erru→t) · pt→v





























Next we will prove Eq. (3.3) by induction on j − i. When j ≤ i, Eq. (3.3) holds because
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both sides are 0. For j > i, we have










































|LCErru→t | ≤ nδ.
3.3.3 Locally Consistent Probability Estimates from an HSG
Let f be a given width-w length-n ROBP with vertices V = V0∪ · · · ∪Vn, and let ε > 0. For
a value r = Õ(w2n2/ε2), we will show how to use a hitting set H ⊆ {0, 1}|V |·nr to estimate
E[f ]± ε. We will think of each string x ∈ {0, 1}|V |·nr as consisting of a list of |V | segments ;
for each vertex v ∈ V , there is a segment x[v] ∈ {0, 1}nr.
Intuitively, the purpose of x[v] is to help us to estimate p→v. We consider x[v] to be a
list of r sample inputs, x[v] = (x[v, 1], . . . , x[v, r]), where x[v, i] ∈ {0, 1}n. We define p̂→v(x)
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When x is clear from context, we will just write p̂→v. Our algorithm for estimating E[f ]± ε
using a hitting set H is: Find a string x ∈ H such that the estimates p̂→v(x) are locally
(ε/n)-consistent in `1 norm, and then output p̂→vacc(x).
Correctness
To show that our algorithm is correct, we must show that there is guaranteed to exist some
x ∈ H such that the estimates are locally (ε/n)-consistent in `1 norm. For such an x, it
follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.6 that |p̂→vacc − E[f ]| ≤ ε. We begin by noting that a
random x gives accurate estimates.
Lemma 3.3.7. Let γ = ε
2wn
. For a uniform random x ∈ {0, 1}|V |·nr,
Pr [the estimates p̂→v(x) are γ-accurate] ≥ 1/2.
Proof. For a fixed vertex v, the value p̂→v(x) is the average of r independent Bernoulli
random variables, each of which is 1 with probability p→v. By Hoeffding’s inequality,
Pr
x
[|p̂→v(x)− p→v| > γ] ≤ 2 exp(−2γ2r) ≤
1
2 · (n+ 1) · w
by a suitable choice of r = O(γ−2 log(wn)) = Õ(w2n2/ε2). The union bound completes the
proof.
Furthermore, we now observe that accuracy can be checked by a polynomial-width
ROBP. Note that we are not giving a log-space uniform construction of the ROBP (such a
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construction would imply BPL = ZPL), but rather just proving that the ROBP exists. In
particular, the ROBP has the values p→v “hard-coded” into it.
Lemma 3.3.8. For any γ > 0, there is an ROBP g of width w · (r+1)+1 and length |V | ·nr
such that g(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ the estimates p̂→v(x) are γ-accurate.
Proof sketch. For each vertex v ∈ V in sequence, the ROBP g simulates f on each successive
sample input and counts how many simulations visit the vertex v. Since f has width w and
the number is in {0, 1, . . . , r}, this uses w · (r+ 1) states. If the number is outside the hard-
coded range (p→v ± γ) · r, the ROBP moves to a special reject state ⊥; in the final layer, all
the states other than ⊥ are merged into a single accept state.
Corollary 3.3.9. If H is a 1
2
-hitting set for ROBPs of width w · (r + 1) + 1, then there is
some x ∈ H such that the estimates p̂→v are locally (ε/n)-consistent in `1 norm.
Proof. From Lemmas 3.3.7 and 3.3.8, it follows immediately that there is some x ∈ H such





-accurate, where γ = ε
2wn






-accurate in `1 norm. In turn, this implies by Lemma 3.3.6 that the estimates are
locally (ε/n)-consistent in `1 norm.
This completes the proof of correctness of our algorithm.
Efficiency
Claim 3.3.10. Assume that for every n ∈ N, there is a 1
2
-HSG for width-n length-n ROBPs
with seed length O(log n) that can be computed in O(log n) space. Then our algorithm for
estimating E[f ]±ε given a width-w length-n ROBP f and ε > 0 runs in space O(log(wn/ε)).
Proof sketch. Each value p̂→v(x) can be computed in O(log(wn/ε)) space just by simulating
f . When u and v are in adjacent layers, the values pu→v can be computed trivially, as each
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such value is simply 0, 1/2, or 1 depending on the number of edges from u to v. Therefore,
the local consistency errors LCErru→v can be computed in O(log(wn/ε)) space, and hence
local (ε/n)-consistency in `1 norm can be checked in O(log(wn/ε)) space and our algorithm
as a whole runs in the same space bound.





In this chapter,1 we investigate the WPRG approach to derandomizing space-bounded al-
gorithms. As a reminder, the concept of a WPRG was introduced relatively recently by
Braverman, Cohen, and Garg [BCG20]. In Section 4.1, we give a construction of a WPRG
for ROBPs with an optimal dependence on the error parameter ε. Then, in Section 4.2, we







1For clarity, we provide here the full citation for the paper that this chapter is based on.
• [Hoz21b] William M. Hoza. Better Pseudodistributions and Derandomization for Space-Bounded Com-
putation. 2021. ECCC: TR21-048
The author developed the ideas in the paper and wrote the paper.
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4.1 Low-Error WPRGs for Polynomial-Width ROBPs
In this section, we present our low-error WPRG construction for ROBPs. Recall that Braver-
man, Cohen, and Garg constructed a WPRG for width-w length-n ROBPs with seed length
Õ(log(wn) log n+ log(1/ε)).
Subsequently, Chattopadhyay and Liao [CL20] gave a simpler construction of a WPRG with
the improved seed length
Õ(log(wn) log n) +O(log(1/ε)). (4.1)
Then later, in two independent and simultaneous papers, Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo,
and Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] gave an even simpler WPRG with
the incomparable seed length
O(log(wn) log n) + Õ(log(1/ε)). (4.2)
We now present our WPRG, which improves the seed length slightly further (see also Ta-
ble 1.1).
Theorem 4.1.1 ([Hoz21b]). For every w, n ∈ N and every ε > 0, there exists an explicit
ε-WPRG for width-w length-n ROBPs with seed length
O(log(wn) log n+ log(1/ε)).
Furthermore, the WPRG is poly(1/ε)-bounded.
Compared to Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), our seed length is the best of both worlds. Ours is
the first WPRG for width-n length-n ROBPs with error n− logn and seed length O(log2 n).
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Furthermore, in the width-n length-n case, our construction completes this line of WPRG re-
search that has focused on the error dependence [BCG20; CL20; CDRSTS21; PV21; Hoz21b]
in the sense that further improvements would require beating Nisan’s generator [Nis92] in
the more traditional constant-error setting. (After all, even an HSG must have seed length
Ω(log(1/ε)).)
In the regime n  w, our WPRG seed length is slightly inferior to our HSG seed
length (Theorem 3.1.1). For example, when n = polylogw, it is still an open problem to
construct a WPRG that matches our HSG’s optimal seed length O(log(w/ε)). Such a WPRG
would be superior to the classic Nisan-Zuckerman PRG [NZ96] for relatively small ε such as
ε = 1/w.
Like our HSG construction, our WPRG construction (Theorem 4.1.1) works by a
generic reduction. We will show how to convert a (1/ poly(wn))-PRG for width-w length-n
ROBPs with seed length s into an ε-WPRG with seed length s+O(log(wn/ε)), for any ε > 0.
We achieve the claimed seed length by plugging in Nisan’s PRG [Nis92]. More generally, for
any α in the range 1
6n2
≤ α ≤ 1
6wn2
, we will show how to convert an α-PRG with seed length








Our reduction builds on the prior works by Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo, and
Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21]. They showed2 how to convert a
(1/ poly(n))-PRG with seed length s into an ε-WPRG with seed length
s+O(log(w/ε) · log logn(1/ε)).
2The two papers [CDRSTS21; PV21] give almost the same construction and analysis, but the analysis by
Cohen et al. [CDRSTS21] is slightly tighter, leading to the parameters quoted here.
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Our reduction gives better results when starting with a PRG with error 1/ poly(wn), but in
general our reduction is incomparable to theirs. The two reductions use similar techniques,
as we will explain in more detail after establishing some notation and operations.
4.1.1 Operations on Pseudodistributions
A PRG is to a probability distribution as a WPRG is to a pseudodistribution. For our
purposes, a pseudodistribution is a generalization of a probability distribution where “prob-
abilities” are replaced by pseudoprobabilities, which are arbitrary real numbers that do not
necessarily sum to 1.
Definition 4.1.2. A pseudodistribution over {0, 1}n is a formal real linear combination of
n-bit strings, A =
∑R
i=1 ai · x(i), where ai ∈ R and x(i) ∈ {0, 1}n. A probability distribution
is the special case that ai ∈ [0, 1] and
∑R
i=1 ai = 1.
Our WPRG construction is based on some simple operations on pseudodistributions.




ai · x(i) =
R∑
i=1
(c · ai) · x(i).
Similarly, we can add pseudodistributions over {0, 1}n by simply thinking of the sum of sums

















(aibj) · (x(i) + y(j)),
where + denotes string concatenation. Consequently, if A is a pseudodistribution over
{0, 1}n1 and B is a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}n2, then A ⊗ B is a pseudodistribution
over {0, 1}n1+n2.
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The natural generalization of expectation to pseudodistributions is called pseudoex-
pectation.
Definition 4.1.4. Suppose A =
∑R
i=1 ai · x(i) is a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}n and





We say that A fools f with error ε if
∣∣∣Ẽ[f(A)]− E[f ]∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
Pseudoexpectation is linear in the pseudodistribution, i.e., if A = A0 + cA1, then
Ẽ[f(A)] = Ẽ[f(A0)] + c Ẽ[f(A1)].
Furthermore, under a tensor product pseudodistribution, product and pseudoexpectation
can be interchanged. That is, suppose f(x, y) = g(x) · h(y) with |x| = n0 and |y| = n1, and
suppose A = A0 ⊗ A1, where Ai is a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}ni . Then
Ẽ[f(A)] = Ẽ[g(A0)] · Ẽ[h(A1)]. (4.3)
This is analogous to the standard fact that product and expectation can be interchanged
when dealing with independent random variables.
4.1.2 Amplifying Local Consistency
Let f be a length-n ROBP on vertex set V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn, and let u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj be
vertices. If A is a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}d with d ≥ j − i, then we define
p̂u→v(A) = Ẽ[fu→v(A)],
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i.e., p̂u→v(A) is the pseudoprobability of reaching v when starting from u and reading a sample
from A. (This is similar to how we used the same notation p̂u→v(·) in Section 3.3, but in
this section the argument is a pseudodistribution rather than a long bitstring.) We define
Erru→v(A) = pu→v−p̂u→v(A), like in Definition 3.3.4. Similarly, we define LCErru→v(A) to be







when j > i, and LCErru→v(A) = 0 when j ≤ i.
In this section, we will show that remarkably, it is possible to combine several in-
dependent samples from a pseudodistribution G over {0, 1}n in such a way that the local
consistency errors decrease. (Eventually we will plug in an actual probability distribution
for G.) This construction is the first step of both our reduction and the prior reduction by
Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo, and Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21].
These prior works presented the construction in terms of preconditioned Richardson iteration
and approximate inverses to a Laplacian matrix, building on work by Ahmadinejad, Kel-
ner, Murtagh, Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKMPSV20]. We will present an alternative
(but equivalent) perspective in terms of local consistency that does not involve any matrices
[Hoz21b].
Construction
For intuition, let us start with analogy. Let q = 1
97
, and suppose we wish to compute
the decimal expansion of q. We can start with an estimate, q ≈ 0.01. To measure the
quality of this estimate, note that q · 97 = 1 whereas 0.01 · 97 = 0.97. Evidently, our
estimate is slightly too low. In particular, since 1 = 0.97 + 0.03, the exact value must be
q = 0.01 + 1
97




q ≈ 0.01 + 0.01 · 0.03 = 0.0103. Now we have a better estimate, i.e., a closer approximation
to the true value 1
97
= 0.010309278 . . .
The local consistency amplification procedure is based on a similar principle. By
Eq. (3.3), the exact probabilities pu→v are given by




To get better estimates, we will effectively make the approximation




Now we present the actual construction. For d ≤ n, let Gd denote the pseudodistribu-








Think of U1 as a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}: U1 = 12 · 0 +
1
2
· 1.3 For d ∈ [n], define a
“local consistency error pseudodistribution” ∆d by the rule
∆d = Gd−1 ⊗ U1 −Gd.






∆d1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆dm ,
3To be clear, in the expression “ 12 · 0 +
1
2 · 1”, 0 and the last instance of 1 are mere symbols rather than






where the sum is over all m-tuples of positive integers that sum to d. For m ≥ 1, define a



















(Eq. (4.4) corresponds to the case m = 1.)
Analysis
Let us analyze the local consistency of G(m). In fact, we will give an exact formula for
the local consistency errors of G(m) in terms of the local consistency errors of G. For a







where the sum is over all sequences of m + 1 vertices starting at u and ending at v. Note
that since we are considering products of m errors, LCErr(m)u→v will decrease as m gets bigger,
provided the local consistency errors of A are sufficiently small to start with. Our goal is to
prove the following.
Lemma 4.1.5. For any u, v ∈ V and m ≥ 0, we have LCErru→v(G(m)) = LCErr(m+1)u→v (G).
We begin by analyzing pseudoprobabilities under ∆
(m)
d . The definition of ∆d suggests
that these pseudoprobabilities should be related to the local consistency errors of G. For
convenience, define Vi = ∅ when i > n.
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Lemma 4.1.6. Let m, d ∈ [n] with m ≤ d, let A be a pseudodistribution over {0, 1}n−d, let
u ∈ Vi, and let v ∈ Vj. Then
p̂u→v(∆
(m)





u→t(G) · p̂t→v(A). (4.5)
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. First, we consider m = 1. If j ≥ i + d, then the





where |x| = d. Therefore, for any pseudodistribution B over {0, 1}d, we have




(see Eq. (4.3)). For t ∈ Vi+d, clearly p̂u→t(∆d) = LCErru→t(G), completing the proof in
this case. Meanwhile, if i ≤ j < i + d, then Gd−1 ⊗ U1 ⊗ A and Gd ⊗ A induce the same
pseudodistribution on the first j − i bits, namely Gj−i. Therefore, p̂u→v(∆d ⊗ A) = 0.
Furthermore, for t ∈ Vi+d, trivially p̂t→v(A) = 0, so in this case Eq. (4.5) becomes 0 = 0.
Finally, if j < i, then Eq. (4.5) trivially becomes 0 = 0.



































u→t (G) · p̂t→v(A).
Now we can prove Lemma 4.1.5, which states that LCErru→v(G
(m)) = LCErr(m+1)u→v (G).


















Now, if j ≤ i, then the lemma is trivial, because LCErru→v(G(m)) = LCErr(m+1)u→v (G) = 0.
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Expression (∗) should look familiar. It is the formula for LCErrr→v(G) in the case that r
is in a layer strictly before Vj. More generally, LCErrr→v(G) = (∗), except when r = v, in








= LCErr(m+1)u→v (G)− LCErr(m)u→v(G).
(The same holds for m > n, because in this case LCErru→v(T
(m)), LCErrm+1u→v(G), and
LCErr(m)u→v(G) are all zero.) Overall, what this means is that we get a telescoping sum:
LCErru→v(G












As a corollary, if G fools every subprogram of f with moderate error, then G(m) fools
f with low error:
Corollary 4.1.7. Assume that the estimates generated by G are α-accurate in `1 norm, i.e.,
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for every vertex u and every layer Vj, we have
∑
v∈Vj
|p̂u→v(G)− pu→v| ≤ α.
Then for every m ≥ 0, G(m) fools f with error n · (2αn)m+1.
To be clear, Corollary 4.1.7 readily follows from the analysis in the prior works of
Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo, and Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21].
One of our key contributions is the observation that rather than fooling all ROBPs, it suffices
for G to fool the subprograms of f .
Proof of Corollary 4.1.7. We will show by induction on m ≥ 1 that for any vertex u ∈ Vi
and any layer Vj, we have
∑
v∈Vj
|LCErr(m)u→v(G)| ≤ (2αn)m. (4.6)
For the base case, consider m = 1. By Lemma 3.3.6, the estimates generated by G are locally
(2α)-consistent in `1 norm, so indeed, we get the bound 2α, which is at most 2αn. Now for
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completing the proof of Eq. (4.6). By Lemma 4.1.5, it follows that the estimates generated
by G(m) are locally (2αn)m+1-consistent in `1 norm, so we are done by Lemma 3.3.6.
4.1.3 The Reduction: Converting ( 1poly(wn))-PRGs into ε-WPRGs
In the last section, we saw how to amplify the local consistency of a pseudodistribution by
combining several independent samples. If we applied that construction to Nisan’s PRG
[Nis92] directly, we would get a low-error WPRG with a large seed length because each term
∆
(m)
d ⊗Gn−d involves several independent samples from G. To reduce the seed length, we
would like to use correlated seeds to Nisan’s PRG.
In the prior works [CDRSTS21; PV21], the approach was to use the INW generator
[INW94] to sample a sequence of pseudorandom seeds to Nisan’s PRG. Because the INW gen-
erator is non-optimal, this leads to an overall seed length of O(log2 n+log(1/ε)·log logn(1/ε))
for fooling width-n length-n ROBPs.
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As mentioned previously, our key observation is that we do not need G to fool all
ROBPs. The local consistency amplification procedure works as long as G fools all subpro-
grams of f with moderate error, where f is the specific program we are trying to fool. To
exploit this observation, we use an averaging sampler. Samplers are a two-sided version of
hitters (Definition 3.1.4) and are essentially equivalent to seeded extractors [Zuc97].
Definition 4.1.8. A function Samp : {0, 1}` × {0, 1}q → {0, 1}s is a (β, γ)-sampler if for








 ≥ 1− γ.
The idea is, let G denote Nisan’s generator. If we pick x at random, then with
high probability, G(Samp(x, ·)) is a good PRG for all subprograms of f with optimal seed
length O(log(wn)). We can afford to apply the amplification procedure to that PRG because
sampling several independent seeds of it is cheap.
In more detail, let G : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n be a given PRG for width-w length-n ROBPs




]. (Eventually we will choose α = 1
6n2w
to prove



























Let Samp : {0, 1}`×{0, 1}q → {0, 1}s be a (β, γ)-sampler. For each x ∈ {0, 1}`, let Gx be the
probability distribution G(Samp(x, Uq)). Our low-error pseudorandom pseudodistribution
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G′ for width-w length-n ROBPs is obtained by sampling x uniformly at random and then
amplifying the local consistency of Gx, i.e.,





Claim 4.1.9. G′ fools width-w length-n ROBPs with error ε.
Proof. For any x ∈ {0, 1}`, the amplified pseudodistribution G(m)x has the form
∑K
i=1±Ai,
where each Ai is a tensor product of probability distributions and
K ≤ (m+ 1) · n · nm · 2m ≤ (2n)m+2.
Therefore,
∣∣∣Ẽ[f(G(m)x )]∣∣∣ ≤ (2n)m+2.
For any pair of vertices u, v, by the sampler condition, with probability 1− γ over a
uniform random x, we have |p̂u→v(Gx) − p̂u→v(G)| ≤ β (identifying G with the probability
distribution G(Us)). Let BAD be the set of x ∈ {0, 1}` such that there exist u, v with
|p̂u→v(Gx)− p̂u→v(G)| > β. By the union bound,
|BAD| ≤ w2n2 · γ · 2`.
For x 6∈ BAD, for any vertex u and any layer Vj, we have
∑
v∈Vj




Now, G fools width-w length-n ROBPs with error α. Therefore, for any set T ⊆ Vj, we have
|p̂u→T (G) − pu→T | ≤ α, since we could merge the vertices in T into a single accept vertex.
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Since total variation distance is half `1 distance, this implies that
∑
v∈Vj
|p̂u→v(G)− pu→v| ≤ 2α.
Therefore, for x 6∈ BAD, we have
∑
v∈Vj
|p̂u→v(Gx)− pu→v| ≤ wβ + 2α = 3α,
and hence by Corollary 4.1.7, Gx fools f with error n · (6αn)m+1 ≤ ε/2. Overall, we get the
bound
∣∣∣Ẽ[f(G′)]− E[f ]∣∣∣ ≤ 2−` ·( ∑
x∈BAD
| Ẽ[f(G(m)x )]− E[f ]|+
∑
x 6∈BAD
| Ẽ[f(G(m)x )]− E[f ]|
)
≤ 2−` · |BAD| · ((2n)m+2 + 1) + ε
2
≤ γ · w2n2 · ((2n)m+2 + 1) + ε
2
= ε.
Seed length and efficiency
We presented our low-error pseudodistribution G′. To bound our seed length, we need to
look at a corresponding WPRG.
Definition 4.1.10. If (G, ρ) is a WPRG with seed length s, the pseudodistribution sampled
by (G, ρ) is given by ∑
x∈{0,1}s
2−s · ρ(x) ·G(x).
Observe that (G, ρ) fools f with error ε if and only if the pseudodistribution sampled by (G, ρ)
fools f with error ε.
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For each of the operations on pseudodistributions that we considered, there is a cor-
responding operation on WPRGs.
Definition 4.1.11. If (G, ρ) is a WPRG and c ∈ R, we define c · (G, ρ) to be the WPRG
(G, ρ′), where ρ′(x) = c · ρ(x). Observe that if (G, ρ) samples the pseudodistribution A, then
c · (G, ρ) samples c · A. If (G, ρ) is K-bounded, then c · (G, ρ) is (cK)-bounded.
Suppose that for each b ∈ {0, 1}, we have a WPRG (Gb, ρb) with seed length s, where
Gb has output length n. We define the sum (G0, ρ0) + (G1, ρ1) to be a WPRG (G, ρ) with
seed length s+ 1 given by
G(x, b) = Gb(x)
ρ(x, b) = 2 · ρb(x).
(The factor of 2 accounts for the fact that in the definition of a WPRG, we consider an
expectation over seeds rather than a sum.) If (Gb, ρb) samples the pseudodistribution Ab,
then (G, ρ) samples A0 + A1. If each (Gb, ρb) is K-bounded, then (G, ρ) is (2K)-bounded.
Finally, suppose that for each b ∈ {0, 1}, we have a WPRG (Gb, ρb) with seed length
sb, where Gb has output length nb. We define the tensor product (G0, ρ0) ⊗ (G1, ρ1) to be a
WPRG (G, ρ) with seed length s0 + s1 given by
G(x, y) = G0(x) + G1(y)
ρ(x, y) = ρ0(x) · ρ1(y),
where + denotes string concatenation. If (Gb, ρb) samples the pseudodistribution Ab, then
(G, ρ) samples A0 ⊗ A1. If (Gb, ρb) is Kb-bounded, then (G, ρ) is (K0K1)-bounded.
We will use the following explicit sampler.
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Theorem 4.1.12 ([CL20, Appendix B]). For every s ∈ N and every β, γ > 0, there exists
a (β, γ)-sampler Samp : {0, 1}` × {0, 1}q → {0, 1}s with ` = s+ O(log(1/β) + log(1/γ)) and
q = O(log(1/β) + log log(1/γ)), such that given s, β, γ, x, and y, the value Samp(x, y) can
be computed in space O(s+ log(1/β) + log(1/γ)).
In our case, we get
` = s+O(log(wn/ε))
q = O(log(wn) + log log(1/ε)).





i=1±Ai, where each Ai is a tensor product of O(m) probability distributions,
each of which is either a prefix of Gx or else is U1, and K ≤ (2n)m+2. Therefore, using the
operations of Definition 4.1.11, the seed length of G′ is
`+O(mq + logK) = s+O
(
log(wn/ε) +
















where the second step holds without loss of generality, because it holds under the assumption
that ε > 2−n, and if ε ≤ 2−n, we can achieve the same seed length by simply sampling from
Un. Using the bounds in Definition 4.1.11, the WPRG is (2K)-bounded, where the factor
of 2 is to pad the number of terms to a power of two if necessary. We may assume without
loss of generality that ε < 1/n (otherwise (G, 1) is a suitable WPRG), so K ≤ poly(1/ε) as
claimed.
Choose α = 1
6n2w
, so the seed length becomes s+O(log(wn/ε)). Furthermore, choose
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G to be Nisan’s generator, which has seed length O(log(wn) log n) for this error α, so the
overall seed length is O(log(wn) log n+ log(1/ε)). Explicitness is clear.
4.2 Derandomization that Beats the Saks-Zhou Bound
In this section, we study the general problem of derandomizing bounded-error space-S deci-
sion algorithms that always halt, using as little space as possible. Early work [Sav70; Jun81;
BCP83] implies that such algorithms (and more) can be simulated deterministically in space
O(S2). Saks and Zhou improved the bound to O(S3/2) [SZ99], a celebrated theorem that
has remained unbeaten for decades. As an application of WPRGs, we will now show the















We first give a high-level overview of the proof. Saks and Zhou’s original algorithm
[SZ99] heavily relies on Nisan’s ε-PRG [Nis92] for width-w length-n ROBPs (Theorem 1.2.7),
which has seed length O(log(wn/ε) log n). Saks and Zhou set ε = 1/ poly(w) and n =
2
√
logw  w, so the PRG has seed length O(log3/2w). Saks and Zhou’s main technical
contribution is a method of reusing the seed of this PRG many times, which allows them to
derandomize (logw)-space algorithms even though the PRG only outputs n pseudorandom
bits and the algorithm might use up to w random bits.
In the regime n  w and ε = 1/ poly(n), as we have discussed, Armoni [Arm98]
designed a PRG that outperforms Nisan’s PRG by a factor of Θ(log logw) (Theorem 2.5.1).
Furthermore, Armoni showed how to apply Saks and Zhou’s methods to any generic PRG
for ROBPs in place of Nisan’s PRG [Arm98]. Taken together, these results almost imply
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a derandomization of BPSPACE(S) in space o(S3/2). The catch is the error parameter.
To plug a PRG into the Saks-Zhou framework, it seems necessary that the PRG have error
1/ poly(w), and for such a small error, Armoni’s PRG is no better than Nisan’s PRG. (On
the bright side, Armoni was at least able to obtain an improved derandomization of low-
randomness space-bounded algorithms [Arm98].)
The first step in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 is to obtain a WPRG with error 1/ poly(w)






Note that such a WPRG has a slightly shorter seed length and a slightly longer output
length compared to the instantiation of Nisan’s PRG that Saks and Zhou used [SZ99]. Such
a WPRG could be obtained by applying the reduction of Cohen, Doron, Renard, Sberlo, and
Ta-Shma [CDRSTS21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] to Armoni’s PRG (Theorem 2.5.1),
using the slightly tighter analysis by Cohen et al. [CDRSTS21]. For the sake of a unified and
relatively self-contained presentation, in Section 4.2.1 we will instead obtain such a WPRG
using the alternative reduction that we presented in Section 4.1.
The second step in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 is to generalize Saks and Zhou’s methods
so that we can plug in a WPRG instead of an unweighted PRG. This was done already by
Chattopadhyay and Liao [CL20]; we will repeat the argument in Section 4.2.2 for clarity. As
this proof overview hopefully makes clear, Theorem 4.2.1 follows fairly straightforwardly from
recent prior work on WPRGs and older work on derandomizing space-bounded computation.
Our job is essentially just to put the pieces together.
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4.2.1 Low-Error WPRGs for Short, Wide ROBPs
It is convenient to generalize ROBPs to the large-alphabet case. A width-w length-n ROBP
over the alphabet Σ is defined just like our original ROBP definition (Definition 1.2.2), except
that each vertex not in the last layer has |Σ| outgoing edges instead of 2, with each edge
labeled with a distinct symbol from Σ. The program computes a function f : Σn → {0, 1}
in the natural way.
Lemma 4.2.2. For every w ∈ N, there exists a K-bounded ε-WPRG (G, ρ) for width-(w2+1)
length-n ROBPs over the alphabet {0, 1}a with seed length s, computable in space O(s), where





logw · log logw
)⌉








Furthermore, ρ is integer-valued.
As mentioned previously, Lemma 4.2.2 can be proven by applying the reduction of
Cohen et al. and Pyne and Vadhan [CDRSTS21; PV21] to Armoni’s PRG (Theorem 2.5.1).
We will give an alternative proof using our version of the error reduction procedure.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.2. It suffices to fool ROBPs of width w′ = w · 2a = poly(w) and length
n′ = n · a = Õ(n) over the binary alphabet, since such ROBPs can simulate width-w length-
n ROBPs over the alphabet {0, 1}a. To fool such ROBPs, we use the reduction that we




, and we set



































Finally, looking at Definition 4.1.11, it is clear that the weight function ρ is integer-valued.
4.2.2 Plugging WPRGs into the Saks-Zhou Framework
In this section, we show how to apply Saks and Zhou’s methods [SZ99] using the WPRG of
Lemma 4.2.2. This follows already from Chattopadhyay and Liao’s prior work [CL20], and
we include the proofs just for the sake of clarity. Most of our effort will go toward proving
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3. There is a randomized algorithm that, given a width-w length-w ROBP f ,
outputs a value E such that
Pr[|E − E[f ]| ≤ 1/w4] ≥ 2/3.














Toward proving it, fix some w ∈ N. Let (G, ρ) be the K-bounded ε-WPRG for width-
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(w2 + 1) length-n ROBPs over the alphabet {0, 1}a with seed length s of Lemma 4.2.2. (We
will not plug in the values of K, n, or s until the very end of the proof, so the reader can
see what would happen with a hypothetical better WPRG.)
Approximate matrix powering using a WPRG
We start by translating the WPRG into a method of approximating powers of substochastic
matrices. This translation is very similar to what Armoni did for the case of unweighted
PRGs [Arm98], which in turn is a natural generalization of what Saks and Zhou did with
Nisan’s PRG specifically [SZ99]. Let Samp : {0, 1}`×{0, 1}q → {0, 1}s be an (ε/K, 0.1 ·w−5)-
sampler.
Let M ∈ [0, 1]w2×w2 be a substochastic matrix where each entry has a bits of precision
(i.e., each entry is an integer multiple of 2−a). For random bits x ∈ {0, 1}`, we define a
matrix Pow(M,x) that approximates Mn as follows.
1. Let g(M) be a width-(w2 + 1) length-n ROBP over the alphabet {0, 1}a on the layers
V0, . . . , Vn, where Vi = [w
2 + 1] × {i}. We put Mu,v · 2a edges going from (u, i − 1)
to (v, i), and all the remaining edges coming from Vi−1 lead to the special “fail state”












ρ(Samp(x, y)) · g(M)(u,0)→(v,n)(G(Samp(x, y))).
We extend the definition to the case that M is not a substochastic matrix by simply setting
Pow(M,x) = 0 in this case.
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Breaking correlations using randomized rounding
The rest of the construction matches Saks and Zhou’s original algorithm [SZ99]. To ap-
proximate Mw, we will apply Pow many times. Crucially, we will reuse the same string x of
random bits for each application of Pow. Reusing random bits here has the potential to cause
serious trouble, because it means that in the second application, we will be applying Pow to
a matrix that is correlated to the random bits we are using. Saks and Zhou introduced a
randomized rounding scheme to break these correlations [SZ99]. In particular, for a number
α ∈ R and a random value z ∈ [2a], define
Snap(α, z) = bα · 2a − z · 2−ac · 2−a,
i.e., Snap randomly perturbs α and then rounds it to a bits of precision. (Here we are
borrowing notation from the author’s work with Umans [HU21].) We extend the definition
to matrices M entrywise, i.e., Snap(M, z)u,v = Snap(Mu,v, z).
Now we can approximately compute Mw by alternately applying Pow and Snap. That
is, let t = logw
logn
, and for simplicity assume that t is an integer. Sample X ∈ {0, 1}` and
Z1, . . . , Zt ∈ [2a] independently and uniformly at random, and define a sequence of matrices
M̂0, . . . , M̂t ∈ Rw
2×w2 (random variables) as follows. We start by letting M̂0 ∈ {0, 12 , 1}
w2×w2



















For the sake of analysis, define a sequence of matrices M0, . . . ,M t ∈ Rw
2×w2 that depend
only on Z1, . . . , Zt (not on X) as follows. We start with M0 = M̂0. Then we set







That is, M i is defined like M̂i, except the approximate powering operation Pow has been
replaced by true powering. Note that each M i is a substochastic matrix with a bits of
precision.
The following lemma says that Pow approximates matrix powers. For a matrix M ,
define ‖M‖max = maxu,v |Mu,v|.
Lemma 4.2.4. For each i < t, for any fixing of Z1, . . . , Zi−1, with probability 1−0.1/w over
X, ∥∥(M i)n − Pow(M i, X)∥∥max ≤ 3ε.
Proof. For any width-w length-n ROBP g over the alphabet {0, 1}a, we can define
h(e) = ρ(e) · g(G(e)),
so h maps {0, 1}s → [−K,K]. By the sampler condition, with probability 1 − 0.1/w5 over





Meanwhile, by the WPRG condition, |E[h]−E[g]| ≤ ε. Therefore, with probability 1−0.1/w5
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over X, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣E[g]− 2−q ·
∑
y∈{0,1}q
ρ(Samp(X, y)) · g(G(Samp(X, y))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3ε.
Looking at the ROBP g(M i) in the definition of Pow and applying the union bound over the
w4 entries of the matrix completes the proof.
The next lemma says that Snap tends to map nearby inputs to the exact same output.
Lemma 4.2.5. Let α, β ∈ R and pick Z ∈ [2a] uniformly at random. Then
Pr[Snap(α,Z) 6= Snap(β, Z)] ≤ 2a · |α− β|+ 2−a.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume β < α. The event Snap(α,Z) 6= Snap(β, Z) occurs
if and only if there is some integer Q such that β · 2a − Z · 2−a < Q ≤ α · 2a − Z · 2−a.
Equivalently, the event occurs if and only if the interval (β ·22a, α ·22a] contains some integer
that is congruent to Z mod 2a. Now, the number of integers in the interval (β · 22a, α · 22a]
is at most (α− β) · 22a + 1. By the union bound, the probability that Z is congruent to one
of them mod 2a is at most (α− β) · 2a + 2−a.










∥∥M − (M i)n∥∥max + 2−a) .
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.2.5 to each entry and apply the union bound.
The magical consequence is that after applying the Snap operation, it is as if we took
a true power instead of taking the approximate power using Pow.
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Corollary 4.2.7. With probability at least 2/3, for all i simultaneously, M̂i = M i.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.4, Corollary 4.2.6, and the union bound, the failure probability is at
most
0.1 · t/w + t · w4 · (2a · 3ε+ 2−a).
Recall that t ≤ w, 2a ∈ [4w7, 8w7], and ε = w−12/24. Therefore, the failure probability is at
most 1/3 as claimed.
Next, we need to bound the total amount of error introduced by all the applications
of the Snap operation. For a matrix M , let ‖M‖∞ denote the maximum sum of absolute
values of entries in any row of M . This norm has the following convenient (and standard)
property.
Lemma 4.2.8. If A and B are substochastic and n ∈ N, then ‖An−Bn‖∞ ≤ n · ‖A−B‖∞.
Proof. If A′ is substochastic and B′ is any matrix, then
‖AA′ −BB′‖∞ ≤ ‖AA′ −BA′‖∞ + ‖BA′ −BB′‖∞
≤ ‖A−B‖∞ · ‖A′‖∞ + ‖B‖∞ · ‖A′ −B′‖∞ (Submultiplicativity)
≤ ‖A−B‖∞ + ‖A′ −B′‖∞.
The lemma follows by induction on n.
Now we are ready to bound the error introduced by Snap.
Lemma 4.2.9. With probability 1, we have ‖M t − (M0)w‖max ≤ 4w3 · 2−a.
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Proof. For any α ∈ R and any z ∈ [2a], clearly |α−Snap(α, z)| ≤ 2 · 2−a. Therefore, for each
i < t,
‖M i+1 − (M i)n‖max ≤ 2 · 2−a.
As a consequence,
‖M i+1 − (M0)n
i+1‖∞ ≤ ‖M i+1 − (M i)n‖∞ + ‖(M i)n − (M0)n
i+1‖∞
≤ w2 · ‖M i+1 − (M i)n‖max + n · ‖M i − (M0)n
i‖∞
≤ 2w2 · 2−a + n · ‖M i − (M0)n
i‖∞.
By induction, it follows that
‖M t − (M0)n
t‖∞ ≤ 4w2 · 2−a · nt = 4w3 · 2−a.
Corollary 4.2.10. Pr[|E − E[f ]| ≤ 1/w4] ≥ 2/3.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.2.7, Lemma 4.2.9, and our choice a = d2 + 7 logwe.
Efficiency
We will take Samp to be the sampler of Theorem 4.1.12, so
` = s+O(log(Kw/ε)) = s+O(log(Kw))
q = O(log(K/ε) + log logw) = O(log(Kw)).













as desired. Now we will show that the computation of E is space-efficient. We will apply
Lemma 2.1.1. To do so, define F (M, (x, z)) = Snap(Pow(M,x), z). We wish to compute F
in O(s + log(Kw)) space in such a way that whenever we read from M , we first delete all
but O(log(Kw)) bits of the work space.
Indeed, the straightforward algorithm for F has that property. Computing Snap uses
just O(a + logw) = O(logw) bits of space. To compute Pow(M,x)u,v, we must iterate over
all y ∈ {0, 1}q, compute G(Samp(x, y)) and feed it into g(M)(u,0)→(v,n), compute ρ(Samp(x, y)),
and keep a running sum. The string y can be stored using q = O(log(Kw)) bits of space.
The sampler Samp runs in space O(s + log(Kw/ε)) = O(s + log(Kw)), and G and ρ both
run in space O(s). The transitions of g(M) can be computed in O(a + logw) = O(logw)
bits of space, and since ρ takes on integer values in [−K,K], the running sum can be stored
using O(q + logK) = O(log(Kw)) bits of space. The key thing is that when we read from
M , we are not in the middle of computing Samp or G or ρ; we are just storing a single
a-bit symbol from the output of G. Thus, whenever we read from M , we first delete all but
O(a+ log(Kw)) = O(log(Kw)) bits of the work space.
Now, in the notation of Lemma 2.1.1, the matrix M̂t is given by
F (t)(M̂0, (X,Z1), . . . , (X,Zt)).
Thus, to compute M̂t, we can pick X,Z1, . . . , Zt at random and store them on the work
space, then apply the algorithm of Lemma 2.1.1, which runs in space O(s + t log(Kw)).
Counting also the space for storing X,Z1, . . . , Zt, the total space complexity is











as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.
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Theorem 4.2.11 (Theorem 3.2.3 restated). Given a width-w length-w ROBP f , it is possible







Proof. Run the algorithm of Lemma 4.2.3 on all possible settings of its random bits and take
the median output.
Now we turn to the derandomization of BPSPACE(S) in space o(S3/2) (Theo-
rem 4.2.1). When S is space-constructible, the theorem follows from Theorem 4.2.11, Propo-
sition 2.4.1, and a padding argument. When S is not space-constructible, the theorem still
holds; the idea is to try larger and larger space bounds until eventually finding a value S̃
such that the randomized algorithm has at most a small probability of using more than S̃
bits of space. We omit the details.
Note that in general, if we had started with a WPRG like the one given by Lemma 4.2.2
but with potentially different values of n, s, and K, then the space complexity in Theo-










PRG Constructions and Lower
Bounds
In this chapter,1 we study PRGs (the traditional, unweighted version). We are unfortu-
nately still not able to obtain improved PRGs for unrestricted ROBPs, but we will present
improved PRGs for several related models of computation. In Section 5.1, we present a PRG
for unbounded-width permutation ROBPs, along with a near-matching (non-trivial) lower
bound on the seed length required to fool such programs. Then, in Section 5.2, we present a
1For clarity, we provide here the full citations for the papers that this chapter is based on.
• [HPV21] William M. Hoza, Edward Pyne, and Salil Vadhan. “Pseudorandom Generators for
Unbounded-Width Permutation Branching Programs”. In: Proceedings of the 12th Innovations in
Theoretical Computer Science Conference (ITCS). 2021, 7:1–7:20. isbn: 978-3-95977-177-1. doi:
10.4230/LIPIcs.ITCS.2021.7
• [DHH19] Dean Doron, Pooya Hatami, and William M. Hoza. “Near-Optimal Pseudorandom Genera-
tors for Constant-Depth Read-Once Formulas”. In: Proceedings of the 34th Computational Complexity
Conference (CCC). 2019, 16:1–16:34. doi: 10.4230/LIPIcs.CCC.2019.16
• [HHTT21] Pooya Hatami, William M. Hoza, Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell. Fooling Constant-Depth
Threshold Circuits. 2021. ECCC: TR21-002
As usual, each paper is a collaborative effort, and in each case, each author contributed both to the intellectual
development of the ideas in the paper and to the writing process.
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near-optimal PRG for read-once AC0. Finally, in Section 5.3, we present a PRG for thresh-
old circuits that essentially matches the state-of-the-art lower bounds for this powerful model
of computation. Each PRG has some connection to the derandomization of space-bounded
computation, as we will explain.
The first PRG is joint work with Ted Pyne and Salil Vadhan [HPV21]. A video
presentation by Ted is available online [Pyn21]. The second PRG is joint work with Dean
Doron and Pooya Hatami [DHH19], and the last PRG is joint work with Pooya Hatami,
Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell [HHTT21]. Videos of presentations of these two PRGs by the
author are available online [Hoz19a; Hoz21a].
5.1 PRGs for Unbounded-Width Permutation ROBPs
To make progress on fooling ROBPs, researchers have looked at restricted classes of ROBPs.
One well-studied class is permutation ROBPs [BV10; De11; KNP11; Ste12; RSV13; CHHL19;
HPV21; PV21].
Definition 5.1.1. A width-w length-n ROBP f is a permutation ROBP if for each i ∈ [n]
and each b ∈ {0, 1}, the transition function nexti(·, b) is a permutation on the state space
[w]. Equivalently, there is no pair of edges (u, v) and (u′, v) with the same label where u 6= u′.
The computation performed by a permutation ROBP is reversible in a certain sense:
we can deduce the previous state of the computation by looking at the current state and
the input bit that was most recently read. Permutation ROBPs are a special case of regular
ROBPs. We say that an ROBP is regular if every vertex not in the last layer has in-degree
2, or equivalently, Wrapf is a regular digraph.
Most of the work on regular and permutation ROBPs has focused on the constant-
width setting [BV10; De11; KNP11; Ste12; RSV13; BRRY14; CHHL19]. This body of work
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played a key role in Meka, Reingold, and Tal’s PRG for width-3 ROBPs [MRT19].
In this section, we are interested in PRGs for wider permutation ROBPs. The
polynomial-width case is arguably the most important, since unrestricted polynomial-width
ROBPs model BPL (Proposition 2.4.1). Furthermore, there is a reduction due to Reingold,
Trevisan, and Vadhan showing that optimal PRGs for polynomial-width regular ROBPs
would actually suffice for derandomizing RL [RTV06]. We have seen that the Saks-Zhou
algorithm [SZ99] involves a PRG for ROBPs of superpolynomial width, w ≈ nlogn, which
gives us extra motivation for studying very wide programs.
We will skip all the way to unbounded-width permutation ROBPs. Crucially, like in
Definition 1.2.2, we only allow a single accept vertex vacc. (For unrestricted ROBPs, it is
no loss of generality to assume that there is only one accept vertex vacc, because multiple
accept vertices could always be merged. For permutation ROBPs, however, it makes a big
difference. Unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with an unbounded number of accept
vertices are all-powerful, i.e., they can compute any Boolean function, whereas one can show
that unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with a single accept vertex cannot compute
MAJ3.)
This unusual model of computation reveals some limits of standard intuitions about
pseudorandomness for branching programs. We will see (Lemma 5.1.20) that these programs
can compute doubly-exponentially many functions, so the generic probabilistic argument for
the existence of PRGs (Proposition 1.2.3) does not apply. In fact, it turns out that with
high probability, a random function with seed length o(n) fails to be a good PRG for this
model [HPV21]. Nevertheless, in Section 5.1.1, we will show that there is an explicit PRG
(the classic INW generator [INW94]) that ε-fools unbounded-width length-n permutation
ROBPs with seed length Õ(log n · log(1/ε)). Then in Section 5.1.2, we will prove a near-
matching lower bound, i.e., every ε-PRG for unbounded-width length-n permutation ROBPs
must have seed length Ω̃(log n · log(1/ε)). Both of these results are joint work with Ted Pyne
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and Salil Vadhan [HPV21].
5.1.1 Improved Analysis of the INW Generator
In this section, we present an explicit PRG for permutation ROBPs with seed length
Õ(log n · log(1/ε)), with no dependence whatsoever on the width of the program.
Theorem 5.1.2 (Joint with Ted Pyne and Salil Vadhan [HPV21]). For every n ∈ N and
ε > 0, there is an explicit ε-PRG for length-n permutation ROBPs (of any width) with seed
length O(log n · (log(1/ε) + log log n)).
We reiterate that our model of permutation ROBP only allows a single accepting
vertex. That being said, a permutation ROBP with a ≥ 1 accepting vertices can be written
as a sum of a permutation ROBPs with one accepting vertex each, so our PRG ε-fools such
programs with seed length O(log n · (log(a/ε) + log log n)).
As mentioned previously, most prior work on permutation ROBPs focused on constant-
width programs. In that regime, there are known PRGs with seed length O(log n · log(1/ε))
[De11; KNP11; Ste12], which is slightly better than our seed length. For somewhat larger
width, the best prior PRG is Braverman, Rao, Raz, and Yehudayoff’s generator [BRRY14],
which fools width-w length-n regular ROBPs with seed length
O(log n · (log(w/ε) + log log n)).
For superpolynomial-width ROBPs, the best prior PRG is by De; his paper [De11] was
focused on the constant-width case, but he also showed that the INW generator fools
unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with seed length O(log2 n + log n · log(1/ε) (see Ta-
ble 5.1).
Theorem 5.1.2 should also be compared to the work of Ahmadinejad, Kelner, Murtagh,
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Seed length Type of ROBPs Reference
O(log n · (log(1/ε) + (w!)11)) Permutation [KNP11]
O(log n · (log(1/ε) + w8)) Permutation [De11]
O(log n · log(n/ε)) Permutation [De11]
O(log n · (log(1/ε) + w4 logw)) Permutation [Ste12]
O(log n · (log(w/ε) + log log n)) Regular [BRRY14]
O(log n · (log(1/ε) + log log n) Permutation [HPV21] (Theorem 5.1.2)
Table 5.1: Known PRGs for width-w length-n permutation ROBPs. For comparison, recall
that Nisan’s PRG for unrestricted ROBPs [Nis92] has seed length O(log n · log(wn/ε)). This
table omits known PRGs for the more challenging model of arbitrary-order permutation
ROBPs [RSV13; CHHL19].
Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKMPSV20]. Among other results, they give a non-black-
box algorithm for estimating the acceptance probability of a given regular width-n length-n
ROBP to within ±1/ poly(n) in space O(log n · log log(n/ε)) [AKMPSV20]. We only handle
permutation ROBPs and we have a much worse dependence on ε, but we obtain a genuine
PRG (and as we will see, our dependence on ε is near-optimal for PRGs). Finally, subsequent
to and building on our work, Pyne and Vadhan recently designed a WPRG for unbounded-
width permutation ROBPs [PV21] with seed length
Õ
(





which is better than our seed length when ε is small.
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The construction
The construction of Theorem 5.1.2 is the standard INW generator [INW94] with suitable
parameters. The analysis is what is new – although as we shall see, even the analysis
follows without too much difficulty from the prior works by Ahmadinejad, Kelner, Murtagh,
Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKMPSV20] and Rozenman and Vadhan [RV05]. We begin
by reviewing the INW construction, which is based on expanders.
Definition 5.1.3. Let H be an undirected regular multigraph on N vertices, let M be the
random walk matrix of H, and let λ ∈ (0, 1). We say that H is a λ-spectral expander if for
every vector x ∈ RN that is orthogonal to the all-ones vector, we have ‖Mx‖2 ≤ λ‖x‖2.
For a value λ = Θ( ε
logn
) to be chosen later, let H1, H2, . . . be a sequence of λ-spectral
expanders, all of the same degree D = 2d, where Hi is on D
i vertices. We require that each
such graph has a one-way labeling :
Definition 5.1.4. Let H be a D-regular directed multigraph. A one-way labeling of H
assigns a distinct label in [D] to each of the D outgoing edges of each vertex. For a vertex
v and a label e ∈ [D], we define H[v, e] to be the outneighbor of v reached by traversing the
outgoing edge labeled e.
There exists an explicit such family of expanders H1, H2, . . . with d = O(log(1/λ))




INWi+1(x, y) = INWi(x) + INWi(Hi+1[x, y]),






The first part of the analysis is to review the connection between the INW generator and
derandomized squaring. The derandomized square operation was introduced by Rozenman
and Vadhan [RV05], who used it to give an alternative proof of Reingold’s famous theorem
that undirected connectivity is in L [Rei08]. More generally, they showed how to generate
polynomial-length pseudorandom walks through regular, aperiodic, directed graphs such that
the distribution of the final vertex in the walk is approximately uniform [RV05], giving an
alternative proof of a result of Reingold, Trevisan, and Vadhan [RTV06]. Most relevant for
us, they showed that in consistently labeled graphs (see Definition 5.1.8), this pseudorandom
walk generator is equivalent to the INW generator [INW94].
A more recent line of work has shown how to approximate short random walks (i.e.,
walks of length much less than the mixing time of the graph) in undirected graphs and Eule-
rian digraphs [MRSV17; MRSV19; AKMPSV20]. These recent works use the derandomized
square operation in combination with other tools. We will build on their analyses, especially
the analysis by Ahmadinejad, Kelner, Murtagh, Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKMPSV20].
Toward developing the derandomized square, we begin by defining the true square of
a graph, and more generally the n-th power of a graph.
Definition 5.1.5. Let G be a D-regular directed multigraph with a one-way labeling on vertex
set [N ]. If n is a positive integer, then Gn is a Dn-regular directed multigraph with a one-way
labeling on vertex set [N ] given recursively by
G1[u, e] = G[u, e]
Gn+1[u, (e, e′)] = Gn[G[u, e], e′],
identifying [Dn+1] with [D]× [Dn].
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To apply the derandomized squaring operation, we will require a graph equipped with
a two-way labeling.
Definition 5.1.6. Let G be a D-regular directed multigraph. A two-way labeling of G
assigns two labels to each edge, an “incoming label” and an “outgoing label.” Each label is
an element of [D], and we require that for each vertex v, the outgoing labels of the outgoing
edges are distinct, and the incoming labels of the incoming edges are distinct. A two-way
labeling induces a one-way labeling by considering only the outgoing labels. We define the
rotation map RotG : V (G) × [D] → V (G) × [D] by letting Rot(u, e) = (G[u, e], e′), where e′
is the incoming label of the edge (u,G[u, e]).
The derandomized square GsH is a method of approximating G2 by a sparser graph.
In our analysis, the auxiliary graph H will be an expander.
Definition 5.1.7. Let G be a D-regular directed multigraph with a two-way labeling on vertex
set [N ], and let H be a c-regular directed multigraph with a one-way labeling on vertex set
[D]. The derandomized square Gs H is a (cD)-regular directed multigraph on vertex set
[N ] with a one-way labeling given by
(GsH)[v, (i, j)] = G[v′, H[i′, j]],
where (v′, i′) = RotG(v, i).
Notice that in the definition of s, we require that G has a two-way labeling, but we
merely define a one-way labeling for GsH. To iterate the process and approximate G4, we
must somehow obtain a two-way labeling for GsH. Multiple approaches have been studied
in the literature [RV05]; the relevant approach for us is to assume a consistent one-way
labeling.
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Definition 5.1.8. Let G be a D-regular directed multigraph. A consistent one-way labeling
of G is a one-way labeling of G with the property that for every vertex v, the labels of the
incoming edges are distinct. Equivalently, for every vertex v and every e ∈ [D], there is a
vertex u such that G[u, e] = v. Such a labeling allows us to extend G to a graph G with a
two-labeling given by
RotG(v, e) = (G[v, e], e),
i.e., each edge has the same incoming label and outgoing label.
The property of having a consistent one-way labeling is obviously preserved under
powering. It is also preserved by the derandomized square, so indeed, it enables iterative
derandomized squaring:
Lemma 5.1.9 ([RV05; HPV21]). If G has a consistent one-way labeling, then so does GsH.
Proof. Fix a vertex v and an edge label (i, j); we must show that there is some u such that
(Gs H)[u, (i, j)] = v. Indeed, since G has a consistent one-way labeling, there is some u′
such that G[u′, H[i, j]] = v; again using the fact that G has a consistent labeling, there is
some u such that G[u, i] = u′. Finally, (GsH)[u, (i, j)] = G[G[u, i], H[i, j]] = v.
For graphs with a consistent one-way labeling, the INW generator corresponds closely
to the derandomized square as follows.
Lemma 5.1.10 ([RV05; HPV21]). Let G0 be a consistently labeled D-regular multigraph.
Inductively define G1, G2, . . . by Gi = Gi−1 sHi. Then
Gi[v, e] = G
2i
0 [v, INWi(e)].







0 [v, INWi(x, y)] = G
2[v, INWi(x, y)]
= G[G[v, INWi−1(x)], INWi−1(Hi[x, y])]
= Gi−1[Gi−1[v, (x, y)], Hi[x, y]] (Induction)
= (Gi−1 sHi)[v, (x, y)]
= Gi[v, (x, y)].
In our case, we are interested in analyzing the behavior of a permutation ROBP f
when it reads the output of the INW generator. Recall that for any width-w length-n ROBP
f , there is a corresponding 2-outregular digraph Wrapf on vertex set [w]× [n] obtained from
f by identifying each vertex in the last layer with the corresponding vertex in the first layer.
The graph Wrapf has a one-way labeling, and for any x ∈ {0, 1}n, we have
f(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ Wrapnf [vstart, x] = vacc.
When f is a permutation ROBP, Wrapf has a consistent one-way labeling, which allows us
to define a sequence of graphs G0, G1, . . . by G0 = Wrap
d
f and Gi+1 = Gi sHi+1. We have
f(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ Gn/d0 [vstart, x] = vacc, (5.1)
and for any seed e,
f(INW(e)) = 1 ⇐⇒ Gn/d0 [vstart, INW(e)] = vacc (Eq. (5.1)) (5.2)
⇐⇒ Glog(n/d)[v, e] = vacc (Lemma 5.1.10). (5.3)
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Thus, comparing the acceptance probabilities of f on a truly random input vs. the output
of the INW generator is equivalent to comparing the random walk matrix of the true power
G
n/d
0 vs. the random walk matrix of the iterated derandomized square Glog(n/d). We will
compare those matrices next.
Unit-circle approximation
Our goal is to show that the random walk matrices of Gi and G
2i
0 are O(iλ)-close entrywise.
The key to proving this bound is to consider more sophisticated notions of matrix approxi-
mation. Even though all our matrices are real-valued, it will be helpful to move to the field
of complex numbers.
For a matrix M ∈ CN×N , we define the symmetrization UM = 12(M + M
∗), where
M∗ is the conjugate transpose of M . Our first notion of matrix approximation is complex
spectral approximation.
Definition 5.1.11 ([AKMPSV20]). Let M, M̃ ∈ CN×N and γ > 0. We say that M̃ is a
complex spectral γ-approximation of M , denoted M̃ ≈γ M , if
∀x, y ∈ CN , |x∗(M − M̃)y| ≤ γ
2
· (‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 − x∗UMx− y∗UMy). (5.4)
The analogous approximation measure over the reals was studied by Cohen, Kelner,
Peebles, Peng, Rao, Sidford, and Vladu [CKPPRSV17], building on earlier work by Spielman
and Teng [ST11]. For intuition, note that when M and M̃ are real symmetric matrices, if
we let L = I −M and L̃ = I − M̃ , then Eq. (5.4) implies that for every x ∈ RN , we have
(1− γ)xTLx ≤ xT L̃x ≤ (1 + γ)xTLx.
In other words, (1− γ)L  L̃  (1 + γ)L, where  denotes Loewner order. Observe that if
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Mx = x, then M̃x = x as well.
In the general case, we allow x 6= y in Eq. (5.4) to measure whatever “asymmetric
information” is contained in the matrices M and M̃ . Still, complex spectral approximation
has certain weaknesses. For example, it is not preserved under graph powering [AKMPSV20,
Proposition 4.3]. The issue is that complex spectral approximation allows for the possibility
that Mx = ωx, where ω is a k-th root of unity, while M̃x = (1− γ)ωx. When we take k-th
powers, we get Mkx = x but M̃kx 6= x, so M̃k 6≈Mk.
Ahmadinejad, Kelner, Murtagh, Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan therefore introduced
a stronger notion of matrix approximation, called unit circle approximation [AKMPSV20].
Rather than the original definition, we will work with an equivalent condition [AKMPSV20,
Lemma 3.8].
Definition 5.1.12 ([AKMPSV20]). Let M, M̃ ∈ CN×N and γ > 0. We say that M̃ is a unit
circle γ-approximation of M , denoted M̃
◦
≈γ M , if for every z ∈ C with |z| = 1, we have
zM̃ ≈γ zM . If M and M̃ are the random walk matrices of digraphs G and G̃ respectively,
then we also write G̃
◦
≈γ G.
Unit circle approximation implies that M and M̃ must exactly agree on every eigen-
vector x of M with an eigenvalue on the complex unit circle, not just those with eigenvalue
1. This gives us hope that G̃
◦
≈ G implies G̃k
◦
≈ Gk. Intuitively, it seems like at best, the
error should blow up by perhaps a factor of k when we take k-th powers. After all, a single
step in G̃k consists of k steps in G̃, each of which is slightly erroneous. Contrary to this
intuition, Ahmadinejad et al. showed that remarkably, graph powering preserves unit circle
approximation with essentially no loss:
Lemma 5.1.13 ([AKMPSV20, Corollary 4.9]). Let G̃ and G be directed multigraphs with
G̃
◦
≈γ G. Then for all k ∈ N, G̃k
◦
≈γ′ Gk, where γ′ = γ1−3γ/2 .
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Unit-circle approximation and iterated derandomized squaring
Recall that we have a sequence of graphs G0, G1, . . . where G0 = Wrap
d
f and Gi+1 = Gi s
Hi+1. To show that Gi and G
2i









The case i = 1 was proven already by Ahmadinejad et al. [AKMPSV20].
Lemma 5.1.15 ([AKMPSV20, Theorem 5.9]). If G is a regular directed multigraph with a
two-way labeling and H is a λ-spectral expander, then GsH
◦
≈2λ G2.
To analyze larger powers, we rely on an approximate triangle inequality for unit-circle
approximation.




















On the right-hand side of Eq. (5.5), we would like to replace M2 by M3. To bound the effect
2This is stronger than the assumption in the paper [HPV21]. The proof in the paper is not correct, due
to a mistake in the “iterated quasi-triangle inequality” [HPV21, Corollary 2.6]. The corrected version of the
iterated quasi-triangle inequality is given in Corollary 5.1.17.
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of such a substitution, note that
|x∗UI−zM3x− x∗UI−zM2x| =
∣∣∣∣x∗(zM3 + (zM3)∗)x− x∗(zM2 + (zM2)∗)x2
∣∣∣∣
= |x∗(M3 −M2)x|
≤ γ2 · x∗UI−zM3x,
where the last inequality is by plugging y = x into Eq. (5.6). Similarly,





· (1 + γ2) · (x∗UI−zM3x+ y∗UI−zM3y),
and thus







· (1 + γ2)
)
· (x∗UI−zM3x+ y∗UI−zM3y),
i.e., zM1 ≈γ zM3 where γ = γ2 + γ1 · (1 + γ2) = γ1 + γ2 + γ1γ2.
Applying Lemma 5.1.16 several times gives the following corollary.




≈δ · · ·
◦
≈δ Mi,
where iδ < 1. Then M0
◦
≈γ Mi, where γ = iδ1−iδ .
Proof. Let γi = (1 + δ)
i − 1. We will show by induction that M0
◦
≈γi Mi. The base case











δ + γi−1 + δγi−1 = δ + (1 + δ) · ((1 + δ)i−1 − 1) = (1 + δ)i − 1 = γi,
completing the induction. Finally,
γi = (1 + δ)
i − 1 ≤ eiδ − 1 ≤ 1
1− iδ
− 1 = iδ
1− iδ
,
using the inequalities 1 + t ≤ et (valid for all t ∈ R) and et ≤ 1
1−t (valid for all t < 1).
Proof of Claim 5.1.14. By Lemma 5.1.15, for each j, we haveGj+1
◦
≈2λ G2j . By Lemma 5.1.13






j , where δ =
2λ















Now, iδ = 2iλ















We can now wrap up the proof of correctness of the generator.
Claim 5.1.18. For a suitable λ = Θ(ε/ log n), we have |E[f(INW(Us))]− E[f ]| ≤ ε, where
s is the seed length of INW.
Proof. By Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3), E[f ] is an entry of Gn/d0 and E[f(INW(Us))] is the corre-




≈ε Glog(n/d), which immediately implies
that the two matrices are ε-close entrywise (take z = 1 and take x and y to be indicator
vectors in the definition of unit-circle approximation).
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Seed length
The seed length of INW is
O(d log n) = O(log n · log(1/λ)) = O(log n · (log(1/ε) + log log n))
as claimed, completing the proof of Theorem 5.1.2.
5.1.2 Seed Length Lower Bound
In this section, we prove a seed length lower bound that shows that our PRG for unbounded-
width permutation ROBPs is near-optimal. For context, it is typically trivial to prove
optimal seed length lower bounds for PRGs – but the unbounded-width permutation ROBP
is not a typical model of computation!
Theorem 5.1.19 (Joint with Ted Pyne and Salil Vadhan [HPV21]). Let n ∈ N, let 2−n/2 ≤












When ε ≥ 2−n0.99 , the lower bound in Theorem 5.1.19 is Ω(log n · log(1/ε)). This is
the first known case where a multiplicative penalty of log(1/ε) is unavoidable. For example,
for constant error, the optimal seed length is Õ(log n), but for error 1/n, the optimal seed
length is Θ(log2 n). With respect to fooling low-depth circuits, similar bounds were identified
previously for specific families of PRGs, such as k-wise independent generators [LV96] or
small-bias generators [DETT10], but Theorem 5.1.19 applies to any PRG whatsoever.
As discussed in Section 1.4, our lower bound helps to clarify the strengths of HSGs
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and WPRGs. In the paper [HPV21], we give a probabilistic argument showing that there are
(1/n)-HSGs for unbounded-width length-n permutation ROBPs with seed length O(log n),
and as mentioned previously, Pyne and Vadhan recently gave an explicit construction of a
(1/n)-WPRG for such programs with seed length Õ(log3/2 n) [PV21]. Thus, when it comes to
fooling unbounded-width permutation ROBPs, HSGs and WPRGs are strictly more powerful
than unweighted PRGs.
When ε is very small, there is a slight gap between our upper bound (Theorem 5.1.2)
and our lower bound (Theorem 5.1.19). It turns out to be possible to slightly improve the
upper bound [HPV21]. The upshot is that for all ε ≤ 1/ log n, we have an explicit ε-PRG
for permutation ROBPs with asymptotically optimal seed length. When ε is constant, there
is another gap in our bounds (O(log n · log log n) vs. Ω(log n)), and it remains an interesting
open problem to identify the optimal seed length.
Permutation ROBPs for testing permutations
The first step in the proof of Theorem 5.1.19 is to identify a suitable “hard family” of
permutation ROBPs.
Lemma 5.1.20. Let n be an even positive integer, and let π : {0, 1}n/2 → {0, 1}n/2 be a
permutation. There is a width-2n/2 length-n permutation ROBP f such that
f(x, y) = 1 ⇐⇒ π(x) = y.
Proof. We identify the state space [w] of f with Fn/22 . Let e1, . . . , en/2 be the standard basis
vectors of Fn/22 . The transitions of f are defined by
nexti(u, b) =
u+ b · ei if i ≤ n/2π−1(π(u) + b · ei) if i > n/2.
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The permutation condition is satisfied, because
nexti(nexti(u, b), b) = u.
The start state is the 0 vector, and the accept state is π−1(0). Clearly, f(x, y) passes through
the state x in layer n/2 and arrives at state π−1(π(x) + y) in layer n.
From Lemma 5.1.20, it readily follows that a random function with seed length o(n)
fails to be a good PRG for permutation ROBPs. The idea is that with high probability, the
seed can be recovered from the first half of the generator’s output and from the second half
of the generator’s output, which implies that there is some permutation π such that every
output (x, y) of the generator satisfies π(x) = y. See the paper [HPV21] for details.
Intuitively, the reason the INW generator does better than a random function is that
after generating the first half of the output, it uses some fresh randomness to generate
the second half of the output, so each half is fairly unpredictable given the other. To
prove our seed length lower bound (Theorem 5.1.19), we will show that every PRG for
permutation ROBPs has a similar property: the second half of the PRG’s output must have
a considerable amount of entropy given the first half, and vice versa. The reason will be that
if each half is somewhat predictable given the other, then we will find a permutation π such
that the output (X, Y ) of the PRG has a noticeable chance of satisfying π(X) = Y . The
corresponding ROBP from Lemma 5.1.20 therefore has a noticeable acceptance probability
under the pseudorandom distribution, whereas it has an extremely low acceptance probability
under the uniform distribution, contradicting the PRG correctness condition. Recursing will
give a lower bound on the total entropy of the PRG’s output, hence also on the seed length
of the PRG.
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Permutations from matching theory
To find a suitable permutation π, we will use a tool from matching theory. Recall Kőnig’s
theorem: in any bipartite graph, there exists a matching and a {0, 1}-assignment to the
vertices such that every edge in the graph has at least one endpoint marked 1 and the size
of the matching is equal to the Hamming weight of the assignment. Egerváry’s theorem is a
generalization for graphs whose edges have nonnegative integer edge weights. We rely on a
variant for graphs whose edges have nonnegative real edge weights:
Lemma 5.1.21 (Kőnig-Egerváry theorem for fractional edge weights). Let N ∈ N, and let
p : [N ] × [N ] → [0,∞). There exist a permutation π : [N ] → [N ] and functions q, r : [N ] →
[0,∞) such that










(To see the connection with matchings, think of p as the weight function on the edges
of KN,N . The permutation π identifies a perfect matching, and q and r define an assignment
to the vertices.) Lemma 5.1.21 is well known; a proof can be found in Schrijver’s text [Sch03,
Theorem 17.1]. For clarity, we include a proof based on LP duality.
Proof. Consider the problem of finding values z(x, y) to maximize
∑
x,y∈[N ] p(x, y) · z(x, y),
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subject to the constraints








z(x, y) ≤ 1.
This is a linear program. We claim that every basic feasible solution is an integer solution,
i.e., z(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}. To prove it, consider some feasible solution z, and think of z as a
weight function on the edges of KN,N . Let E be the set of edges with fractional weight (i.e.,
z(x, y) ∈ (0, 1)), and let V be the set of vertices such that the sum of the weights incident
to that vertex is strictly less than 1.
Suppose E 6= ∅. For any edge (x, y) ∈ E, either x ∈ V or else there is another edge
(x, y′) ∈ E. Similarly, either y ∈ V or else there is another edge (x′, y) ∈ E. Inductively,
this implies that there exists a path P consisting entirely of edges in E such that either (a)
P is a cycle or else (b) the two endpoints of P are both in V .
Define δ(x, y) to be 0 for edges not on P and alternately ±1 for edges on P . This
makes sense even if P is a cycle, because the graph is bipartite, so the cycle has even
length. Then for all sufficiently small ε > 0, the functions z′(x, y) = z(x, y) + εδ(x, y) and
z′′(x, y) = z(x, y)− εδ(x, y) are both feasible solutions to the LP. Since z is the average of z′
and z′′, z must not be a basic feasible solution.
When z is {0, 1}-valued, it identifies a subset of the edges, and the constraints say
that the subset is a matching. Since p is nonnegative, there is an optimal solution that is
a perfect matching, corresponding to some permutation π : [N ] → [N ]. The value of the
objective function is
∑
x∈[N ] p(x, π(x)).
The dual LP is the problem of finding values q(x), r(y) to minimize
∑
x∈[N ] q(x) +
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∑
y∈[N ] r(y), subject to the constraints
∀x, q(x) ≥ 0
∀y, r(y) ≥ 0
∀x, ∀y, q(x) + r(y) ≥ p(x, y).
By strong LP duality, there is a solution with the same value as the primal solution, giving
us our desired q and r.
Permutations for predicting random variables
Now we turn to showing that if each of X and Y is somewhat predictable given the other,
then there is a noticeable chance that π(X) = Y , where π is a permutation that we will
obtain from Lemma 5.1.21. We begin by reviewing the standard notion of Shannon entropy.











For two random variables X, Y , the joint entropy H[X, Y ] is the entropy of the pair (X, Y ),
and the conditional entropy is defined by
H[X | Y ] = E
y∼Y







Pr[X = x | Y = y]
)]
.
Lemma 5.1.23. Let X and Y be random variables distributed over [N ]. There exists a
permutation π : [N ]→ [N ] such that
Pr[π(X) = Y ] ≥ 2−H[X|Y ]−H[Y |X].
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For comparison, if we allow arbitrary functions π (not necessarily permutations), then
the maximum value of Pr[π(X) = Y ] is closely connected to the conditional min-entropy of
Y given X [DORS08].
Proof. Let p(x, y) = Pr[(X, Y ) = (x, y)]. Applying Lemma 5.1.21, we get a permutation π






































p(x, π(x)) (Eq. (5.8))
= Pr[π(X) = Y ].
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Entropy lower bounds for pseudorandom distributions
Lemma 5.1.23 will imply an entropy lower bound via the standard chain rule for Shannon
entropy.
Claim 5.1.24 (Chain Rule). If X and Y are discrete random variables, then
H[X, Y ] = H[X] + H[Y | X] = H[Y ] + H[X | Y ].
Now we show that if a distribution over {0, 1}n fools unbounded-width permutation
ROBPs, then the distribution has Ω(log(1/ε)) bits of entropy above and beyond the average
entropy of the first n/2 bits and the second n/2 bits.
Lemma 5.1.25. Let n be an even positive integer and let X and Y be random variables
distributed over {0, 1}n/2. If (X, Y ) fools unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with error
ε ≥ 2−n/2, then
H[X, Y ] ≥ 1
2
(






Proof. Let π be the permutation guaranteed by Lemma 5.1.23, and let f be the permutation
ROBP corresponding to π guaranteed by Lemma 5.1.20. Then
2−H[X|Y ]−H[Y |X] ≤ Pr[π(X) = Y ] = E[f(X, Y )] ≤ E[f ] + ε = 2−n/2 + ε ≤ 2ε.
Therefore, H[X | Y ] + H[Y | X] ≥ log( 1
2ε
). Finally, by the chain rule,
H[X, Y ] =
1
2
(H[X] + H[Y ] + H[X | Y ] + H[Y | X]) .
Corollary 5.1.26. Let ε > 0, and for i ≥ 0, let ni = dlog(1/ε)e · 2i. Let X be a distribution










Proof. We proceed by induction on i. In the base case i = 0, we are claiming that H[X] ≥ 0,
which is trivial. For the inductive step, consider a pair (X, Y ), where |X| = |Y | = ni, such
that (X, Y ) fools unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with error ε. Since ε ≥ 2−ni , we
may apply Lemma 5.1.25 to get
H[X, Y ] ≥ 1
2
(






Since a permutation ROBP can elect to ignore some of its input bits, X and Y must each
individually fool unbounded-width permutation ROBPs with error ε. Therefore, by the
















Proof of Theorem 5.1.19. Let i = blog(n/dlog(1/ε)e)c, so n/2 ≤ ni ≤ n. LetX = G(Us)1...ni .
Then X fools unbounded-width length-(ni) permutation branching programs with error ε,







. Applying a deterministic function can
only decrease entropy, so
























where the last step uses our assumption 2−n/2 ≤ ε ≤ 0.49.
5.2 PRGs for Read-Once AC0
In this section, we present a near-optimal PRG for read-once AC0 formulas, i.e., read-once
formulas with unbounded-fan-in AND/OR gates with negations allowed at the inputs. We
do not assume that the variables are ordered in any way. This PRG is joint work with Dean
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Doron and Pooya Hatami [DHH19].
Theorem 5.2.1 (Joint with Dean Doron and Pooya Hatami [DHH19]). For every n, d ∈ N
and ε > 0, there is an explicit ε-PRG for depth-d read-once AC0 formulas with seed length
log(n/ε) ·O(d log log(n/ε))2d+2.
When the depth d is a constant, our seed length is Õ(log(n/ε)). The optimal seed
length would be O(log(n/ε)), with no dependence on d.
Motivation
Read-once AC0 is connected to L vs. BPL via the concept of an arbitrary-order ROBP
[BPW11; SVW17; CHRT18; FK18].
Definition 5.2.2. A width-w length-n arbitrary-order ROBP is a function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} of the form
f(x) = g(xπ(1), . . . , xπ(n)),
where g is a width-w length-n ROBP and π is a permutation on [n].
The arbitrary-order ROBP model is arguably more natural than the standard ROBP
model, especially to those coming from a background in circuit complexity. Nisan’s PRG
[Nis92] provably fails to fool arbitrary-order ROBPs [Tzu09], and one reason to study PRGs
for arbitrary-order ROBPs is to force ourselves to do something completely different than
Nisan’s PRG, with the hope that the insights gained along the way will yield benefits even
for the standard ordered model. Building on several prior works [RSV13; HLV18; CHRT18],
Forbes and Kelley designed PRGs for arbitrary-order ROBPs with seed length O(log3 n) in
the polynomial-width case and Õ(log2 n) in the constant-width case [FK18]. Their PRG
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is based on pseudorandom restrictions, which is indeed quite different than Nisan’s PRG
[Nis92] and other classic PRGs for space-bounded computation [INW94; NZ96].
Our PRG for read-once AC0 will use pseudorandom restrictions and build on Forbes
and Kelley’s work [FK18]. This is possible because read-once AC0 formulas are a special
case of constant-width arbitrary-order ROBPs:
Claim 5.2.3 ([CSV15]). If f can be computed by a depth-d read-once AC0 formula where
d ≥ 1, then f can be computed by a width-(d+ 1) arbitrary-order ROBP.
Proof. We proceed by induction on d. Regarding the base case d = 1, it is easy to design
width-2 ROBPs for any conjunction or disjunction of literals. Now let us consider the
inductive step d > 1. By negating f if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality
that f(x) = AND(g1(x), . . . , gm(x)), where each gi is a depth-(d− 1) read-once AC0 formula
and the gi formulas read disjoint sets of inputs. By induction, each gi can be computed
by a width-(d − 1) arbitrary-order ROBP on the variables that gi reads. The ROBP for f
simulates these ROBPs in sequence. If the ROBP for gi accepts, then we move to the start
state of the ROBP for gi+1. On the other hand, if any ROBP rejects, then we move to a
new special reject state, both of whose outgoing edges lead to the reject state in the next
layer.
Looking more carefully at the proof of Claim 5.2.3, one can show [DMRTV21] that
read-once AC0 can be simulated by a special class of constant-width ROBPs called monotone
ROBPs.
Definition 5.2.4. An ROBP is monotone if each layer can be ordered in such a way that
for each i ∈ [n] and each b ∈ {0, 1}, the transition function nexti(·, b) is a monotone function
[w]→ [w].
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Monotone ROBPs, which were introduced by Meka and Zuckerman [MZ13], are in
some sense “the opposite” of permutation ROBPs [DMRTV21], so this section can be con-
sidered complementary to the previous section. Hopefully, studying the two extreme cases of
permutation ROBPs and monotone ROBPs will help us to eventually develop better PRGs
for unrestricted ROBPs.
Related work
For simplicity, in this section we will mainly focus on the case that the error ε is a constant.
As a reminder, for any constant d ∈ N, our PRG fools depth-d read-once AC0 formulas
with seed length Õ(log n). Prior to our work, Chen, Steinke, and Vadhan gave a PRG for
this class with seed length Õ(logd+1 n) [CSV15], and then Forbes and Kelley gave a PRG for
the more general class of width-(d + 1) arbitrary-order ROBPs with seed length Õ(log2 n)
[FK18]. PRGs with near-logarithmic seed length were known only for the depth-2 case
[CRS00; DETT10; GMRTV12]; in a follow-up paper to our work, Doron, Hatami, and the
author gave a PRG for the depth-2 case (even with parity gates) with the improved seed
length O(log n) + Õ(log(1/ε)) [DHH20].
For context, after a long line of research [AW89; Nis91; Bra10; TX13; Tal17; HS19;
ST19a; Kel20], we now have explicit PRGs for general polynomial-size depth-d AC0 circuits
with seed length Õ(logd+1 n). Meanwhile, Gavinsky, Lovett, and Srinivasan gave a PRG
for read-once ACC0 with seed length polylog n [GLS12]. Recently, Doron, Meka, Reingold,
Tal, and Vadhan gave a PRG for width-(d+ 1) arbitrary-order monotone ROBPs with seed
length Õ(log n) (see Table 5.2), and they showed that this class is strictly more powerful
than depth-d read-once AC0 [DMRTV21]. Furthermore, their PRG has a better dependence
on d: for super-constant d, our PRG has seed length
log n ·O(d log log n)2d+2,
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Seed length Model fooled Reference
O(n0.001) AC0 [AW89]
O(log2d+6 n) AC0 [Nis91]
Õ(logd+4 n) AC0 [TX13]
Õ(logd+1 n) Read-once AC0 [CSV15]
Õ(logd+2 n) AC0 [Tal17]
Õ(log2 n) Arbitrary-order ROBPs [FK18]
Õ(log n) Read-once AC0 [DHH19] (Theorem 5.2.1)
Õ(logd+1 n) AC0 [Kel20]
Õ(log n) Arbitrary-order monotone ROBPs [DMRTV21]
Table 5.2: Explicit PRGs for depth-d read-once AC0 and relevant more powerful models,
where d is a constant.
whereas Doron et al. [DMRTV21] achieve seed length
O(log n · d2 · (log log n)2).
There has also been work on unbounded-depth read-once formulas [BPW11; IMZ19; FK18].
The best result for that model is currently the Forbes-Kelley PRG [FK18], which fools
unbounded-depth read-once formulas with constant fan-in over an arbitrary basis with seed
length O(log3 n). Extending our work to the case of read-k AC0 is an interesting open
problem. For read-k CNFs, explicit PRGs are known with seed length log n·poly(k) [KLW10;
ST19b].
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5.2.1 Random and Pseudorandom Restrictions
As mentioned previously, our PRG for read-once AC0 is based on pseudorandom restrictions.
A restriction is a string x ∈ {0, 1, ?}n. When xi = ?, the interpretation is that we have not yet
decided whether to set xi = 0 or xi = 1. We define the composition operator on restrictions
by
(x ◦ x′)i =
xi if xi 6= ?x′i if xi = ?.
In words, we consult x′ as a backup whenever x does not provide a value. If f is a function
on {0, 1}n and x ∈ {0, 1, ?}n, then the restricted function f |x is another function on {0, 1}n
given by f |x(x′) = f(x ◦ x′).
A huge body of work in the theory of computing uses the concept of a random re-
striction and in particular the distribution Rp defined below.
Definition 5.2.5. Let n ∈ N and p ∈ [0, 1]. We define Rp to be the distribution over
{0, 1, ?}n where the coordinates are independent and each is ? with probability p and a uniform
random bit with probability 1− p.
Just like a PRG samples a distribution that is essentially indistinguishable from Un,
we will be interested in distributions that are essentially indistinguishable from Rp. We will
obtain these pseudorandom restrictions by pseudorandomly generating bits that encode a
restriction. To encode a restriction using bitstrings, we use the Res function defined below.
Definition 5.2.6. We define Res : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1, ?}n by
(Res(y, z))i =
? if zi = 1,yi if zi = 0.
Thus z indicates the ? positions and y assigns values to the other positions.
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Note that Res(U2n) = R1/2. To mimic Rp with p  1/2, we will use composition. If
R is a distribution over {0, 1, ?}n and t ∈ N, we define R◦t to be the distribution obtained
from drawing t independent samples from R and composing them.
Most of our effort will go toward proving that under a suitable pseudorandom restric-
tion, read-once AC0 formulas simplify in some sense. Using the work of Forbes and Kelley
[FK18], we will also ensure that these pseudorandom restrictions approximately preserve the
expectation of the formula. Finally, using the work of Meka, Reingold, and Tal [MRT19], we
will be able to fool the “simpler” formulas with a short seed. Putting these pieces together
will give us our PRG for read-once AC0. When fooling depth-(d+ 1) read-once AC0 formu-
las, our pseudorandom restriction will actually rely on a PRG for depth-d read-once AC0
formulas, which we will obtain through recursion. (Gavinsky, Lovett, and Srinivasan used a
similar approach for fooling read-once ACC0 [GLS12].)
5.2.2 Simplification of Read-Once AC0 under Restrictions
The effect of truly random restrictions
We would like to prove that read-once AC0 simplifies under pseudorandom restrictions. We
begin by reviewing Chen, Steinke, and Vadhan’s analysis of the effect of a truly random
restriction on read-once AC0 [CSV15]. The following theorem says that any read-once
AC0 formula that is close to a constant is likely to collapse to a constant under a random
restriction.
Theorem 5.2.7 ([CSV15]). Let f be a depth-d read-once AC0 formula that is α-close to a
constant. For any ε > 0 and any p ≤ 1/(9 log(4dn/ε))d,
Pr[f |Rp is nonconstant] ≤ 2α · p · (9 log(4dn/ε))d + 2ε.
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Proof outline. For q ∈ [−1, 1], let Dq be the product distribution over {0, 1}n where each bit
has expectation 1/2 + q/2. First, suppose f is monotone. Let F = f |Rp . Then


















|f̂(S)| · p|S| ≤ α · p · (9 log(4dn/ε))d + ε,
completing the proof in this case. Now consider a general f , not necessarily monotone.
Since f is read-once, there is some y such that the function f+y(x)
def
= f(x+y) is a monotone
depth-d read-once AC0 formula. Clearly, the probability that f becomes constant under Rp
is precisely the same as the probability that f+y becomes constant under Rp.
NAND formulas
It will be convenient to move to a different representation of read-once AC0 formulas. A
read-once NAND formula is a tree of NAND gates with literals at the bottom and no repeated
variables. This model is equivalent to read-once AC0 by the following easy lemma.
Lemma 5.2.8. Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} and d ∈ N. The following are equivalent.
1. f can be computed by a depth-d read-once AC0 formula.
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2. Either f or ¬f can be computed by a depth-d read-once NAND formula.
Proof. Starting from a read-once AC0 formula, we can use De Morgan’s laws to replace every
OR with NOT ◦ AND ◦ NOT. This gives a formula with alternating NOT and AND gates.
Introducing a NOT gate at the output if necessary, we can merge NOT ◦ AND = NAND to
get a depth-d read-once NAND formula.
Conversely, suppose f can be computed by a depth-d read-once NAND formula. By
using De Morgan’s laws, we can push all the negations to the inputs, giving a depth-d read-
once AC0 formula. This, in turn, implies that ¬f can be computed by a depth-d read-once
AC0 formula as well.
In the context of NAND formulas, it makes sense to focus on the event of collapsing
to the constant 1 rather than the constant 0.
Corollary 5.2.9. Let f be a depth-d read-once NAND formula with E[f ] ≥ 1− α. For any
ε > 0 and any p ≤ 0.5/(9 log(4dn/ε))d,
Pr
R←Rp
[f |R 6≡ 1] ≤ 2α + 2ε.
Proof. For this value of p, Theorem 5.2.7 implies that
Pr[f |R is nonconstant] ≤ α + 2ε.
Furthermore, clearly, Pr[f |R ≡ 0] ≤ α. The claim follows by the union bound.
Derandomizing simplification
We would like to derandomize Corollary 5.2.9, i.e., we would like to show that a similar
conclusion holds under a pseudorandom restriction. The Fourier analysis in the proof of
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Theorem 5.2.7 does not seem particularly amenable to derandomization. Instead, we will
show that the condition in the conclusion of Corollary 5.2.9 can itself be tested in read-once
AC0, hence Corollary 5.2.9 can be derandomized using any PRG for read-once AC0. Later,
we will use this fact recursively to actually construct a PRG for read-once AC0.
The next claim shows that the condition that a formula collapses to the constant 1
under some restriction can be tested by another read-once AC0 formula that reads the bits
encoding the restriction. For the first reading of Claim 5.2.10, it might be easiest to ignore
u (i.e., assume u = ?n).
Claim 5.2.10. Let f be a depth-d read-once NAND formula on the variables x1, . . . , xn, and
let u ∈ {0, 1, ?}n. There is some depth-(d + 1) read-once AC0 formula g on the variables
y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn such that
g(y, z) = 1 ⇐⇒ f |Res(y,z)◦u ≡ 1.
Proof. We will prove more generally that for each b ∈ {0, 1}, there is some depth-(d + 1)
read-once AC0 formula g on the variables y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn such that
g(y, z) = 1 ⇐⇒ f |Res(y,z)◦u ≡ b.
In the base case d = 0, we are looking at a single literal, f(x) = xi or f(x) = ¬xi. Applying
the definition of Res, we have
(xi)|Res(y,z)◦u ≡ b ⇐⇒ zi = 1 ∨ yi = b if ui = b
(xi)|Res(y,z)◦u ≡ b ⇐⇒ zi = 0 ∧ yi = b if ui 6= b.
Either way, this is a depth-1 read-once AC0 formula in the variables yi, zi. As for the other
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case f(x) = ¬xi, under any restriction r, clearly
(¬xi)|r ≡ b ⇐⇒ (xi)|r ≡ 1− b,
so once again we get a depth-1 read-once AC0 formula.
Now for the inductive step d ≥ 1, we have f(x) = NAND(h1(x), . . . , hm(x)). Observe
that








By induction, the conditions hi|Res(y,z)◦u ≡ 1 and hi|Res(y,z)◦u ≡ 0 can each be computed by a
depth-d read-once AC0 formula, so in each case, the right-hand side is indeed a depth-(d+1)
read-once AC0 formula.
Now we are ready to derandomize Corollary 5.2.9, i.e., we will show that if we start
with a read-once NAND formula that is biased toward 1 and we hit it with O(log log n)
pseudorandom restrictions (each with ?-probability 1/2), then with high probability the
formula will collapse to the constant 1 function.
Corollary 5.2.11 (Derandomization of Corollary 5.2.9). Let d ≤ log n. Let f be a depth-
d read-once NAND formula with E[f ] ≥ 1 − α. Let (Y, Z) be a distribution over {0, 1}2n
that γ-fools depth-(d + 1) read-once AC0 formulas. For any ε > 0, there is a value t =
O(d log log(n/ε)) such that
Pr
R←Res(Y,Z)◦t
[f |R 6≡ 1] ≤ 2α + 2ε+ tγ.
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Proof. Let us show by induction on t that
Pr
R←Res(Y,Z)◦t
[f |R 6≡ 1] ≤ Pr
R←R2−t
[f |R 6≡ 1] + tγ.
In the base case t = 0, this is trivial, because on both sides of the inequality, R = ?n. For
the inductive step t > 0, letting U and U ′ denote independent uniform n-bit strings, we have
Pr
R←Res(Y,Z)◦t












[f |R′′◦R′ 6≡ 1]
]



















[f |R 6≡ 1] + tγ
= Pr
R←R2−t
[f |R 6≡ 1] + tγ.
Finally, there is a value t = O(d log log(n/ε)) such that 2−t ≤ 0.5/(9 log(4dn/ε))d, so by
Corollary 5.2.9, we get
Pr
R←R2−t
[f |R 6≡ 1] ≤ 2α + 2ε.
The ∆ complexity measure
Corollary 5.2.11 has two serious weaknesses. First, it assumes that E[f ] ≈ 1. Second, to make
a formula simplify, it requires us to already have a PRG for deeper formulas. We address
both of these weaknesses by studying a more subtle notion of “simplification” defined below.
Definition 5.2.12. For a read-once NAND formula f , we define ∆(f) to be the maximum
fan-in of any gate other than the root.
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We now show that with respect to the ∆ complexity measure, formulas are likely to
simplify under pseudorandom restrictions generated using a PRG for shallower formulas.
This lemma does not require that the formula is close to a constant, although it does require
that the formula is internally unpredictable, a notion that we define next. If f is a read-once
NAND formula, a subformula of f is another read-once NAND formula obtained by taking
some gate in f together with all of its descendants.
Definition 5.2.13. Let f be a read-once NAND formula and let γ > 0. We say that f is
γ-internally-unpredictable if every nonconstant subformula g of f satisfies E[g] ∈ [γ, 1− γ].
Lemma 5.2.14. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ log n, let f be a depth-(d + 1) read-once NAND formula, and
let δ > 0. For a suitable γ = (δ/n)O(1), let (Y, Z) be a distribution over {0, 1}2n that fools
depth-d read-once AC0 formulas with error γ, and assume f is γ-internally-unpredictable.









The proof technique is similar to the analysis of Gopalan, Meka, Reingold, Trevisan,
and Vadhan [GMRTV12] regarding read-once CNFs, as well as Chen, Steinke, and Vadhan’s
analysis of read-once AC0 under a truly random restriction [CSV15].
Proof. Let g be a proper subformula of f , say g(x) = NAND(h1(x), . . . , hm(x)). We shall
bucket the children of g according to their expectations. Let Hi be the set of children with
expectation roughly 1− 2−i; more precisely,
Hi = {hj : 1− 2−i ≤ E[hj] < 1− 2−(i+1)}.
Since f is γ-internally-unpredictable, we haveH0∪· · ·∪Hlog(1/γ) = {h1, . . . , hm}. Let us focus
on a single bucket H = Hi. Let α = 2−i, so each hj ∈ F satisfies 1− α ≤ E[hj] ≤ 1− α/2.
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Define a random variable
L = |{hj ∈ H : hj|R 6≡ 1}|.
Then for values M and k to be chosen later, we have



























Pr[∀hj ∈ S, hj|R 6≡ 1].
Now, fix some set S ⊆ F with |S| = k. Define h(x) = OR(S). Observe that
h|R ≡ 1 ⇐⇒ ∃hj ∈ S, hj|R ≡ 1.
Furthermore, E[h] ≥ 1−αk. Finally, h can be computed by a read-once depth-(d−1) NAND
formula (the same depth as each individual hj), because
OR ◦ NAND = (NOT ◦ AND ◦ NOT) ◦ (NOT ◦ AND)
= NOT ◦ AND ◦ AND
= NOT ◦ AND
= NAND.
Therefore, by Corollary 5.2.11,
Pr[h|R 6≡ 1] ≤ 2αk + (t+ 2)γ < 2αk + 2tγ.
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Thus,

















· (2αk + 2tγ)
= 2
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To bound the first term, note that
γ ≤ E[¬g] =
m∏
j=1
E[hi] < (1− α/2)|H| ≤ e−α/2·|H|,
and hence
|H| < (2/α) · log(1/γ)
=⇒
(









To bound the second term, note that trivially |H| ≤ ∆(f). Therefore, setting M = 2e ·√
∆(f) log(1/γ), we get an overall bound of
Pr[L ≥M ] ≤ 2
∆(f)k/2
+ 2tγ ·∆(f)k/2.
For a suitable k = Θ(log(n/δ)/ log(∆(f))), the bound comes out to δ
2dn2
+ 8tdn2γ/δ, which




There are at most n nonempty bucketsH, and there are at most nd proper subformulas
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g. Therefore, by a union bound, with probability at least 1− δ, we have









Sandwiching by internally unpredictable formulas
We would like to remove the assumption that f is internally unpredictable in Lemma 5.2.14.
Intuitively, we ought to be able to assume without loss of generality that our formula is
internally unpredictable, because a subformula that is close to a constant hardly affects the
computation. This intuition can be justified using the following lemma by Chen, Steinke,
and Vadhan [CSV15]. If f`, f , and fu are all functions mapping {0, 1}n → R, we say that f`
and fu ε-sandwich f if f` ≤ f ≤ fu and E[fu] ≤ E[f`] + ε.
Lemma 5.2.15 ([CSV15; DHH19]). Let f be a read-once depth-d NAND formula, let ε > 0,
and let γ = ε
2
4dn2
. There exist γ-internally-unpredictable read-once NAND formulas f`, fu
that ε-sandwich f such that the underlying tree structures of f` and fu are subtrees of the
underlying tree structure of f .
We reproduce the proof for clarity, since Chen, Steinke, and Vadhan did not discuss
the exact statement of Lemma 5.2.15.
Proof. Let size(f) denote the number of NAND gates in f . We will achieve sandwiching error
n · √γ + size(f) · γ < ε. We proceed by induction on size(f). In the base case size(f) = 0,
f is just a constant or a literal, which is trivially γ-internally-unpredictable, so we can take
f` = fu = f .
Now consider the case size(f) > 0, say f(x) = NAND(g1(x), . . . , gm(x)). By induction,
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for each i, we get sandwiching formulas g`i and g
u




1(x), . . . , g
`





i (x))i∈S), where S maximizes E[f`] under the constraint E[f`] ≤ 1− γ.
The definition of f` makes sense, because if nothing else, we can take S = {1}, in which case
E[f`] = 1− E[gu1 ] ≤ 1− γ by our induction assumption.
To prove correctness, first note that
f` ≤ NAND(gu1 , . . . , gum) ≤ f ≤ NAND(g`1, . . . , g`m) ≤ fu,
and clearly the underlying tree structures of f` and fu are subtrees of the underlying tree
structure of f . Furthermore, by induction, clearly every nonconstant proper subformula g
of each sandwiching formula satisfies E[g] ∈ [γ, 1 − γ]. By construction, E[f`] ≤ 1 − γ, and
either fu is constant or else E[fu] ≤ 1− γ. Furthermore, E[fu] ≥ 1−E[g`1] ≥ γ by induction,
and E[f`] ≥ 1− E[gu1 ] ≥ γ by induction. Thus, f` and fu are γ-internally-unpredictable. All
that remains is to bound the sandwiching error E[fu − f`].
Let ni be the number of variables feeding into gi. For the first case, suppose
E[NAND(gu1 , . . . , gum)] ≤ 1− γ.
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Then f` = NAND(g
u
1 , . . . , g
u
m), so










γ + size(gi) · γ) (Induction)
≤ n√γ + size(f) · γ,
completing the proof in this case.
For the second case, suppose E[NAND(gu1 , . . . , gum)] > 1− γ. Then fu = 1, so




where S was chosen to minimize
∏
i∈S E[gui ] under the constraint
∏
i∈S E[gui ] ≥ γ. If there
is some i such that E[gui ] ≤
√
γ, then one valid choice is S = {i}, showing that indeed,
E[fu − f`] ≤
√
γ, completing the proof in this case.
Assume now that for every i, we have E[gui ] >
√
γ. On the other hand,
∏m
i=1 E[gui ] =
1−E[NAND(gu1 , . . . , gum)] < γ. Therefore, there must be some j ∈ [m] such that
∏j
i=1 E[gui ] ∈
[γ,
√
γ]. One valid choice is S = [j], showing once again that E[fu − f`] ≤
√
γ.
Simplification of general read-once AC0 formulas
At long last, the following lemma is our final simplification statement. It improves over
Lemma 5.2.14 in two respects. First, this lemma applies to any depth-(d + 1) read-once
NAND formula, whether internally unpredictable or not. Second, this lemma brings ∆(f)
all the way down to polylog n. The penalties for these improvements are that we only get
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sandwichers and we have to apply our pseudorandom restriction a few more times.
Lemma 5.2.16. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ log n, let f be a depth-(d+1) read-once NAND formula, and let
ε > 0. For suitable values γ = (ε/n)O(1) and t = O(d · log log(n/ε) · log log n), let (Y, Z) be a
distribution over {0, 1}2n that fools depth-d read-once AC0 formulas with error γ and sample
R← Res(Y, Z)◦t. Then with probability 1− ε, f |R can be ε-sandwiched between depth-(d+ 1)
read-once NAND formulas f`, fu such that
∆(f`) ≤ O(log8(n/ε))
∆(fu) ≤ O(log8(n/ε)).
Proof. For simplicity, we will only describe the upper sandwicher. Let r = O(log log n),
let δ = Θ(ε/r), let t0 = O(d log log(n/δ)), and sample i.i.d. restrictions R0, R1, . . . , Rr ∼
Res(Y, Z)t0 . Let f0 = f , and let fi+1 be the upper δ-sandwicher from applying Lemma 5.2.15
to fi|Ri , so fi+1 is γ-internally-unpredictable. Our upper sandwicher is fu = fr. Clearly,
f ≤ fu and E[fu − f ] ≤ δ log log n ≤ ε/2. Now let us analyze ∆(fu).





∆(fi) · log2(n/ε)] ≥ 1− δ.
By the union bound, we may assume that this occurs for every i. Since Lemma 5.2.15
respects tree structure, we have ∆(fi+1) ≤ ∆(fi|Ri), so ∆(fi+1) ≤ c
√
∆(fi) · log2(n/ε).
If ∆(fi) > c
4 log8(n/ε), this implies that ∆(fi+1) ≤ ∆(fi)3/4. Initially, since f is
read-once, ∆(f0) ≤ n. If we start at ∆ = n and apply the map ∆ 7→ ∆3/4 a total of
r = O(log log n) times, we reach O(1). Therefore, for some i ≤ r, we must have ∆(fi) ≤
c4 log8(n/ε). When that occurs, for all subsequent j > i, we have ∆(fj) ≤ c4 log8(n/ε) as
well. Therefore, ∆(fu) = ∆(fr) ≤ c4 log8(n/ε) as desired.
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5.2.3 Fooling Simplified Read-Once AC0 Formulas
At this point, we have shown that read-once AC0 formulas simplify in some sense under
a pseudorandom restriction. What really matters, though, is whether they simplify in the
sense that we can fool the restricted formulas using a short seed length. In this section, we
will show that a PRG by Meka, Reingold, and Tal [MRT19] works for read-once formulas with
a low value of ∆(f). Their PRG was designed for XORs of small arbitrary-order ROBPs:
Theorem 5.2.17 ([MRT19]). For any n,w, `, ε, there exists an explicit ε-PRG for functions
f : {0, 1}n → {±1} of the form f(x) =
∏m
i=1(−1)fi(x), where f1, . . . , fm are width-w arbitrary-
order ROBPs reading disjoint sets of at most ` variables, with seed length
log(n/ε) ·O(log `+ log log(n/ε))2w+2.
Corollary 5.2.18. For any n, d,∆, ε, there exists an explicit ε-PRG for depth-d read-once
NAND formulas f with ∆(f) ≤ ∆ with seed length
log(n/ε) ·O(d log ∆ + log log(n/ε))2d+2.
Proof. By the Fourier expansion of the ANDm function,








The functions f1, . . . , fm read disjoint sets of variables since f is read-once. Furthermore,
each fi can be computed by a width-d ROBP by Claim 5.2.3. Finally, since ∆(f) ≤ ∆,
each fi reads at most ∆
d variables. Therefore, each product is ε fooled by the PRG of
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∣∣∣∣ · ε = ε.
Fooling ¬f is equivalent to fooling f itself.
5.2.4 The Recursive PRG Construction
So far, we have shown that read-once AC0 simplifies under a pseudorandom restriction,
and we have shown that there is a PRG for the simpler formulas with a short seed. To
obtain a PRG, it is natural to try sampling that pseudorandom restriction and then using
the PRG for the simpler formulas to fill in the ? positions. That approach does not quite
automatically work, because there is a danger that the pseudorandom restriction might
distort the expectation of the formula. (Perhaps there is some formula with low expectation
where the restriction of that formula tends to have high expectation, or vice versa.)
The good news is that using the prior work of Forbes and Kelley [FK18], we can
slightly modify our pseudorandom restriction and ensure that the expectation is approxi-
mately preserved. Building on several prior works [RSV13; HLV18; CHRT18], by a beautiful
Fourier-analytic argument, Forbes and Kelley showed that the expectation of any constant-
width arbitrary-order ROBP is preserved under pseudorandom restrictions based on small-
bias distributions.
Theorem 5.2.19 ([FK18]). Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a width-w arbitrary-order ROBP
and let δ > 0. For a suitable value β = 2−O(log(nw/δ)·w·log logn), let Y and Z be independent
β-biased random variables distributed over {0, 1}n, and let U be an independent uniform
random element of {0, 1}n. Then |E[f |Res(Y,Z)(U)]− E[f ]| ≤ δ.
(Theorem 5.2.19 follows from one of Forbes and Kelley’s lemmas [FK18, Lemma 7.2] by
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plugging in the Fourier tail bound of Chattopadhyay, Hatami, Reingold, and Tal [CHRT18]
and using the standard fact that a β-biased distribution is automatically (2β · 2−k/2)-almost
k-wise independent for every k.)
Let ε be the desired error of the PRG, and let γ and t be the corresponding value from
Lemma 5.2.16. Our modified pseudorandom restriction for depth-(d+ 1) read-once AC0 is
R = Res(Gd ⊕ Y,G′d ⊕ Z),
where Gd, G
′
d ∈ {0, 1}n are independent n-bit strings that (γ/2)-fool depth-d read-once
AC0 formulas, and Y and Z are independent β-biased n-bit strings, where β is the value
from Theorem 5.2.19 with w = d + 2 and δ = ε/t. (In the base case, to fool depth-2
read-once AC0, we simply use the prior PRG by Gopalan, Meka, Reingold, Trevisan, and
Vadhan [GMRTV12].) Our PRG for depth-(d + 1) read-once AC0 outputs a sample from
the distribution R◦t ◦GMRT, where GMRT is a sample from the ε-PRG of Corollary 5.2.18 for
depth-(d+ 1) formulas with ∆ = O(log8(n/ε)) as in the conclusion of Lemma 5.2.16. Let us
prove the correctness of this PRG.
Claim 5.2.20. For any depth-(d+ 1) read-once AC0 formula f ,
|E[f(R◦t ◦GMRT)]− E[f ]| ≤ O(ε).
Proof. The class of depth-d read-once AC0 formulas is closed under shifts, so each of Gd⊕Y
and G′d ⊕ Z fools depth-d read-once AC0 formulas with error γ/2. Furthermore, the class
of depth-d read-once AC0 formulas is closed under restrictions, so the concatenation (Gd ⊕
Y,G′d ⊕ Z) fools depth-d read-once AC0 formulas with error γ. Therefore, we may apply
Lemma 5.2.16 to the restriction R◦t. Let E be the good event of Lemma 5.2.16. Define F`, Fu
to be the sandwichers of Lemma 5.2.16 if E occurs and otherwise just the constant 0 and 1
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functions respectively. (So F` and Fu are random variables that depend on the restriction
R◦t but that are independent of GMRT.) Sample U ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random. Then





























[f |R◦t(U)] + ε | E
]
+ Pr[¬E] + ε (Sandwiching)
≤ E[f(R◦t ◦ U)] + 2 Pr[¬E] + 2ε
≤ E[f(R◦t ◦ U)] + 4ε (Lemma 5.2.16.)
A perfectly analogous argument proves a corresponding lower bound, so
|E[f(R◦t ◦GMRT)]− E[f(R◦t ◦ U)]| ≤ 4ε.
Now, the class of parity functions is closed under shifts. Therefore, each of Gd⊕Y and G′d⊕Z
is β-biased. Furthermore, f can be computed by an arbitrary-order width-(w+ 2) ROBP by
Claim 5.2.3. Therefore, we may apply Theorem 5.2.19 to conclude that |E[f |R(U)]−E[f ]| ≤
δ. The class of arbitrary-order width-(w+2) ROBPs is closed under restriction, so inductively
we get
|E[f(R◦t ◦ U)]− E[f ]| ≤ tδ = ε.
Therefore, by the triangle inequality,
|E[f(R◦t ◦GMRT)]− E[f ]| ≤ 5ε.
Finally, let us verify the seed length of our PRG. For simplicity, we will only consider
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the case that d is a constant. We will show that we achieve seed length
O(log(n/ε) · (log log(n/ε))2d+2)
for fooling depth-d read-once AC0 formulas. In the base case d = 2, the prior PRG by
Gopalan et al. [GMRTV12] indeed has seed length O(log(n/ε)·(log log(n/ε))3). Now consider
our recursive construction. Let s be the seed length of a (γ/2)-PRG for depth-d read-once
AC0 and consider the seed length of fooling depth-(d+1) read-once AC0. By Theorem 1.2.8,
the seed length for sampling R is
2s+O(log(n/β)) = 2s+O(log(n/δ) log log n)
= 2s+O(log(n/ε) log log n)
= O(s).
Therefore, the seed length for sampling R◦t is O(st) = O(s log log(n/ε) log log n), which is
O(log(n/ε) · (log log(n/ε))2(d+1)+2)
by induction. Meanwhile, the seed length for GMRT is O(log(n/ε) · (log log(n/ε))2(d+1)+2) as
well, so the total seed length of our PRG is indeed O(log(n/ε) · (log log(n/ε))2(d+1)+2).
When d = ω(1), a slightly more careful calculation [DHH19] shows that the seed
length for fooling depth-d read-once AC0 is
log(n/ε) ·O(d log log(n/ε))2d+2.
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5.3 PRGs for Constant-Depth Threshold Circuits
In this section, we study PRGs for models of computation based on (linear) threshold func-
tions.
Definition 5.3.1. A threshold function is a function Φ: {±1}n → {±1} of the form
Φ(x) = sign(〈w, x〉 − θ)
for some w ∈ Rn and some θ ∈ R.3
We have formulated the definition over the domain {±1}n for convenience. Concepts
that we previously formulated over {0, 1}n, such as PRGs and restrictions, can obviously
be “translated” to the {±1}n setting. For example, AND, OR, and MAJ are all threshold
functions.
Meka and Zuckerman showed that any threshold function can be sandwiched by
polynomial-width ROBPs, so obtaining an optimal PRG for threshold functions is neces-
sary for obtaining an optimal PRG for polynomial-width ROBPs [MZ13]. Today, we indeed
have explicit PRGs for threshold functions with near-optimal seed length Õ(log(n/ε)) [RS10;
DGJSV10; MZ13; GKM18].
A natural next challenge is to fool models of computation based on combining multiple
threshold functions. Recall that TC0 is the class of languages that can be computed by
constant-depth polynomial-size threshold circuits, i.e., unbounded-fan-in circuits where each
gate is an arbitrary threshold function. We will present a PRG for constant-depth threshold
circuits of slightly superlinear size, where size is measured by counting the number of wires
in the circuit. This PRG is joint work with Pooya Hatami, Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell
[HHTT21].
3For simplicity, let us adopt the convention that sign(0) = +1.
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Theorem 5.3.2 (Joint with Pooya Hatami, Avishay Tal, and Roei Tell [HHTT21]). For
every n, d ∈ N, there is a δ = 2−O(d) and an explicit PRG for depth-d threshold circuits with
n1+δ wires with seed length O(n1−δ) and error 2−n
δ
.
Ours is the first nontrivial PRG for this class, and furthermore it implies the first
nontrivial algorithm for deterministically estimating the acceptance probability of a given
circuit in this class. Admittedly, our seed length O(n1−δ) is only slightly nontrivial. Our
excuse is the state of the art regarding lower bounds for TC0. Decades ago, Impagliazzo,
Paturi, and Saks showed that depth-d threshold circuits computing the PARITY function
on n bits must have at least n1+2
−O(d)
wires [IPS97]. An explicit PRG with a significantly
shorter seed than ours would imply a better lower bound for some function in NP (see
Section 1.2.1), which is currently not known. Similarly, the error of our PRG essentially
matches the currently-known average-case lower bounds for threshold circuits [CSS18], as
we explain in more detail in our paper [HHTT21].
We allow our threshold circuits to read each variable multiple times. The reader
might feel that we have strayed far from our main topic of ROBPs. There is some truth to
this, but one can show that read-once TC0 is sandwiched by polynomial-width arbitrary-
order ROBPs. Therefore, fooling read-once TC0 is a natural step toward designing better
PRGs for ROBPs. The class of general TC0 circuits is more powerful, but in some sense
it is a more “fundamental” class, so there is value in understanding what we can do with
general TC0 circuits prior to trying to get a near-optimal seed length for read-once TC0.
Additionally, we will see that one of the ingredients for our PRG for threshold circuits is a
PRG for combinatorial rectangles, which can be computed by ROBPs. Thus, our PRG for
threshold circuits is connected to L vs. BPL after all. Still, because this section is relatively
far removed from ROBPs, we will give fewer details in our proofs; the curious reader is
invited to read the paper [HHTT21].
For comparison, PRGs were known previously for near-quadratic-size depth-two thresh-
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old circuits [ST17a] and for AC0 circuits with a few threshold gates [Vio07; LS11; ST18].
Meanwhile, for depth-d threshold circuits with n1+2
−O(d)
wires, Tell previously gave a near-
polynomial-time algorithm for the “quantified derandomization” problem [Tel18], which is
incomparable with our PRG.
5.3.1 Simplification of Threshold Functions under Restrictions
Like our PRG for read-once AC0, our PRG for threshold circuits is based on pseudoran-
dom restrictions. We will show that threshold circuits simplify in some sense under such
restrictions, and then we will show how to fool the simplified functions.
We begin by studying the effect of a pseudorandom restriction on an individual thresh-
old function, i.e., a single gate in our circuit. For context, prior to our work, Chen, San-
thanam, and Srinivasan proved that a threshold function is likely to become close to a
constant under a truly random restriction [CSS18].4 In the following theorem statement,
think of ε as being much smaller than p, e.g., p = 1/n0.1 and ε = 2−n
0.001
.
Theorem 5.3.3 ([CSS18]). Let Φ: {±1}n → {±1} be a threshold function. For any p, ε > 0,
Pr[Φ|Rp is not ε-close to a constant] ≤ pΩ(1) · log(1/ε).
Intuition: Majority
We will need to prove a modified version of Theorem 5.3.3. To build intuition, let us first
sketch the proof of Theorem 5.3.3 for the case of the majority function Φ(x) = sign(
∑
i xi).
For simplicity, consider a truly random restriction R ∈ {+1,−1, ?}n that leaves exactly pn
variables alive. By considering the asymptotics of the central binomial coefficients, we see
4Chen, Santhanam, and Srinivasan proved that except with failure probability pΩ(1), the restricted func-
tion is (2−p
−Ω(1)
)-close to a constant [CSS18]. Theorem 5.3.3 follows immediately, because if ε is very small
compared to p, then our claimed failure probability is larger than 1.
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Now sample U ∈ {±1}pn uniformly at random to assign values to the remaining bits. By a
standard concentration bound such as Hoeffding’s inequality, it is unlikely that U overcomes
















, we ensure that the two failure probabilities in Eq. (5.9) and




and ε respectively. Thus, with decent probability, Φ|R is
extremely close to a constant.
Derandomized simplification with low failure probability
We would like to strengthen Theorem 5.3.3 in two respects. First of all, we want a de-
randomized version. Now that we are working over ±1, we will think of Res as mapping
{±1}n × {0, 1}n → {+1,−1, ?}n. We will identify n-bit strings with subsets of [n] in the
natural way; we will often think of the second argument of Res as the set of ? positions
instead of the indicator vector for ? positions. We would like to prove that threshold func-
tions simplify under a restriction of the form Res(U,Z), where U (the assigned values) is
still uniform random,5 but Z (the set of ? positions) is pseudorandom. We will take Z to
be k-wise independent with marginals p, meaning that for each i ∈ [n], Pr[i ∈ Z] = p, and
5This is different than what we did for read-once AC0, where both components of the restriction were
pseudorandom. Analyzing the case of uniform random assigned values will suffice by a trick due to Ajtai
and Wigderson [AW89].
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these events are k-wise independent. A derandomized version of Theorem 5.3.3 was indeed
proven previously by Tell [Tel18].
Second of all, we shall consider two different types of failures: bad assigned bits (U) or
bad stars (Z). We are willing to tolerate a moderate probability of bad assigned bits, similar
to the pΩ(1) · log(1/ε) bound in Theorem 5.3.3, but we would like the probability of bad stars
to be much lower (at most ε). Unfortunately, even under a truly random restriction, the
probability of bad stars genuinely is not that low. (For example, if f is a dictator function,
then the probability of bad stars is clearly p.) To evade this obstacle, we shall settle for
a modified, “slightly non-black-box” restriction. We will assign values to a pseudorandom
subset of the variables and to a few additional variables, namely the m variables with the
largest coefficients in absolute value. The precise statement follows. Unfortunately, it is
fairly technical; for simplicity of notation we reindex variables so that the weight vector is
sorted.
Lemma 5.3.4. Let Φ(x) = sign(〈w, x〉 − θ) be a threshold function with |w1| ≥ · · · ≥ |wn|.
Let p, ε, γ ∈ (0, 1/2). Sample U ∈ {±1}n uniformly at random and sample Z ⊆ [n] from a
log(1/ε)-wise independent distribution with marginals p. For a suitable value
m = O(γ−2 · log2(1/ε) · log2(log(1/ε)/γ)) = Õ(γ−2 · log2(1/ε)),











(The letter T stands for “tail.”) At a high level, the proof of Lemma 5.3.4 uses
the same essential steps that we used in our discussion of the majority function: an anti-
concentration bound followed by a concentration bound. For simplicity, we will present a
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proof of Lemma 5.3.4 with
m = O(γ−4 · log3(1/ε)),
which is weaker than the bound claimed in Lemma 5.3.4 but still sufficient for proving
Theorem 5.3.2 (the existence of explicit nontrivial PRGs for threshold circuits). See the
paper [HHTT21] for the more refined proof of Lemma 5.3.4 that achieves the smaller value
of m.
High-probability anti-concentration
Toward proving Lemma 5.3.4, let I = Z ∩ T (the set of living variables), and let J = [n] \ I
(the set of variables that are assigned values). Our anti-concentration bound is as follows.




|〈wJ , UJ〉 − θ| ≤
√







The proof of Claim 5.3.5 is split into two cases depending on whether the tail wT is
“regular.”
Definition 5.3.6. We say w ∈ Rn is µ-regular if for every i, we have |wi| ≤ µ‖w‖.
The regular case
We begin with the case that wT is regular. We rely on the classic Berry-Esseen theorem, a
bound on the convergence rate in the central limit theorem.
Theorem 5.3.7 (A corollary of the Berry-Esseen theorem [DGJSV10, Corollary 2.4]). Let
w ∈ Rn be µ-regular. Sample U ∈ {±1}n uniformly at random. Then for every θ ∈ R and
every ∆ > 0,
Pr[|〈w,U〉 − θ| ≤ ∆ · ‖w‖] ≤ 2 · (∆ + µ).
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We will also use a tail bound for k-wise independent events. We state here a special
case of a result by Bellare and Rompel [BR94].
Theorem 5.3.8 ([BR94, Lemma 2.3]). Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ [0, 1] be k-wise independent, where
k ≥ 4. Let µ =
∑








For the remainder of this section, fix a suitable value µ = Θ(γ/ log(1/ε)).




· 1[i ∈ I],









Xi ≤ O(p/µ2 + log(1/ε))
]
≥ 1− ε.
Therefore, there is a value λ = O(p+ µ2 log(1/ε)) such that
Pr
Z
[‖wI‖2 ≤ λ‖wT‖2] ≥ 1− ε.
Fix any Z for which that good event occurs. We may assume without loss of generality that






‖wJ∩T‖2 = ‖wT‖2 − ‖wI‖2 ≥ ‖wT‖2/4.
Consequently, wJ∩T is (2µ)-regular, so for any θ





[|〈wJ∩T , UJ∩T 〉 − θ′| ≤ ∆ · ‖wI‖] ≤ Pr
U
[|〈wJ∩T , UJ∩T 〉 − θ′| ≤ 2
√




By considering picking UJ\T first, then UJ∩T second, this implies that
Pr
U










our choice of µ.
The irregular case
Now we present the proof of Claim 5.3.5 in the case that wT is irregular. We rely on a famous
result by Littlewood and Offord [LO43], subsequently improved by Erdős [Erd45].
Theorem 5.3.9 ([LO43; Erd45]). Let w ∈ Rn and assume that for every i, we have |wi| ≥ 1.
Sample U ∈ {±1}n uniformly at random. Then for every θ ∈ R and every ∆ ≥ 1,
Pr[〈w,U〉 − θ| ≤ ∆] ≤ O(∆/
√
n).
Proof of Claim 5.3.5 assuming wT is not µ-regular. In this case, we will achieve failure prob-
ability zero with respect to Z and failure probability γ with respect to U . By Littlewood-
Offord-Erdős (Theorem 5.3.9), for any θ′ ∈ R and any ∆ ≥ µ · ‖wT‖, we have
Pr
U
[|〈w[m], U[m]〉 − θ′| ≤ ∆] ≤ O
(
∆






(After all, every coordinate of 1
µ·‖wT ‖
·w[m] is at least 1 in absolute value.) Therefore, for any
fixing of Z, we have
Pr
U








(Imagine picking UJ\[m] first, then U[m] second.) Setting ∆ =
√

















by our choices of µ and m.
Concentration for the restricted function
At this point, we have completed the proof of our anti-concentration bound (Claim 5.3.5).
To wrap up the proof of our simplification lemma for threshold functions (Lemma 5.3.4),
we will combine our anti-concentration bound with a standard concentration bound to show
that the restricted function is close to a constant, just like we did in our warm-up analysis
of the simple majority function.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.4. Let Φ′ = Φ|Res(U,Z∩T ). Then
Φ′(x) = sign(〈wI , xI〉 − θ′),
where θ′ = θ − 〈wJ , UJ〉. By Claim 5.3.5, we may assume that |θ′| >
√
2 log(2/ε) · ‖wI‖. In
this case, by Hoeffding’s inequality, Φ′ is ε-close to a constant.
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5.3.2 Using Queries to Eliminate One Layer of the Circuit
In the last section, we showed that threshold functions become close to a constant under
a certain type of pseudorandom restriction. We would like to show that threshold circuits
simplify under pseudorandom restrictions, but we face two challenges. The first challenge
is that the pseudorandom restrictions we analyzed in the last section are “slightly non-
black-box,” i.e., we forced the restriction to assign values to the variables with large weights
in Lemma 5.3.4. The second challenge is that the failure probability in Lemma 5.3.4 is
too large. In particular, it is larger than p. (Looking ahead, we will need the simplification
failure probability to be less than p to get any nontrivial PRG, because we will use the Ajtai-
Wigderson framework [AW89], which involves a union bound over roughly p−1 applications
of the pseudorandom restriction.)
Our solution to both of these challenges is a carefully engineered model of computation
that we will use to formulate our notion of “simplification.” Roughly speaking, a threshold
decision tree is a decision tree that can query both variables and threshold functions with
threshold circuits at the leaves. The precise definition follows.
Definition 5.3.10 (Threshold decision tree). A (d, w,D,M, e)-threshold decision tree is a
full binary tree T . Each internal node is labeled with either a variable or a threshold function,
and the two edges from the node to its children are labeled +1 and −1. We require that on each
root-to-leaf path, there are at most D nodes labeled with variables and at most M nodes labeled
with threshold functions. Each leaf ` is labeled with with a depth-d threshold circuit C` with at
most w wires. The leaf ` is additionally labeled with a function Err` : {±1}n → {0, 1, . . . , e}
of the form Err`(x) =
∑e
i=1 1[Φ`,i(x) = −1], where Φ`,1, . . . ,Φ`,e are threshold functions.
We identify T with a function T : {±1}n → {±1} defined as follows. On input
x ∈ {±1}n, we start at the root node. When we reach an internal node labeled by a function
Φ (either a threshold function or an individual variable), we evaluate Φ(x) to decide which
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child to move to. Finally, when we reach a leaf ` = `(x), we set T (x) = C`(x). We also
set Err(T , x) = Err`(x) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e}, and we define Err(T ) = E[Err(T , Un)]. Finally, we
say that a function f : {±1}n → {±1} is consistent with T if for every x ∈ {±1}n, if
Err(T , x) = 0, then T (x) = f(x).
Intuitively, each Φ`,i function is a flag saying that something went wrong and the
computation should not be trusted. The function Err(T , x) counts the number of flags that
are raised in the computation of T (x). We will construct trees such that Err(T ), the expected
number of error flags on a uniform random input, is close to zero.
Chen, Santhanam, and Srinivasan studied a similar model of computation [CSS18].
Other “hybrid decision tree” models of computation have found applications elsewhere in
pseudorandomness and circuit complexity [H̊as14; ST17a; Tal17; ST19a; HHTT21].
We will prove that if we start with a depth-d threshold circuit with w wires where w
is slightly superlinear and we hit it with a suitable pseudorandom restriction, the restricted
function is consistent with a (d−1, w,D,M, e)-threshold decision tree with nontrivial param-
eters D,M, e. We make progress in the sense that we go from depth-d circuits to depth-(d−1)
circuits. The main penalty we pay is all the queries to variables and threshold functions.
We begin with the case that every variable in the circuit has bounded fan-out.
Lemma 5.3.11 (Depth reduction for threshold circuits with bounded variable-fan-out).
Let f be a depth-d threshold circuit with at most w wires where every variable has fan-
out at most t. Let p, ε > 0, let k = p−5/6 log(6w/ε), and let R = Res(U,Z), where U is
uniform random and Z is k-wise independent with marginals p. Then f |R is consistent with
a (d− 1, w,D,M,w)-threshold decision tree T such that E[Err(T )] ≤ ε and
D ≤ O((p7/6 · w + p−5/2 · t) · log2(w/ε))
M ≤ O(p−2/3 · t).
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To be clear, in the statement of Lemma 5.3.11, T is a random variable, jointly dis-
tributed with the restriction R, which is why it makes sense to speak of E[Err(T )]. In the
complexity bounds for T , the most important term is the p7/6 · w term in the bound on D.
Note that R will leave roughly p·n variables alive. A decision tree that makes D ≈ p·n queries
would therefore be all-powerful, i.e., it could compute any Boolean function on the ≈ p · n
living variables whatsoever. Since 7/6 > 1 and we are thinking of w ≈ n and p = n−Ω(1),
we will have p7/6 · w = o(p · n), i.e., T has slightly sub-maximal depth. The bound p7/6 · w
is reminiscent of shrinkage exponents [Sub61; And87; PZ93; IN93; DZ94; HRY95; H̊as98;
Tal14; IMZ19], but note that D and w are two different complexity measures (number of
variable queries vs. number of wires).
Toward proving Lemma 5.3.11, let G be the bottom layer6 of gates in f . For each
gate Φ ∈ G, let fan-in(Φ) denote the number of variables feeding into Φ. We partition
G = G+ ∪ G−, where G+ (the “heavy gates”) consists of gates with fan-in(Φ) ≥ p−5/6 and
G− (the “light gates”) consists of gates with fan-in(Φ) < p−5/6. We tackle these two sets in
turn.
Heavy gates
At a high level, our hope is that the heavy gates will become extremely biased, so we can
safely replace them with constants. This hope will not always be realized; we will use queries
to handle the gates that remain somewhat balanced.
Since each heavy gate has fan-in at least p−5/6, the number of heavy gates is bounded
by |G+| ≤ p5/6 ·w. (This is actually the only way we use the high fan-in of the heavy gates.)
Define γ = p1/3 log(w/ε), and let m be the value from Lemma 5.3.4 with error param-
eter ε/(6w) rather than ε, so m = O(p−2/3 log2(1/p)) = Õ(p−2/3). For each gate Φ ∈ G+,
6More precisely, G is the set of gates Φ such that every input to Φ is a variable rather than another gate.
We do not need to assume that f is literally layered.
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let HΦ be the set of the m (indices of) variables feeding into Φ with the largest weights in
absolute value. Let H =
⋃
Φ∈G+ HΦ (H for “head”), and let T = [n] \H (the “tail”).




[Φ|Res(U,Z∩T ) is not (ε/(6w))-close to a constant] ≤ O(p1/3 log(w/ε)).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3.4 and a union bound over the ≤ w gates in G+.
Lemma 5.3.12 is dissatisfying in two respects, in keeping with our discussion prior to
Definition 5.3.10. First, the restriction Res(U,Z ∩ T ) has fewer stars than the restriction
R = Res(U,Z) that we are supposed to be analyzing. We will solve this problem by querying
the necessary variables in H; the next claim bounds the number of queries.
Claim 5.3.13. With probability at least 1− ε/6 over the choice of Z, we have
|Z ∩H| ≤ O(p7/6 · w · log2(1/p) + log(1/ε)).
Proof. Clearly,
|H| ≤ m · |G+| ≤ O(p−2/3 log2(1/p) · p5/6w) = O(p1/6 · w · log2(1/p)).
The claim follows by Theorem 5.3.8.
The second dissatisfying aspect of Lemma 5.3.12 is that the failure probability with
respect to U is only bounded by O(p1/3 log(w/ε)), which is much larger than ε. We will solve
this problem using the read-t Chernoff bound [GLSS15].
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Theorem 5.3.14 (Read-t Chernoff bound [GLSS15]). Let U (1), . . . , U (n) be independent ran-
dom variables. Let Q1, . . . , Qm be {0, 1}-valued random variables, where each Qi is a function














Briefly, since each variable has fan-out at most t, the read-t Chernoff bound will imply
that with high probability, the fraction of gates that simplify is roughly O(p1/3 log(w/ε)).
We will query the variables feeding into the gates that fail to simplify (or in a few cases, the
gates themselves). The next two claims prove that this idea works and bounds the number
of queries.
Claim 5.3.15. With probability at least 1−ε/6 over the choice of Z, for every gate Φ ∈ G+,
the number of living variables feeding into Φ is at most O(p · fan-in(Φ) + log(w/ε)).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.3.8 and the union bound.
Claim 5.3.16. Let Z be such that the conclusions of Lemma 5.3.12 and Claim 5.3.15 both
hold. With probability 1 − ε/6 over U , G+ can be partitioned into three parts, G+ = G+1 ∪
G+2 ∪ G+3 , such that under the restriction Res(U,Z ∩ T ), the following holds.
1. Every gate in G+1 is (ε/(6w))-close to a constant.
2. The number of living wires feeding into G+2 is O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε)).
3. |G+3 | ≤ O(p−2/3 · t).
Proof. We first partition the gates in G+ according to their fan-in. Let Si be the set of gates
in G+ with fan-in in the interval (2i−1, 2i], so G+ = S1∪· · ·∪Slogw. Let ϕ = O(p1/3 log(w/ε))
be the failure probability in Lemma 5.3.12. Define G+3 to be the union of all the parts Si
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where |Si| ≤ ϕ−2 · t · log(6(logw)/ε). Define G+1 to be the set of gates in G+ \ G+3 that are
(ε/(6w))-close to a constant after the restriction. Define G+2 = G+ \ (G+1 ∪ G+3 ).
Clearly,
|G+3 | ≤ ϕ−2 · t · log(6(logw)/ε) · logw ≤ O(p−2/3 · t).
Now we must bound the number of living wires feeding into G+2 . Consider, therefore, a part
Si with |Si| > ϕ−2 · t · log(6(logw)/ε). Since U is uniform random and each variable has
fan-out t, we may apply the read-t Chernoff bound (Theorem 5.3.14) to find
Pr
[
|Si ∩ G+2 | ≥ 2ϕ|Si|
]
≤ e−ϕ2|Si|/t ≤ ε
6 logw
.
Therefore, by the union bound, we may assume that for every i, we have |Si ∩G+2 | ≤ 2ϕ|Si|.
The number of living variables feeding into each gate in Si is at most O(p · 2i + log(w/ε)).
Therefore, the number of living variables feeding into G+2 is at most
logw∑
i=1
·O(ϕ|Si| · p · 2i + ϕ|Si| · log(w/ε)) ≤ O
(






≤ O(p · ϕ · w + ϕ · p5/6 · w · log(w/ε))
= O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε)).
Light gates
At a high level, when we apply the restriction to a light gate, our hope is that it only has
at most one surviving input variable, so we can replace the gate with a constant or a literal.
Once again, this hope will not always be realized; we will query the variables feeding into
gates that have multiple surviving inputs.
Define a connected pair to be an (unordered) pair of distinct variables that both feed
into the same light gate. We say that a connected pair survives the restriction R = Res(U,Z)
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if both variables are assigned ?; note that this depends only on Z. The following lemma
bounds the number of queries we will make to handle the light gates.
Lemma 5.3.17. With probability at least 1 − ε/6 over the choice of Z, the number of
connected pairs that survive the restriction is at most O(p7/6 · w + p−5/2 · t · log(w/ε)).
For intuition, let us first compute the expected number of connected pairs that survive
the restriction. Since each light gate has fan-in at most p−5/6, each wire participates in at
most p−5/6 connected pairs, hence the total number of connected pairs is at most p−5/6 · w.
Each connected pair survives the restriction with probability p2, so the expected number of
surviving connected pairs is at most p2 · p−5/6 · w = p7/6 · w. To prove that a similar bound
holds with high probability, we will look for many gates that read disjoint sets of variables
and apply tail bounds for k-wise independence; the details follow.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.17. Like in the proof of Claim 5.3.16, we partition G− = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sr,
where Si is the set of gates with fan-in in the interval (2
i−1, 2i], and r = log(p−5/6). For each
i, define a graph Hi = (Si, Ei), where we connect two gates with an edge if they share an
input variable. This graph Hi has maximum degree less than p
−5/6 · t, so it admits a proper
coloring using O(p−5/6 · t) colors. Let the color classes of Hi be Ωi,1, . . . ,Ωi,q.
For each gate Φ, let QΦ denote the fraction of connected pairs feeding into Φ that
survive the restriction, so E[QΦ] = p2. For each i, j, since the coordinates of Z are k-
wise independent for k = p−5/6 log(6w/ε), the variables QΦ for Φ ∈ Ωi,j are log(6w/ε)-wise




QΦ ≤ O(p2|Ωi,j|+ log(w/ε))
 ≥ 1− ε
6w
.
There are at most w gates in total, so the total number of color classes Ωi,j is at most w.
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Therefore, by the union bound, we may assume that for every i, j simultaneously,
∑
Φ∈Ωi,j
QΦ ≤ O(p2|Ωi,j|+ log(w/ε)).
As a consequence, for each set Si, we have
∑
Φ∈Si
QΦ ≤ O(p2|Si|+ p−5/6 · t · log(w/ε)).






































· p−5/6 · t · log(w/ε)
)
.

















≤ O(p2 · w · p−5/6 + p−5/6 · t · log(w/ε) · 22r)
= O(p7/6 · w + p−5/2 · t · log(w/ε)).
The decision tree construction
With probability 1− 4ε/6 over the choice of Z, the conclusions of Lemmas 5.3.12 and 5.3.17
and Claims 5.3.13 and 5.3.15 are all satisfied. If this does not occur, we set T to be a trivial
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tree with T (x) ≡ 0 and Err(T , x) ≡ 1; assume now that it does occur.
On input u ∈ {0, 1}Z , our tree T queries every variable in Z ∩H. Together with the
restriction R, this defines a restriction R′ with (R′)−1(?) = Z ∩ T . If R′ does not satisfy the
conclusion of Claim 5.3.16, the tree halts; the corresponding leaf ` is labeled with C` ≡ 0 and
Err` ≡ 1. Assume now that the conclusion of Claim 5.3.16 is satisfied, so we get a partition
G+ = G+1 ∪ G+2 ∪ G+3 .
Write G+1 = {Φ1, . . . ,Φr} and note that r ≤ w. Under R′, each gate Φi ∈ G+1 is
(ε/(6w))-close to a constant bi. Define
Erri(u) = 1[Φi|R′(u) 6= bi].
Our tree T queries all the living variables feeding into G+2 and all the gates in G+3 . Finally,
the tree queries all the variables in connected pairs, reaching some leaf `. We label this leaf
with the circuit C` obtained from f by (a) applying the restriction R, (b) replacing each
variable queried with its value, and (c) replacing each gate Φi ∈ G+1 with the corresponding
constant bi. We furthermore set Err` =
∑r
i=1 Erri.
The circuit C` has depth d− 1, because for every gate Φ ∈ G, either Φ was replaced
with a constant, or else all but perhaps one of the inputs of Φ was replaced with a constant.
The number of variable queries D made by the tree satisfies
D ≤ O(p7/6 · w · log2(1/p) + log(1/ε))
+O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε))
+O(p7/6 · w + p−5/2 · t · log(w/ε))
≤ O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε) + p−5/2 · t · log(w/ε)),
where we assumed without loss of generality that p ≥ 1/w, since otherwise the claimed
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bound on D is more than w, which can be achieved trivially. Meanwhile, the number of
threshold function queries M made by the tree satisfies M = |G+3 | ≤ O(p−2/3 · t).
All that remains is to bound E[Err(T )]. Unpacking the definitions, we have
E[Err(T )] = E
U,Z
[Err(T , UZ)].
There is at most a 4ε/6 chance that we get a bad restriction R that causes our tree to halt
early; this contributes 4ε/6 to E[Err(T )]. Furthermore, we have R′ = Res(U,Z ∩ T ), so the
probability that R′ fails to satisfy the conclusion of Claim 5.3.16 is at most ε/6. Finally, for
each i ∈ [r], remember that we chose bi so that




so the expected number of Erri that output 1 is at most ε/6. Therefore, overall we get
E[Err(T )] ≤ ε as claimed. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.11.
Removing the assumption of bounded fan-out
In Lemma 5.3.11, we assumed that each variable has a fan-out of at most t. We now consider
general threshold circuits, with no bound on the variable fan-out. We will perform a simple
reduction to the case of bounded fan-out by querying all the high-fan-out variables.
Lemma 5.3.18 (Depth reduction for threshold circuits). Let f be a depth-d threshold circuit
with at most w wires. Let p, ε > 0, let k = p−5/6 log(6w/ε), and let R = Res(U,Z), where
U is uniform random and Z is k-wise independent with marginals p. Then f |R is consistent
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with a (d− 1, w,D,M,w)-threshold decision tree T such that E[Err(T )] ≤ ε and
D ≤ O((p7/6 · w + p−11/3) · log2(w/ε))
M ≤ O(p−11/6).
Proof. Let X+ be the set of (indices of) variables with fan-out more than t def= dp−7/6e. For
each string u ∈ {0, 1}X+ , let fu be the restricted circuit obtained from f by replacing each
variable xi where i ∈ X+ with the constant ui. Then fu is a depth-d threshold circuit with
at most w wires in which each variable has fan-out at most t, so we can apply Lemma 5.3.11
to it, giving a tree Tu. Our tree T queries the variables in X+ ∩ Z. Together with the
restriction R, these queries determine a string u ∈ {0, 1}X+ , and then T simulates Tu.
Since f has at most w wires, |X+| ≤ p7/6 ·w. Therefore, the number of variable queries
made by T is at most
O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε) + p−5/2 · t · log(w/ε)) = O(p7/6 · w · log2(w/ε) + p−11/3 · log(w/ε)).
Meanwhile, the number of threshold function queries is at most O(p−2/3 · t) = O(p−11/6).
Finally, let us bound E[Err(T )]. We have














Err(Tu, UZ\X+) · 1[UX+ = u]
]
.
For a fixed u, the tree Tu ignores all the variables in X+. Therefore, the event UX+ = u is
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· Pr[UX+ = u] ≤ 2|X
+| · ε · 2−|X+| = ε.
5.3.3 Simplification of Threshold Circuits under Restrictions
So far, we have shown that hitting a depth-d threshold circuit with a suitable pseudorandom
restriction yields a threshold decision tree where the circuits at the leaves have depth d− 1.
To continue on to depth d− 2, d− 3, etc., we need to analyze the effect of a pseudorandom
restriction on a threshold decision tree. This is what we do in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.3.19 (Circuit-depth reduction for threshold decision trees). Let f : {±1}n →
{±1} be consistent with a (d, w,D,M, e)-threshold decision tree T . Let p, ε > 0, let k =
p−5/6 · (M + log(12w/ε)), and let R = Res(U,Z), where U is uniform random and Z is
k-wise independent with marginals p. Then f |R is consistent with a (d− 1, w,D′,M ′, e+w)-
threshold decision tree T ′, where
E[Err(T ′)] ≤ Err(T ) + ε
D′ ≤ O(pD + (p7/6 · w + p−11/3) · (M2 + log2(w/ε)))
M ′ ≤M +O(p−11/6).
Proof. Recall that each leaf ` of T has a threshold circuit C`. By Lemma 5.3.18, (C`)R is
consistent with some (d− 1, w,D0,M0, w)-threshold decision tree T`, where
E[Err(T`)] ≤ ε · 2−M−1
D0 ≤ O((p7/6 · w + p−11/3) · (M2 + log2(w/ε)))
M0 ≤ O(p−11/6).
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Naturally, on input u ∈ {±1}Z , the tree T ′ begins by simulating the tree portion of T , but
with two changes. First, if T tries to query a variable outside Z, then T ′ just consults R to
get the value instead of making a query. Second, we cap the number of variable queries at
q for a certain value q = O(pD + log(1/ε)). That is, if T ′ would need to make more than q
variable queries for this simulation process, then T ′ instead halts after q variable queries; we
reach a leaf `′ of T ′ that is labeled C`′ ≡ 0 and Err`′ ≡ 1. Otherwise, the simulation reaches
some leaf ` of T , and from there T ′ simulates T`. Upon reaching a leaf `′ of T` labeled with
C`′ and Err`′ , the tree T ′ halts at its own leaf `′′ and sets C`′′ = C`′ and Err`′′ = Err` + Err`′ .
Clearly, our tree T ′ is a (d − 1, w,D′,M ′, e + w)-threshold decision tree, where D′
and M ′ are as in the lemma statement, and f |R is consistent with T ′. Now let us bound
E[Err(T ′)] = EU,Z [Err(T ′, UZ)]. There are three sources of error in the computation of
T ′(UZ). First, the tree might halt early to avoid making more than q variable queries
while simulating the tree portion of T . Whether this event occurs depends only on Z. By
tail bounds for k-wise independence (Theorem 5.3.8), for a suitable choice of q = O(pD +
log(1/ε)), the probability of this bad event is at most ε/2, hence it contributes at most ε/2
to E[Err(T ′)]. Second, there are the errors of T itself. This contributes at most Err(T ) to
E[Err(T ′)].
Third, most interestingly, there are the errors due to the tree T`. These errors are less
straightforward to bound, because the event of reaching some particular leaf ` of T might be
correlated with the unlikely event that an error occurs in the computation of T`. The main
reason for these potential correlations is the threshold function queries made by T . Because
of those queries, every single bit of the assignment U might play a role in determining the
leaf that we reach, including the bits that T` reads.
To bound the harmful effect of these correlations, let L be the set of leaves of T , and
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[Err(T`, UZ) · 1[`(U) = `]].
For a leaf ` ∈ L and an input u ∈ {±1}n, let us say that u is variable-query-consistent with `
if for each vertex on the path from the root to ` that makes a variable query – say the vertex
queries xi and the outgoing edge labeled b is on the path to ` – we have ui = b. (Note that
this definition ignores the threshold function queries made by T .) Obviously each input u








[Err(T`, UZ) · 1[U is variable-query-consistent with `].
Now, for a fixed leaf `, without loss of generality, the tree T` ignores every variable that
is queried on the path from the root to `. Therefore, the event that U is variable-query-








[Err(T`, UZ)] · Pr
U








[U is variable-query-consistent with `]





[U is variable-query-consistent with `]
= ε · 2−M−1 · E
U
[|{` ∈ L : U is variable-query-consistent with `}|] .
For a fixed u ∈ {±1}n, let us bound the number of leaves ` with which u is variable-query-
consistent. To find such a leaf `, we must start at the root. Each time we reach a node that
makes a variable query, say to xi, we must follow the outgoing edge labeled ui. On the other
hand, when we reach a node that makes a threshold function query, we can freely choose
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either outgoing edge. We make up to M binary choices in this way, so there are at most




[Err(T`(U), UZ)] ≤ ε · 2−M−1 · 2M ≤ ε/2.
Summing up, this shows that
E[Err(T ′)] ≤ ε/2 + Err(T ) + ε/2 = Err(T ) + ε
as claimed.
Iterating the circuit-depth-reduction lemma
The last lemma shows that under suitable pseudorandom restriction, a threshold decision
tree with circuit-depth d becomes a threshold decision tree with circuit-depth d−1. Iterating
this procedure d− 1 times, we obtain a threshold decision tree with circuit-depth 1, i.e., the
“circuits” at the leaves are simply individual threshold functions. The following lemma
records the parameters of the tree we obtain in this manner, starting (for simplicity and
because it suffices for our purposes) from a threshold circuit rather than a threshold decision
tree. This is our final simplification lemma for threshold circuits.
Lemma 5.3.20 (Overall simplification of threshold circuits). Let w, d ∈ N and p, ε > 0.
There is a distribution over subsets Z ⊆ [n] that can be sampled explicitly using
O(p−1 · d · log(w/ε) · log n)
truly random bits such that |Z| = dpne, and if we sample U uniformly at random and let
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R = Res(U,Z), then for any depth-d threshold circuit f with w wires, the restricted function
f |R is consistent with a (1, n,D,M, dw)-threshold decision tree T , where E[Err(T )] ≤ ε and
D ≤ (p1+40−(d−1) · w + p−4) · 2O(d) · log2(w/ε)
M ≤ O(p−2 · d).
Lemma 5.3.20 can be viewed as a derandomized and strengthened form of some of the
analysis by Chen, Santhanam, and Srinivasan [CSS18]. The proof of Lemma 5.3.20 mainly
consists of picking parameters and is not conceptually interesting. We will therefore omit
the proof; the interested reader can read the proof in our paper [HHTT21, Proposition 6.11].
In lieu of a full proof, we will briefly discuss the most interesting part of the calculation: in
the first term of the bound on D, where does the exponent 1 + 2−Θ(d) come from? A larger
exponent would translate to a PRG with a better seed length.
As we said earlier, the proof of Lemma 5.3.20 works by applying Lemma 5.3.19 d− 2
times to decrease the circuit-depth all the way from d down to 1. We use a different value of
p in each round; let pi be the ?-probability that we use when going from circuit-depth i to
circuit-depth i− 1. Looking at the bounds in Lemma 5.3.19, we see that for that restriction,
the number of threshold function queries goes from Mi to Mi−1 ≈Mi +p−2, and the number
of variable queries goes from Di to Di−1, where
Di−1 ≈ pi ·Di + p7/6i · w · (M2i + 1). (5.12)
In the first round, the initial “tree” is actually just a threshold circuit, soDd = Md = 0,
hence Md−1 ≈ p−2d and Dd−1 ≈ p
7/6
d · w. In the second round, things get a little more
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complicated. Focusing only on the second term of Eq. (5.12), we get
Dd−2 > p
7/6







To get a nontrivial result, we are forced to choose pd−1 much smaller than pd, so that the +7/6
power drowns out the −2 power. In particular, we should choose pd−1 < pCd for a sufficiently
large constant C > 1. (In the actual proof, we set pd−1 ≈ p40d [HHTT21].) Something
similar happens in each subsequent round, forcing us to choose the ?-probabilities to be
rapidly decreasing from one round to the next, with pi−1 < p
C
i . When we compose all
these restrictions, the overall ?-probability is the product pd · pd−1 · · · p2. To achieve overall
?-probability p, therefore, we must start with pd much larger than p, namely pd = p
2−Θ(d) .
Looking now at the first term of Eq. (5.12), we see that D2 ≥ p2 · p3 · · · pd−1 · p7/6d · w =
p1+2
−Θ(d) · w, which explains why we are not able to beat exponent 1 + 2−Θ(d).
5.3.4 PRGs for ANYm ◦ THR and the Simplified Model
So far, we have shown that under pseudorandom restrictions threshold circuits simplify
in some sense. Ironically, our notion of “simplicity,” based on the threshold decision tree
model, is rather complicated. But just like when we were studying read-once AC0, what
really matters is whether we can design a PRG for the simplified model. Our goal for this
section is to show that we can.
Fooling ANYm ◦ THR with extremely low error
We begin by studying PRGs for functions of a few threshold functions. Let ANYm ◦ THR
be the class of functions f of the form f(x) = g(Φ1(x), . . . ,Φm(x)), where g : {±1}m →
{±1} is an arbitrary function and Φ1, . . . ,Φm : {±1}n → {±1} are threshold functions. Let
ANDm ◦THR be the subclass where g = AND (note that the ±1 version of the AND function
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is the max function). The latter functions are also known as polytopes. Ultimately we will
only need a PRG for ANDm◦THR, but we will present an explicit PRG for the more powerful
class ANYm ◦ THR with seed length
Õ
(√
n · (m+ log(1/ε))
)
.
For moderate values of m and ε, our seed length is far from the optimal seed length of
O(m+ log(n/ε)). However, note that our seed length remains nontrivial provided
m+ log(1/ε) < n/ logc n
for some constant c, and in this respect our PRG is near-optimal, because nontrivial PRGs
do not exist when m ≥ n or log(1/ε) ≥ n. We will be interested in the regime m ≈ n0.2 and
ε = 2−n
1−α
for an arbitrarily small constant α; for these parameters, our seed length is indeed
slightly nontrivial. Several previous works [Vio07; GOWZ10; LS11; HKM12; ST17b; ST18;
OST19; CDS19; KKLMO20] have studied PRGs for functions of a few threshold functions
and related problems, but none of them give nontrivial PRGs in the extreme parameter
regime in which we are interested (see Table 5.3).
Our PRG uses some similar techniques as the earlier PRG by Kabanets, Koroth,
Lu, Myrisiotis, and Oliveira [KKLMO20]. Like them, the only fact we use about threshold
functions is that they have low communication complexity. Specifically, we consider the
multiparty “number-in-hand” model, i.e., the input is split into several disjoint pieces, each
piece is held by a single party, and when one party speaks, all the parties can hear what
they say; the identity of the speaker in a given round is a function of the communication
in the prior rounds. Nisan designed efficient protocols for threshold functions in this model
[Nis93b], and later Viola gave an improvement [Vio15].
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Seed length Model fooled Reference
Õ((m+ log(n/ε)) · log(1/ε)) MONOTONEm ◦ THR [GOWZ10]
O(m · log(n/ε) · log n) MONOTONEm ◦ THR [GOWZ10]
mO(1) + logO(1)(1/ε) + 2O(
√
logn) AC0 with m THR gates [Vio07; LS11; ST18]
poly(logm, 1/ε) · log n ANDm ◦ THR [OST19]
Õ(
√
n ·m1/4 · log(1/ε)) FORMULA[m] ◦ THR [KKLMO20]
Õ
(√
n · (m+ log(1/ε))
)
ANYm ◦ THR [HHTT21] (Theorem 5.3.24)
Table 5.3: Explicit PRGs for functions of a few unrestricted threshold functions.
MONOTONEm denotes the class of monotone Boolean functions on m input bits, and
FORMULA[m] denotes the class of De Morgan formulas with m leaves. Note that an ε-
PRG for ANDm ◦ THR is automatically an (ε · 2m)-PRG for ANYm ◦ THR, so each of these
PRGs implies some nontrivial PRG for ANY ◦ THR. However, even for the special case of
ANDm ◦ THR, none of the prior PRGs are nontrivial for the regime of parameters in which
we are interested, namely m ≈ n0.2 and ε = 2−n1−α , because each prior seed length is at least
min{m, log(1/ε)} · log(1/ε).
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Theorem 5.3.21 ([Nis93b; Vio15]). For any threshold function Φ: {±1}n → {±1}, for any
δ > 0, under any partition of the input bits into k parts, there is a public-coin randomized k-
party number-in-hand protocol for Φ with failure probability δ and communication complexity
O(k · log k · log(n/δ)).
We can fool a multiparty number-in-hand communication protocol using a PRG for
combinatorial rectangles. Recall that a k-dimensional combinatorial rectangle is a function
f : ({±1}n/k)k → {0, 1} of the form f(x(1), . . . , x(k)) = f1(x(1)) ∧ · · · ∧ fk(x(k)), where each
fi is an arbitrary function fi : {±1}n/k → {0, 1}. There is a long line of work developing
PRGs for combinatorial rectangles [ASWZ96; LLSZ97; EGLNV98; Lu02; GMRTV12; Vio14;
GY20]. The best seed length is by Gopalan and Yehudayoff [GY20], which translates to the
following parameters for fooling multiparty communication protocols.
Theorem 5.3.22 ([GY20]). Let n, k, t ∈ N and ε > 0 with n a multiple of k. There is an
explicit ε-PRG for the class of functions f : ({±1}n/k)k → {±1} such that f(x(1), . . . , x(k))
can be computed by a deterministic k-party number-in-hand protocol where party i holds x(i)
with communication complexity t. The seed length of the PRG is
Õ(t+ n/k + log(1/ε) + log log k).
Proof. Gopalan and Yehudayoff show how to ε′-fool k-dimensional combinatorial rectangles
with a seed length of Õ(n/k + log(1/ε′) + log log k) [GY20]. Let A be the set of transcripts
z ∈ {0, 1}t that cause the protocol to output −1. For each transcript z, there is some
combinatorial rectangle fz such that fz(x
(1), . . . , x(k)) = 1 if and only if z is the transcript of
the protocol on input (x(1), . . . , x(k)). Therefore,
f(x) = (−1)
∨





It follows that any ε′-PRG for k-dimensional combinatorial rectangles fools f with error
2ε′ · |A| ≤ ε′ · 2t+1. Setting ε′ = ε · 2−t−1 completes the proof.
At this point, to get a PRG for ANYm ◦ THR, we could try reasoning that since
an individual threshold function has low communication complexity, a function in ANYm ◦
THR must also have low communication complexity, and so we can fool it using the PRG
for communication protocols. The trouble with this argument is that the protocol for an
individual threshold function is randomized. To get a PRG with error ε, näıvely we need to
use a protocol with failure probability less than ε, which näıvely would translate to a PRG
seed length of more than m · log(1/ε). That would be too large for us.
To get a better seed length, we will use a special polynomial representation of the
outer ANYm function, which was also the approach of like Kabanets, Koroth, Lu, Myrisiotis,
and Oliveira [KKLMO20]. Kabanets et al. used a low-degree approximating polynomial,
whereas we use a beautiful theorem by Sherstov on polynomials that are robust to noise at
the inputs [She13]. For a multivariate real polynomial p(x) =
∑
e ce · x
e1
1 · · ·xenn , we define
deg(p) = max{e1 + · · ·+ en : ce 6= 0} and L1(p) =
∑
e |ce|.
Theorem 5.3.23 ([She13]). For any multivariate real polynomial p : {±1}n → [−1, 1] and
any δ > 0, there is a multivariate real polynomial probust : Rn → R such that for every
x ∈ {±1}n and every E ∈ [−1/3, 1/3]n,
|p(x+ E)− f(x)| ≤ δ.
Furthermore, deg(probust) ≤ O(deg(p) + log(1/δ)) and7 L1(probust) ≤ L1(p) · 2O(deg(p)+log(1/δ)).
7Sherstov did not explicitly bound L1(probust), but the bound can be verified by looking at his construction
[She13], as we now explain. In the proof of Sherstov’s Theorem 5.2, the polynomial he denotes p and the
values he denotes as d and D satisfy L1(p) ≤ 2O(d+D). Therefore, in the proof of his Theorem 6.2, we get
L1(P ) ≤ L1(φ) · 2O(D+deg(φ)) = L1(φ) · 2O(deg(φ)+log(1/δ)). Composing with the polynomial r at the end of
that proof only increases L1(probust) by a constant factor.
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Sherstov’s result will allow us to use communication protocols for threshold functions
with a constant failure probability, δ = 1/6, while nevertheless achieving a low PRG error ε.
In particular, we now show that PRGs for combinatorial rectangles, with suitable parameters,
fool ANYm ◦ THR with seed length Õ(
√
n · (m+ log(1/ε))).
Theorem 5.3.24. For any n,m ∈ N and any ε > 0, there is an explicit ε-PRG for
ANYm ◦ THR with seed length Õ
(√
n · (m+ log(1/ε))
)
.
Proof. The construction is the γ-PRG for k-party number-in-hand protocols with communi-
cation complexity t of Theorem 5.3.22, where γ, k, and t will be chosen later. Consider any
function of the form f(x) = p(Φ1(x), . . . ,Φm(x)), where Φ1, . . . ,Φm are threshold functions
and p : {±1}n → {±1} is an arbitrary function. For each i ∈ [m], let πi be the randomized
communication protocol for Φi with failure probability 1/6 guaranteed by Theorem 5.3.21,
with communication complexity t0 = O(k · log k · log n). Write the output of πi as πi(x, Y ),
where x is the input and Y is the random bits. Define qi(x) = EY [πi(x, Y )] ∈ [−1, 1], i.e.,
qi(x) is the expected output of πi on input x, and hence |qi(x)− Φi(x)| ≤ 1/3.
Identify p with its Fourier expansion, a multilinear polynomial. Let probust be the
corresponding polynomial from Theorem 5.3.23 with error value δ = ε/2. That way, for
every x ∈ {±1}n,
|f(x)− probust(q1(x), . . . , qm(x))| ≤ ε/2.
It suffices, therefore, to fool the function probust(q1(x), . . . , qm(x)). Expanding probust, we can
write
probust(q1(x), . . . , qm(x)) =
∑
e∈Zm≥0
ce · q1(x)e1 · · · qm(x)em .
Consider a fixed exponent vector e with ce 6= 0. There is a probabilistic interpretation
of the quantity q1(x)
e1 · · · qm(x)em . That quantity is precisely the expected value of a new
randomized protocol Πe that simulates each qi protocol ei times independently and takes the
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product (XOR) of all the output values. This new protocol has communication complexity
t0 · deg(probust) ≤ O(k · log k · log n · (deg(p) + log(1/ε))
≤ O(k · log k · log n · (m+ log(1/ε))).



















[∣∣∣∣EX[Πe(X, Y )]− EUn[Πe(Un, Y )]
∣∣∣∣]
≤ γ.
As a consequence, summing up all the monomials of probust, we get
|E[probust(q1(X), . . . , qm(X))]− E[probust(q1(Un), . . . , qm(Un))]| ≤ γ · L1(probust)
≤ γ · L1(p) · 2O(deg(p)+log(1/ε))
≤ γ · L1(p) · 2O(m+log(1/ε)).
By Parseval’s theorem (see, e.g., O’Donnell’s text [O’D14]) and the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality, we have L1(p) ≤ 2m/2. Therefore, X fools probust(q1(X), . . . , qm(X)) with error
γ ·2O(m+log(1/ε)), so a suitable γ = ε ·2−O(m+log(1/ε)) ensures that X fools f with error ε. With
this choice of t and γ, the seed length of the PRG is
Õ(t+ n/k + log(1/γ) + log log k) = Õ(n/k + k · (m+ log(1/ε)) · log n).
To balance the two terms, we pick k =
√
n/(m+ log(1/ε)), giving the desired seed length.
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Fooling threshold decision trees
Our PRG for ANYm ◦ THR readily implies a PRG for threshold decision trees when the
leaf-circuits are individual threshold functions, as we now explain.
Lemma 5.3.25. For any n,D,M, e ∈ N and any ε > 0, there is an explicit PRG G such
that if f : {±1}n → {±1} is consistent with some (1, n,D,M, e)-threshold tree T , then G
fools f with error ε+ 4 · Err(T ). Furthermore, G has seed length
Õ
(√
n · (D +M + log(e+ 1) + log(1/ε))
)
.
Proof. Let G be a γ-PRG for ANDM+2 ◦ THR, where γ will be chosen later. For b ∈ {±1},
define fb(x) = T (x) + 2b · Err(T , x). Let L be the set of leaves of T , and let `(x) be the
leaf reached on input x. Recall that each leaf ` is labeled with a circuit C`(x) and an error
function Err`(x). The error function is of the form Err`(x) =
∑e
i=1 1[Φ`,i(x) = −1], where















· 1[`(x) = `]
= |L| − 2 ·
∑
`∈L





1[Φ`,i(x) = −1] · 1[`(x) = `].
For a fixed leaf `, the function 1[`(x) = `] is in ANDM+1 ◦THR, since all the variable queries
on the path to ` can be joined into a single threshold function (a conjunction of literals).
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Therefore, each summand is in ANDM+2 ◦THR, so G fools fb with error 2|L| ·γ+2|L| ·e ·γ ≤
2D+M+1 · (e+ 1) · γ. Choose γ = ε · 2−(D+M+1)/(e+ 1), so G fools fb with error ε.
It follows that G fools f , because f is sandwiched between f−1 and f+1. In more
detail, if we let X = G(Us) where s is the seed length of G, then
E[f(X)] ≤ E[T (X) + 2Err(T , X)] = E[f+1(X)]
≤ E[f+1(Un)] + ε
= E[T (Un) + 2 · Err(T , Un)] + ε
= E[T (Un)− 2 · Err(T , Un)] + ε+ 4 · Err(T )
≤ E[f(Un)] + ε+ 4 · Err(T ),
where the first and last steps both used the fact that f is consistent with T . A perfectly
analogous argument shows that E[f(X)] ≥ E[f(Un)]− ε− 4 · Err(T ).
Taking G to be the PRG for ANYM+2 ◦ THR of Theorem 5.3.24, the seed length is
Õ
(√




n · (D +M + log(e+ 1) + log(1/ε))
)
as claimed.
5.3.5 The Final PRG via the Ajtai-Wigderson Framework
Construction
At this point, we have shown that for a truly random U and a pseudorandom Z, the re-
striction Res(U,Z) simplifies threshold circuits to a model we can fool with a nontrivial seed
length. Sampling U would be too expensive, but we can nevertheless get a PRG from here
using the method of Ajtai and Wigderson [AW89]. The idea is, we sample Z, and we assign
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values to the coordinates in Z using the PRG for the simplified model, but then for the
coordinates outside Z, instead of sampling a truly random string U , we recursively sample
a pseudorandom string that fools threshold circuits. The number of pseudorandom bits we
need has decreased from n to (1− p) · n, so there are roughly p−1 levels of recursion, which
is why we needed our failure probability to be less than p in each iteration.
In more detail, fix w, d ∈ N and γ, p ∈ (0, 1/2). For each n ∈ N, we will recursively
define a distribution X(n) over {±1}n that fools depth-d threshold circuits with w wires with
error γn, where the values γn will become clear later. When n = 1, we set X
(n) = U1.
Now consider n > 1. Let n′ = dp · ne. Sample Z ⊆ [n] according to the distribution
of Lemma 5.3.20 with ε = γ, so |Z| = dpne. Sample Y ∈ {±1}Z using the PRG of
Lemma 5.3.25, where the parameters D and M are as in the conclusion of Lemma 5.3.20
and e = dw and ε = γ. For convenience, extend Y to a string Y ′ ∈ {±1}n by putting +1
in the coordinates outside Z. Meanwhile, independently, sample X ∼ X(n−|Z|) ∈ {±1}n−|Z|
recursively. Define X ′ ∈ {±1}n so that X ′[n]\Z = X and XZ = (+1)|Z|. Finally, we set
X(n) = Res(X ′, Z) ◦ Y ′ = Res(Y ′, [n] \ Z) ◦X ′.
Correctness
Claim 5.3.26. For each n ∈ N, X(n) fools depth-d threshold circuits with at most w wires
with error γn, where γn = O(p
−1 · log n · γ).
Proof. Let f be a depth-d threshold circuit with at most w wires. This class is closed under
restriction, so f |Res(Y ′,[n]\Z) is also a depth-d threshold circuit with at most w wires. The
distribution X(n−|Z|) fools such circuits, so if we sample U ∈ {±1}n uniformly at random,
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then










Meanwhile, by Lemma 5.3.20, when we hit f with the restriction Res(U,Z), the restricted
function is consistent with some threshold decision tree T (a random variable that is inde-
pendent of Y ′). Therefore, if we sample a fresh uniform random string U ′ ∈ {±1}n, then











[γ + 4 · Err(T )]
≤ 5γ,
where the second to last step is by Lemma 5.3.25. Now, Res(U,Z) ◦ U ′) is simply a uniform
random n-bit string, so overall, we get
|E[f(X(n))]− E[f ]| ≤ γn−|Z| + 5γ,
i.e., X(n) fools f with error γn where γ1 = 0 and for n > 1, γn ≤ γn−dpne + 5γ. It follows
immediately that γn ≤ O(p−1 · log n · γ).
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Seed length and the ?-probability p
Set p = w−1/10. By Lemmas 5.3.20 and 5.3.25, the seed length for sampling Y is given by
Õ
(√




D ≤ (p1+40−(d−1) · w + p−4) · 2O(d) · log2(w/γ)
= p1+40
−(d−1) · w · 2O(d) · log2(w/γ)
and M ≤ O(p−2 · d)  D. Recalling the statement of Theorem 5.3.2, we will have n ≤ w.
Thus, the seed length for sampling Y is at most
Õ
(√







40−(d−1) · w · 2O(d) · log(1/γ)
)
.
The seed length for sampling Z is only O(p−1 · d · log(w/γ) · log n), which is much smaller, so
the overall seed length for sampling X(n) is asymptotically the seed length for Y times the






·40−(d−1) · w · 2O(d) · log(1/γ)
)
.





−d · 2O(d) · log(1/ε)
)
.
Now, let δ = 1
2
· 50−d. Recalling the statement of Theorem 5.3.2, we are interested in the
case w = n1+δ and ε = 2−n
δ
, and we want to achieve seed length O(n1−δ). We can assume
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without loss of generality that δ ≥ 1/ log n, since otherwise the desired seed length is bigger
than n. Thus, 50d ≤ 1
2
log n, so 2O(d) = polylog n, and so our PRG’s seed length is at most
Õ(w1−2·40
−d · log(1/ε)) ≤ n1+2δ−2·40−d · polylog n.
Now, 1.5 · 40−d > 1.5 · 50−d = 3δ, so the seed length is at most
n1−δ · n−0.5·40−d · polylog n.
In fact, log(40) < 0.95 · log(50), so 40−d > (50−d)0.95, so the seed length is at most
n1−δ · n−0.5·(50−d)0.95 · polylog n ≤ n1−δ · n−Ω(1/ log0.95 n) · polylog n
= n1−δ · 2−Ω(log0.05 n) · 2O(log logn).





The L vs. BPL problem obviously remains open. It is a challenging problem, but as we have
seen, it is possible to make progress on it in various ways. For this reason, derandomizing
space-bounded computation continues to be an active area of research, as evidenced by, e.g.,
Reingold’s tutorial on the subject at the DIMACS Day of Complexity Tutorials prior to
CCC 2019 [Rei19], or the workshop on the subject at STOC 2020 organized by Meka, Tal,
and Zuckerman [MTZ20].
In this dissertation, we have discussed the PRG, HSG, and WPRG approaches to L
vs. BPL. PRGs remain the “gold standard” for derandomization, but the extra flexibility
of HSGs and WPRGs means we sometimes have more success constructing them. Of course,
some research on L vs. BPL does not fit neatly into any of these three categories. For
example, the recent line of work based on methods from fast Laplacian solvers [MRSV17;
MRSV19; AKMPSV20] is probably best thought of as a distinct approach, although it has
connections to PRGs and WPRGs (including our PRG for unbounded-width permutation
ROBPs and our low-error WPRG for unrestricted ROBPs). Perhaps the next breakthrough
will use a completely new derandomization method – but even if so, we can expect work on
PRGs, HSGs, and WPRGs to continue to yield valuable insights about ROBPs and L vs.
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BPL. We conclude with some suggested directions for future research.
6.1 Suggested Open Problems
PRGs for more types of read-once formulas Read-once AC0[⊕] formulas can be sim-
ulated by constant-width arbitrary-order ROBPs, and read-once TC0 formulas can be sand-
wiched by polynomial-width arbitrary-order ROBPs. Better PRGs for these models would
therefore be good progress toward fooling ROBPs. In the read-many setting, AC0[⊕] ⊆ TC0,
but this inclusion does not carry over to the read-once models: read-once TC0 formulas can-
not even compute the parity function on two bits. The problems of fooling read-once AC0[⊕]
and fooling read-once TC0 are incomparable.
Low-error PRGs for permutation ROBPs As we saw in Section 5.1.1, the INW gen-
erator [INW94] does a particularly good job of fooling permutation ROBPs. However, even
in the constant-width case, the best result is seed length O(log n · log(1/ε)) (see Table 5.1).
There is much room for improvement when, e.g., ε = 1/ poly(n). As a starting point,
we suggest the problem of designing near-optimal PRGs for width-3 permutation ROBPs.
This model seems to be a key bottleneck for getting near-optimal PRGs for general width-3
ROBPs [MRT19]. It is a highly restricted model, so perhaps there is a relatively simple
solution.
New PRG approaches We currently only know a few general “frameworks” for construct-
ing and analyzing PRGs. For example, there is the Ajtai-Wigderson framework [AW89],
which we used to design our PRG for threshold circuits; there is the famous Nisan-Wigderson
framework based on hard functions [NW94]; there is the “seed recycling” framework [Nis92;
INW94; NZ96], which we used to fool unbounded-width permutation ROBPs; and there is
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the recent framework due to Chattopadhyay, Hatami, Hosseini, and Lovett based on polar-
izing random walks [CHHL19]. It seems likely that we will need a new framework to obtain
near-optimal PRGs for ROBPs. It has been suggested that perhaps the bitwise XOR of two
small-bias distributions fools ROBPs with near-optimal seed length [LV17], so more meth-
ods of analyzing such a construction would be welcome. Another candidate construction
is Res(X, Y ) ◦ Z, where X, Y , and Z are three independent small-bias distributions, i.e.,
we use Y to pseudorandomly partition [n] into two parts; we use X to assign values to the
coordinates in one part and Z to assign values to the coordinates in the other part. Per-
haps one of these constructions can at last provide a PRG for read-once CNFs with optimal
seed length O(log(n/ε)). (After considerable research, the best explicit PRG for read-once
CNFs currently known has “partially optimal” seed length O(log n)+Õ(log(1/ε)) [DETT10;
GMRTV12; BN17; DHH20].)
BPL vs. NL We suggest trying to prove the implication L = NL =⇒ L = BPL.
That might sound a little silly – what is the point of proving something we expect to be
true under an assumption that could go either way? But we think it would be a good
first step in a few interesting directions at once. First of all, it would be a step toward
proving BPL ⊆ NL, a problem posed by Saks [Sak96]. Saks further conjectured that
the non-halting version of BPL coincides with NL [Sak96], giving extra motivation for
proving BPL ⊆ NL. Second of all, it would be a step toward proving the implication
prL = prRL =⇒ L = BPL, where prL and prRL are the promise versions of L and
RL. Recall that we showed that optimal HSGs for ROBPs, or equivalently a black-box
derandomization of prRL, would imply L = BPL (Section 3.3). It would be great to show
that even a non-black-box derandomization of prRL would imply L = BPL, matching the
known analogous theorem for time-bounded derandomization prP = prRP =⇒ P = BPP
[BF99]. Finally, this problem might be related to the problem of proving RL = coRL.
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Combining HSGs with the Saks-Zhou framework In Section 3.3, we showed that
optimal HSGs for ROBPs would imply L = BPL. What can we achieve if we assume
HSGs that are impressive but not optimal? For example, imagine if someone discovered an
explicit ε-HSG for width-w length-n ROBPs with seed length O(log(wn/ε) ·
√
log n). That
would be a huge breakthrough, and yet it is not currently known how to derive any new
derandomization of BPL or even RL from such a construction. A PRG or poly(w)-bounded
WPRG with that seed length would imply BPL ⊆ DSPACE(log4/3N) via the Saks-Zhou
framework [SZ99]. It would be great to obtain a similar consequence from an HSG. For
context, recall that as mentioned in Section 3.3.1, there are many known proofs that optimal
HSGs for circuits imply P = BPP. Those proofs do not all “scale” equally well. That
is, some proofs give better results than others under the assumption of explicit HSGs for
circuits that are highly nontrivial but far from optimal [GVW11].
More low-error WPRGs and low-threshold HSGs So far, HSGs and WPRGs have
been particularly helpful in the small-ε regime. That might continue to be true. As men-
tioned in Section 4.1, it remains an open problem to construct WPRGs for width-w length-n
ROBPs with optimal seed length O(log(w/ε)) in the regime n = polylogw. Such a WPRG
would be similar to the Nisan-Zuckerman PRG [NZ96], but with a better error. An appeal-
ing consequence would be that any bounded-error randomized decision algorithm that uses
S bits of space and R random bits could be simulated by another bounded-error decision
algorithm using O(S) bits of space and R/Sc random bits, where c is an arbitrarily large
constant. At the other extreme, we can look at width-3 ROBPs. Near-optimal HSGs for
width-3 ROBPs are known [ŠŽ11; GMRTV12], but the best PRG for width-3 ROBPs has
seed length Õ(log n · log(1/ε)) [MRT19]. (For width-4 ROBPs, the best PRG is still Nisan’s
PRG for polynomial-width ROBPs [Nis92].) Can we design a WPRG for width-3 ROBPs
with seed length Õ(log(n/ε))? Finally, it would be great to design HSGs or WPRGs with a
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better dependence on ε for arbitrary-order ROBPs, compared to the state-of-the-art PRGs
by Forbes and Kelley [FK18].
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